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T-M-6-Y
N. N. ABDWW, National Research Comcil“, Ottawa, mnam
m the Dl'screte Unear

Ll

Abroﬂmtion
and

L1

Solutions of mer-

Adetem‘ned
h‘near Emtl ons
Usov's amorl'm for solﬁng me discrete linear

L

appmximation
1
problem 1's generalized so that it can also solve an overdetemined system
nom.
It is then Show mat this aworim
l
is completely equvalent to a dual simplex amorl‘thm applied to a ll‘near
of li'near eqmti‘ons in the

L

pmgm1‘ng pmblem in non-negative bomded varl ables.

However, one iter-

ati'on 1'n we fomer 1's equimlent to one or more itemtions in the htter.
A dml simplex emeritm is described which seemts m be me most
effic1'ent and capble method for solvim mese two pmblems.

Its efficiency

1's d‘ue to not nei'm artifi‘c1’al mriables and to its simplicity.

Its cam-

bl’h‘ty 1‘s due to the fact that the mar condition atmched to Usow's method
is cwpleteu relued.

Nmerl‘cal resﬂts are given.

***

M—PM-8-V
R. A. Am, Noﬂhwestem Univer51'ty, Mneton
Mhoections
of Convex home

,

Convex progms wi'm. closed objective Mction and closed feasible
region am cmssified as degenemte if me objective Mction and the feasible region have a comon direction of mceasion.

For each degenemte pm-

W, a reduced fom is defined by projecting we feasible region and me
objective fmction epl‘gmm on the omhogonal complwent of me recession
directions.

A fl‘nite sequence of such reductions ﬁelds a non-degenemte

problm for whim the infimm is atmined on a bomded set.

Under a very

mld condition the infimm of the reduced problem 1's eqml to mat of me
ongnal probi‘w.

It is shown that the objective and constmirit fmctions

of the "projected" problem my be ohmined by calcuhtim nmts of the
objective and constmint Motions in me Mmctione of mcession.

mese

results genemhze the concept of degeneracy and reduction to cwonical

fom which was originally develomd for mSWOMal gemetric progrm'm.

2

m-w-US-z
:. ABREAM, L. s. LUBOOBI, University of Toronto, Canada
Problems
____________________g_ng___A
Nmericsl Ilethod for a Class of Continuous Concave Prorami
The problem under consideration consists in maxmi'zing

U
f:
T
'(x) = i=lof ai(t) g(xi(t)) dt
I: = 1,

, n

where

xl(t),

able, and nonnegative on
and

ﬂu. _>0, k = l,

subject to
, xn(t)

[0,T].

g
T
1:1 ski of x1(t) dt = Li,
are functions bounded, measur-

'lhe quantities

, m, i = l,

, p

pk > O, k = l,

are given.

nonnegative, nonincreasing and bounded functions on

The

[0,T]

, m

01's are

and the

gi's

are nondecreasing concave functions on [0, ha].
The above problem 1's approximated by two sequences of problems in
whi.h~ the

(11's

are replaced by step functions forming sequences converg-

ing to the respective

(xi '5

from above and from below.

pmblans can then be solved by standard techniques.

'me approximating

Both the convergence

of the optimal solutions to approximting problems and the convergence of
the comsponding optimal values are investigated.

Some estimates of the

accuracy of approximating solutions are also obtained.

*4}!

T-AH-Z-X
I. ADIER, University of California, Berkeley
_______—_L_ﬁmration
of All Vertices of a Poledral Set
The problem of enmerating all vertices (extrane points) of a given polyhedral set has attracted quite wide interest in the mathenatical programing Literature.

Such enumeration is instrumental in some suggested opti-

mization techniques.
In this presentation we review the main ideas behind the existing
est-relation algorithms.

Specifically, we discuss in some detail

the cut-

ting planes and vertex following procedures, and answer some open questions
(which have appeared in the literature) concerning their efficiency.
Pimlly, we present two new enumeration algorithms.

F-m-¢“-W
D. ADOHEON,

T. C. HU, W1‘vers1’ty of Washi'ngton,

Seattle

WOti‘ml
m'near Orderi'n
A problem of mny appli'catl'ons 1's the qmdmti'c a551'gment problem.
A closely remted one

1's the module placement problem (also called the

blackbmrd wi'ri'ng problm)

1‘n whi'ch a set of pi‘ns connected by wi'res are

pmced i‘nto a set of holes,
the holes are f1'xe.d.

one pi‘n

Usmlly,

in each hole.

ﬁe confi'gmtl'ons of

me holes occupy the httice

wints

1'n me

phne, and me nmbers of wires connecti'ng each wir of pins are gl'ven in
admnce.

Re problem is to put the pins 1'nto me holes such mat the total

wire lemth is miniml.
We can represent me

n

nodes.

nodes

me nmbers

N.
1

and

N..
J

and the J‘th pi'ns.

me

n

ciJ
C

pins

connected by wires as a gram

G

with

are associated wl'th the arc connecti'm the
13

is the umber of w1'res connecting the 1m

We shall use the word "node" interchmybly ﬂth "pin'I

from now on.
mst agori‘ms pmposed for solving mis problem have been hemi'sti'c,

or bmnch—and-bomd amoritm which on only Mndle pmblms men

n _< 20.

An excellent review ﬂm my references cm be fomd in mnan and
Kutzberg.

In thi‘s mwr, we shall COnSl der a smcial case of me ane

problem,- nmely, when the holes are all in a ﬁne um adjacent holes at a
mit asunce awn.

We lel call thi's problw,

1’m problem" (abbreﬂated as O.L.O.).
by

Emer 1'n

fou.

"me optiml linear order-

me O.L.0. pmblem was solved

the case where the gmph

G

is a deBMJn gmm of order

It was also considered by Morse who med a ﬂﬁerent cﬂteria

of opti'mi'zatl'on.
orderl'm of

n

Since them an

n.'

mss1'ble configmti'ons in the unear

pi'ns, a stmi'wt-fomrd enmeration appmach is not

feasible.
In section 2, we wi‘ll prove some lemas smut the O.L.O. problw and
also its relationshl‘p wi'm me meow of network flows, which is wmuy
considered an entirely ﬁfferent subject.
Di section 5, we will mstri'ct me 3mm to be a tree and interpret
the O.L.O.

problm as a schedﬂing problem.

We will then present an

algoritm which will give me global optimm solution in

***

O(n log n) steps.

L‘
W-m-ll-Z
S. M. W, Mewster Wi'vers1‘ty, Hm‘lton, Canam
pt“hance-Constmi'ned
hom‘n
mneml Di'stri'butl'on and Portfoli'o
S#elect1‘on
wee
Naslmd (19%) was the fi'rst to we chance—constral'ned progm‘ng to
a.nalyse me theom of asset ch01'ce.
et al.,

In the tradl'ti'on of Chames,

Cooper

Naslmd assmed mat asset retms are #nomll M‘s—trl'buted md

confimed the results obtm‘ned earh‘er by kbin (1958) and others.

However,

nomlly di‘stri buted asset pri'ces i'mply a non-zero probabi‘h'ty tmt they
will m neyti've.

In a twi‘cal econoﬂc contem, therefore,

tation of such resﬂts are somewhat mbl’wous.
bySenypm(l970), wow omers.

bdeed,

the 1 nterpre-

mi's p01'nt has been stressed

Sengupta has di'scussed we p0551'-

bilities of using chi-square distribution.

But he suspected that

"the

dec1’sion Mes mder chwce-constMned progmng my be sen31't1've to
demmues fmm nomlity wless some prior analysis shows me contmw".
h mis mper, we appmch the theom of mrtfolio selecti'on withi‘n
me fmevork ofac.hance-constra1'ned progrme, assMng a lognoml secu1‘ties mmet.

he empirical ev1‘dence that stock market prices are log-

nomlly Q'stributed he been prs1'zed by Hntner (19%),

mong omers.

merefore, 338mm, mt the 1'nvestor's ch01'ce can essenti'ally be descri'bed
as mei'ces mow the LloritMc moments of altemative investment retwns,
we attwpt pt ¢ow mat one sti’ll cm ohmin me min resuts pmv1'ded by
Rhin, hslmd et al.
me
(a)

"min results" we

In me case when were is a wfe asset

(i)

(SEAMTION mm)~.

if we investor holds a wfe asset, then

he holds the ri'sky assets in cemai'n fixed pmpomions, which
are independent of the size of hl’s disposable wealm and his
risk-aversion fmction
(ii)
(b)

a pmpoﬂ1'onal m stimmtes risk-tﬂi'ng.

h the case where _all _assets _are Jrisk, we show that
(i)

the necessam and sﬂficient conditi'on for there to be a movement tomrds the hl'w-risk asset frm me low-ri'sk asset, due to
lmp em mmtion, is mat the fomer's emected yi'eld 1's greater

(11)

we effects of a pmwmional mx demnds on the constmint.

***

T-PM-£-"'X"\
G'. APPA, Middlesex Polytechnic, Queensway, Enfield, mgland
'

___£__pp__________g___g_y____Some
w A roaches for Problems Arisin From De enerac in Linear
__g___g_Prorammin
Problems caused by the presence of degeneracy are different for different algorithms.

For the simplex type algorithms the main problem is that of
of making a number of pivot changes without im-

'wasteful' iterations, i.e.,

proving the value of the objective function.

A problem may be highly degen-

erate from the start, and/or degeneracy may be encountered en route (to a
solution) and/or an optimal extreme point may be highly degenerate.

In

either of these cases there are many reduced cost-coefficient vectors
corresponding to the same geometrical extreme point.

'ihe usual lexico-

graphic method orders these completely and makes pivot changes leading to
higher and higher order vectors, for £118 of these problems.

llhis is because

it is designed to deal with a theoretical problem common to all the three
situations, viz., cycling.

We develop two other finite methods:

Sequential Primal Method and

(2) A Sequential Primal Dual Method.

(1) A
{these

attack directly the twin problems of reducing wasteful iterations and of
generating as few additional rows and columns as possible.

Another approach

developed here introduces a cutting plane which eliminates the degenerate
point from the feasible set, in such a way that all the feasible edges go
through the cutting plane.

As the edges are less degenerate than the extreme

point from which they emanate, the cutting plane cuts down the number of
iterations required in certain cases.

Moreover the cutting plane also

serves as a useful theoretical tool with implications for finding all extreme
rays of a convex cone, Balas' intersection cuts etc.

These are discussed.

T-IAM-l-W
R_______,.
D. AMTRONG P. SHEA, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Im_p______L__________g____—____Al£__roved
Penalt Calculations for a Mixed Inteer Branch and Bound
orithm
This paper presents an extension of Tomlin‘s penalties for the branch
and bound mixed integer algorithm of Beale and Small.

It is shown that the

integer requirements (11 non-basic variables can be used in a way different
from Tomlin's method by considering a future dichotonw on a non-basic integer
variable that my come into the basis at the first dual simplex iteration.
The additional penalty for enforcing this integer requirement can be easily
computed, with little extra arithmetic and bookkeeping.

{me improvement is

easy to incorporate for the normal case as well as when the variables are
grouped into ordered sets with generalized upper bounds.

'Ihe stronger

penalties help reduce computational time and also provide a more powerful
criterion for rejecting solution sets as suboptimal.

Computational experi-

ence is provided .

***
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,“T- m-S -v
‘
K. J. ARRW, F. J. GOULD, S. M. HWE, Harvard University, Cambridge
* A General Saddle-Point Result‘for' Constrained Maximization
The paper aims to establish saddle-point results for constrained maximization in the case where the maximand or the constraints or both need not
have the usual convexity properties.
possible.

By necessity, only local results are

'Ihe essence of the device is to modify the Lagrangian so that

violations of the constraints enter nonlinearly.

Then the value of the primal

variables in the constrained maximum will be a. local saddle-point of the
modified Iagrangian; more strongly, the modified Lagrangian will be strictly
concave in the primal variables and convex in the dual variables,

so that

the saddle-point can be determined by a gradient method or by complementary
pivoting.

***
/

TEAM-1'“
“S. AR‘UMCMR, University of Galifomia, Los Angeles
gg_____&_____p______________timal
Sthesis of Comuter-Communcation Networks
'Ihe probl

of locating communication/computer centers in a given set

of grid points and the synthesis of the network connecting the centers to the
other points in the grid is considered in this paper.

'Ihe problem is formu-

lated as a mixed-integer minimal cost flow problem and is solved using
Beﬁknrders' decomposition.
enumeration.

'Bne relaxed master problem is solved by implicit

Bounds on the objective function are generated at each step

and the routine terminates in a finite number of steps.

***

M—PM-l-W
E. BALAS, Carnegie—Mellon University, Pittsburgh
* On the Use of Intersection Cuts and Outer Polars in Branch and Bound

In this paper we discuss the use of various intersection cuts, and more
generally the use of outer polars, in the context of branch and bound—type
emunerative procedures.

In particular, we identify a class of cuts that have

certain desirable properties, and describe a cutting plane-branch and bound
algorithm which uses these properties to decide when to cut and when to
branch.

Also, we use outer polars to generate strong bounds on the objec-

tive function value, and get a relevant measure of the "integer infeasibility"
of a given solution.

***

T-AM-Q-X
M. L. BALINSKI, CUNY, New York and Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne
* 'm_______‘j__________p_—xt_ﬁ_e
Hirsch Conecture for Some Transortation Polos

The general class of transportation polytopes is defined by

n
P{(al,...,am,- bl,...,bn),(m,n)} = {x = (x1.J).-J=Elxij= a1,
where the

are any positive values with

a i, bJ

conjecture states that at most

m+n-l

m
=21xij = b3, xiJZO}

128.1, = 32 bJ.

feasible basis changes are necessary

to go from any one feasible basis to any other feasible basis.

P{(klm+l,...,kmm+l; m,...,m), (m, izkiﬂn
exu‘eme P013155 umber

where

k 1 >_ 1

[mm-2(Z ki-l).']/1ri((k1-l).') .
1
constructively.
poly‘topes

where

1:1 _> 0

1‘1): (l + 2 k1 )M-11/1ri(ki.').
1
1

holds and is established constructively.
(m, 12k1-1)}

The Hirsch

Consider

Consider

and integer.

Its

'lhe Hirseh conjecture

P{(klm-l, . . .,km-1;m, . . . ,m),

Its extreme points number

and integer.

'Ihe Hirsch conjecture holds and is established

Both of these classes include the class of transportation

P[(n,...,n; m, ...,m), (m,n)]

(m,n) = 1, which has been

with

shown by Bolker to contain the maximum number of extreme points over the
class of transportation polytopes for fixed

***

In

and
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W-AM-D -Y
J. L. EALINTFI, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
*

___g__ng_______Non-Linear
Prorammi
and the Food Price Index
There is experimental evidence concerning the time-dependent character
of food preferences which indicates that measurable non-linear utility func—
tions can be associated with food consumption rates.

This finding is uti—

lized in the formulation of a diet model with non-linear objective function
and a budget constraint involving food prices.

It is shown that this model

represents improvement over the fixed basket or linear programming approximations of the true food price index.

Computational results with simulated

food prices indicate that food price indexes obtained by non-linear pro—
graming techniques are fairly close to Fisher's ideal price indexes.

The

conclusion supports the argument that foods may differ from other commodities
in their contributions to the true cost of living index.

P-AMrU - Y

BAMMI,
LDee

mlip EAMI, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

ﬂL_—____g________g__.g_____—1~1Crehensive
land Use Plannin Via Mathematical Prorammir and Game 'ﬂleo:
Results

A mathemtical programing and game theory model has been used to determine optimal land use allocations to form a basis for the comprehensive land
use plan for 1990 at DiPage County, Illinois.
considered are

(l) mnmi‘zation of tax income,

Multiple objective functions
(2) minimization of travel

time of trips generated by the new allocations, and

(3) minimization of

"conflict" between different land uses existing next to each other.

Game

theory is used to determine a solution that mximizes the "satisfaction"
of each objective function.

Constraints are set on total acreage by land

use, ratio of one type of land use to another, soil characteristics, population densities, and political restrictions.

The model was also used to

evaluate the existing zoning pattern and a land use plan synthesizing individual comprehensive plans of communities within the county.

Evaluation

was done to test if constraints were met and to see how well the objective
functions are satisfied .

T—mé-X
D. B. mMY, Stanard Oi‘l Comwny, wicgo,

Ilh‘nois

WA
Com ari’son of C cll'n A ori‘tMs
A compri'son is mde of two cycli'ng agori'tMS that have been implemented
1'n mmemti'cal promming systems in recent years.

We cych'ng emeritm

1's Msed on speciﬁl’ng the nmber of potential canm‘mtes to be considered
1'n a gi‘ven mg'or i'temti'on (a mtenti'al candidate bei'm defined as a vector
whose

dJ.

mlue is of we correct siy).

he omer cyclim agorim is

based on smci'fyi'w the nmber of phcments of more favomble potenti'al
candi'dates 1'nto me pri‘cing region, which leads to a pmei'li‘ty distﬁbution
for the nmber of mtential candiates considered in a gven mjor iteration.'
In this mmr eqmti'ons are deri'ved for this pmbabili'ty distributl‘on,
as a fmcti‘on of cycling and pri‘cing values.

mese eqwtl‘ons are then used

to genemte a set of mbles that chamcterl'ze the prombi'h‘ty m stributions.
Commrisons are then mde of the theoretical resdts with actml resul‘ts
u51'ng a mrge m mwel, in ml‘w the order of the colms had Men mdmzed,
wd m‘& a very mrge tmspormtion-tm m model.

*‘K-‘XI_/

F-AM'J ~X _
J. A. mmm, mml'n Mrietm Comomtion, mnver
Wd‘
knders' mcomosition and @neranzed ﬁxed Mre Hoblms
W,

-7-

A cowutationally effic1'ent emeritm has we.n develomd for obtﬂni.ng
approm'mte or emct solutions for a chss of hrge scale generah‘zed fii'ed
cMrge problws.

me algoritm is Msed on a reMti‘on of me knders'

Decomwsition Hocedwe, combined wth a unear mxed integer algontm
specifically deal'med to solve the MIP associated n'm ﬁnders mcommsition
and a computationally improved generahzed upmr mmdi'ng (ow) amorl‘m
whl'ch solves a convex semmble pmgrm‘ng problw by genemll‘zed hnear
progMng.

A Mm'c mmitioni‘ng technique is defi‘ned and used to milor

me entire procedue for the class of fixed charge problws.

me research

and implementatl'on was directed tomrd the solution of a class of veawn
allocation problems, and computational resﬂts for problem of this tm
are given.

we pmcedme for solﬁng the associated MP 1's apph‘cabh w

any problm for ﬁnder fom.

Adm'tionally, several computati‘oml 1‘mprove-

ments have been developed which are apph‘cable to any Gm 1'mplmentation.

1C
V-AMr2-X
_______,n{-..AM'“"
N. C
In.

’

a

4‘4".

Y. DEW, Georgia kstim‘te of Technology Atha‘rﬁa
.

J

'

—______—g_.b________.____—A7
gleas-ni_t~.
Pris n
orith: for the Multicocznoﬁtv Minna Cost

Flo." Problem
4..“ .h‘is study we deveno‘p a pn‘ce-ﬁrective a.g'~'oriuhm‘ for solving the
cost xulticomoai“ty flow probler...
of 3535' infeasibi‘.~‘1'ty pricing method.

The algorithm is a specialization
Ehe subproblans are first solved and

...“'e i..'feasi."‘ii_i‘ty in the canton resources is used to generate a new ﬁrection
for the price vecmr.

By making use of .h'e network structure, th‘e process

of finding the new direction is simph'fied.

Updating the solution of the

subproblens involves few pivots, which are directly made on the network.
Ih'e procew‘ire is illasutrated by a numerical example.

*{4}

K-AH-lh-U
E. K. L. HEAL-E, Scientiﬁc Control Systans Ltd, London, England
P

Nine
Current A oritlmic Sec
of mthamtical Pro
Stems
The one cannon feature of all practical large-scale mthenntical programing problems is sparseness.

this applies whether the constraints are

linear or nonlinear and whether the variables are continuous or discrete.
The simplex method retains its central role in matheuatical programming
system because in addition to being a device for changing the set of independent variables as appropriate it is now also an efficient method of exploiting sparseness.

Supporting facilities that are now widely available

are generalized upper bounds , branch and bound methods for integer variables
and special ordered sets.
'Ihe paper reviews these facilities, and cements on the solution of
large-scale nonlinear programing problems using general mathematical programing systems.

{*4}

M—PM—B-V
C. R. BENR, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada
____g___ngVeaker
Convex Prorami
Concept of the class of weaker convex functions (both non-differentiable and differentiable) on an appropriately restricted convex set is introduced.

It is shown that,

(i) the class of non-differentiable weaker convex

functions is included between the class of convex functions and the class of

11

strictly quasi-convex functions,

(ii) the class of differentiable weaker

convex functions is included between the class of differentiable convex
functions and the class of pseudo-convex functions.

An interesting property

of the class of weaker convex functions is that it is always closed with
respect to non-negative addition of its elements--a property which in general
does not hold for the class of strictly quasi-convex or pseudo-convex funclIhis property of the present class of functions makes it possible to

tions.

extend some of the results and computational techniques of convex programs
to weaker convex programs without effecting significant changes.

For Wolfe

type duality, weak and direct duality theorems, which in general (as shown
by Mangasarian) do not hold for a pseudo-convex program, are shown to hold

for a weaker convex program.

***

W-PM-ll-Z
C. N. BEER, University of Oklahoma, Norman
______l__—L__rzg_0‘p__g__A
Procedure to Rank mses b Probabilit of Bei
timal Usin
Imbedded
Mumps

For a class of multivariate density functions two methods for ranking
bases of a probabalistic linear program according to their probability of
being optimal are given.

These methods do not require probability calculations.

Conditions for which the method is exact are given.
(he method is based on an imbedded hypersphere concept.

It can be

used in an approximate fashion for a wide range probability density function.

An example is given.

***

W-PM-ll -Z
B. BEREANU, Academy of the Socialist Republic of Romania,

Romania

* ___________g_r2___pl___5table
Stochastic Linear Pros and Alications
A linear program with random coefficients is said stable if

implies

NEH) —P> ﬁg), where

coefficients, r(§n)

§n

(n = 1,2,...)

g“ —P> g

is the vector of random

is the corresponding optimal value and

-—P>

stands for

convergence in probability.
A sufficient regularity condition for such stability is given, slightly
stronger then the necessary and sufficient condition that a stochastic linear
program have optimal value altogether.

'Ihis condition is fulfilled by most

m
h‘near progm 1’mporuant 1‘n apph‘cati‘ons and 1's essenti'al i‘.n establi'shi'w
the convergence of two nmeri‘cal mem‘ods,

prowsed for computing the prob-

abi'h'ty di'stri‘buti'on mncti'on and moments of me opti‘ml value of a stochasti‘c h.near pmgm.

me of the mthods 1‘s Msed on m emen51'on of the

Polﬁ-Stalov convergence meorem for qmmti‘c

fomuhs and the other is

a Monte-Carlo tm method.
hgredi‘ents of cmputer pmgrms and nmerl'cal 1'llustmt1'ons are pron'ded. me fi'rst method seems also fitti‘m when altemati've pmbebihty M'stributi‘ons of coeffi‘cients are considered, because we womt of cmpumtion
for umti‘ng mi's di'stribution is rehtively mll.
me mlati'on mtween me Q'strl'buti'on problem md tuo-stqe progmm
mder mceM1'nty 1's also 1'nvestigated.

***

M-mE-Y
H. G. Emmm, C. R. EMR, H. K. Km, Intemati'onal mm for Reconstmction md MVeloment, Vashinﬁon
Unearmtic Control Mblms ﬁm Mnem
Mn
orl‘tm for Sold
Whemli't
Constm‘nts
me pmblem mim we emeritm solves arose fmm attmpts to fommte

muti-secmml pMing mMels vim nonhnear uti'hty fmction in control
meow fo.mt.
me tmmfomtion emtions becme h‘near and a second order mylor
series emsion of the utiuty Motion is used to ﬁve a qmmtic obJ'ective fmction.

he linear ineqmnty constmint can now be included 1‘n the

objective fmction by fom'm the Mgmi'm.

he so redefined pmblm tms

out to M a qmdmtic progmng pmblem vim the sme dimensions as we
nmber of ineqmuty constMnts.

Computational emeri'ence on a smll

emle is reported.

***

F-m—S-V
D. P. mm, SWford University, Stanford
%Cmbined
Hml-Ml and Penalt mthods for Constrained MniMZation

In this mmr we consider a chss of combined priml—dml and whalty
mthws often called mthods of multiph‘ers.

me amlysis focuses Mnly

on the mte of convergence of mese methods.

It 1's Show mat thl's mte
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is considerably more favorable than the corresponding rate for penalty function methods.

Some efficient versions of multiplier methods are also con-

sidered whereby the intermediate unconstrained minimizations involved are
approximate and only asymptotically exact.

It is shown that such approxi-

mation schemes may lead to a substantial deterioration of the convergence
rate, and a special approximation scheme is proposed which exhibits the same
rate as the method with exact minimization.

***

'

\

W-PM—S-V 5“»
__§_$‘B_ES_M.
'
T, K. BITTER,

University of Waterloo, Canada

Conate Direction Method To Solve Linearl Constrained
\m—Jﬂwrnmelem‘ted
Minimization Problems
An iterative method is described for the minimization of a continuously
differentiable function

F(x)

of

n

variables subject to linear inequality

Without any convexity or second order derivative assumptions

constraints.

it is shown that every cluster point of the sequence
the method is a stationary point.
which are approximately conjugate.

{xJ}

constructed by

'Ihe method constructs sets of directions
At appropriate points a special step is

performed which utilizes the second order information of the previous conjugate directions to accelerate the rate of convergence.
point of

[xJ]

neighborhood of
then

[x31

F(x)

and
z

superlinear where

p

z

of convergence of

is a cluster

F(x)

has certain properties

and the rate of convergence is (n-p)-step

is the number of constraints which are active at

Furthermore, if the Hessian matrix of
in a neighborhood of

2

is twice continuously differentiable in some

and the Hessian matrix of

converges to

If

2

[)3]

F(x)

z.

satisfies a Lipschitz condition

then as a result of the accelerated step, the rate

will be (n-p+l)-step cubic.
***

W-m—lO-Y
L. J. BILLERA, R. E. BDCBY, Cornell University, Ithaca
Market Games Without Side Pants
* Cha____5_____________Lracterizin
'Ihe class of games without side payments obtainable from finite trader
markets having possibly infinite dimensional commodity spaces, individual
compact, convex consumption and production sets, and concave upper-semicontinuous utility functions is considered.

It is shown that these market

lh
mes am precisely we tomlly Mhnced gmes.

h fact,

each totally

munced me can be reah‘zed by both a fi‘nl'te comeh‘ty mrket w1'th production and an infinl'te comodity mrket without production.
he htter apprmch reqﬂres as a first step we chamcteri'zatl'on of
mose polyheml mes which cm arise from Si‘mple m-comodity mrkets n‘mout productl'on in which each tmder's consmption set 1's the ml't m-cube.

***

W-m-IO-Y
L. J. 3m, R. E. BMY, Wi'versity of Kentucky, inngton
A c"hmcterization of hreto Sufaces
Gl'ven

n

concave conti‘nuous fmctions

f, the corresponm'ng attal'nable set
m we econmc intemretation, V

V

defined over the ml't m-cube

ui

and mreto suface

P

corresmnds to me set of atWimble util-

ity outcomes reanzed mr0@ tmﬂw, and

P

we set of such outcmes for

vm'ch no tmder cm atmin more, m’thout mower gettl'w less.

fom of

V

and

P

am chmacterized mom an subsets of

of complenty (we mnest

m

am defl'ned.

for mich a aven

V

f.

Sets of the

be notl'on

can be reah‘zed) 1’s

Wefly ﬂacwsed, as is me idea of a "mrket gme".

r-m-yz
G. E. BIAU,

‘Ihe Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan

tiMZation um m
“Wel
Mlﬂ
md mmeter Mlmtion b Nonhnmr
Awhcation
to me mstmbution of mmcals in an Rosstem

m mwelnng cheMcal reaction systems, it is necessaw to have techniques for MatiWshim mong ﬁable altemative models and identifﬂng
the mmeters in mese mwels.

Sumble smtisti'cal criterl'a can be mstu-

mted for mdel mjection wd date genemtion.

men opt1‘Mzation meow 1's

necesaam to opthe these criteria to locate successive designed emrimenml mints in an itemtive emerimentation-analysis pmgrm.

mi's mmr

will present we methodoloy of cheMcal reactl'on mMelhng and identi'ﬁ
some optiﬂmtion problems vhch must be resolved before me technique cm
reach its fdl mtentiﬂ in an 1‘ndustrial enviroment.

me memod ﬁll be

dmnstmted by lemm a mdel wh'ch descrl'bes the fate and ﬁstri'bution
of an insecti'cide added to an ecosystem.

me bmad applicabihty of me

memodolog to geneml modelhng problems m‘ll be readily apprent.
***
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TH-PM-Bbx
P.

T.

BOGGS, J.E. DENNIS, JR., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York

An___L___________g___L_
Analsis for the Discretized Analoue of Steest Descent
The steepest descent method for minimizing functionals is analyzed in
the case where the partial derivatives involved are approximated by difference quotients utilizing a constant mesh size

u.

In this case the method

may not converge to a minimum, but rather generates a sequence of iterates
which eventually become boundedly close to the true solution.

The oo'und,

obtained by the application of stability theory to the continuous analog
differential equation of the steepest descent method, is shown to be a
natural function of

u

and the condition of the problem.

(The condition of'

the problem is expressed here as the condition number of the Hessian of the
functional evalmted at the solution.)

N-AM-l-W
V. J. BOJMAN, J'R., J. SM, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh
“wrung
Cuts and Zero-One Pro
This paper presents a new method for solving the general zero-one
integer programming problem.

A partial ordering of integer solutions to

the problem is induced by the objective function.
is used to define a set
optimal.

Z

this partial ordering

of unordered solutions, one of which must be

In fact, a solution is in

Z

if and only if it is optimal for

some obJectiva function yielding the same partial ordering.
can be solved, therefore, by finding the set
It is shown that an element of
problem.

Z

Elbe problem

Z.

can be easily constructed for any

Using this solution and information provided by the partial

ordering an ordinal pug can be constructed.

‘niis cut is a necessary con-

dition for any feasible solution to be unordered with respect to the one
previously constructed.
The method of solution involves enumerating the elements of

Z

by

successively constructing solutions, generating cuts, and adding the cuts
to the problem.

This method is a combination of enumeration and cutting-

plane techniques, but has several properties that set it apart from both.
l)

1118 enumeration process involves no canplicated construction
decisions.

l6
2)

mdinal cuts are cuts on the mrtial orderi'ng and do not involve
li‘near progm‘ng pi'voting operations.

5)

me method can be used when the objecti‘ve functi‘on is not completely specifi‘ed but its i'nduced ordering is know.

***

W-m—l—W
G. H. WDM, P. L. W, L. NOSE, Yale miversity, New Even
$Coeffi‘c1‘elnt
Reducti'on for hemlities i'n O-l Vari'ables
For a given ineth'ty with 0—1 mriables there are my omer "eqﬂvalent" 1'nequaht1'es with exactly the sme O-l feaSi'ble solutions.

We set of

all 1'neqmli'ties that are equi'mlent to a gi'ven ineqmlity 1‘s chamcteri'zed
and memods to constmct the equi'mlent i‘neqmlity with smllest coeffic1‘ents
are descrimd.

Resﬂts are developed for a spec1‘al class of 1'neqmli'ties

caned "seU-dml".

me results are of 1'nterest for integer progmng

smoritMS when the want of cmpumti'on 1's 3 fmcti'on of coeffic1‘ent Si‘ze
(e.g., Mom's asmpmtic amori'tm), for appmaches where coeffic1'ent size
is a mjor pmblm (e.g., reducim integer progms to knapsack problms),
and for ohmi'nim "stmngest" or "deepest" cutting phnes.

Compumtional

results show mt the reduction in coeffic1'ent s1‘ze can be sigi‘ficant.

***

E
.‘,r R. .. MWT, mtional mysical Mbomtom, kdﬂngton,

mglmd

Mistic
‘.
A oritm for Inte er Mnear Pro m
hoblems
M 'smroximte solution' to me hteger h'near Progrm'm Pmblw is
one mat is integer, satisfies the problem's constmi'nts, and has an obJective fmcti'on value close to mt of the optiml solution.

A procedme

which attwpts to find approx1'mte solutions in a sun fraction of the time
requred to solve the associated continuous problem is described.

It my

M med eiwer by itseH, or to proﬂde a starting mi'nt for 'optiml
agoritm'.

A comwnion pper presents a new algorim,

cany to We admnmge of an appronmte soluti‘on,

desiyed swcifi-

mat my be used 1'n

conjmction um mis procedme to solve integer h‘near pmgrms.

me

enension of the method to the MXed integer hnear progmng pmblem is
discussed, and commutional resﬂts rewmed.
***

l7
M-m-l2-Y
J. T. BUWMN, UniverSi'ty of Mnchester, ﬁgland
whth
Restri'cti‘on and Mctional Reresenmtion 1'n
m‘c horm’n
Mm’c progm‘ng my be wed on mose
opti‘m‘satl‘on pmblws (e.g.,

'confomble' econstmined

li’near progrm‘ng) to cmme. the problem from

one of 'p01'nt' optl'ml'sation in a subset of the appropri'ate mendean smce
to one of

'mm' opti‘Msation in we corresmnding 'mth smce', i.e.,

fe551‘ble soluti'ons m we wi'nt optiMsation problm correswnd to feasible
mms 301‘ning wi‘nts 1'n state swce, the 11m between two points 1'n smte
smce at successive smges representi‘ng the transfomtion chh results
fm a speci'fic woice of the appropriate component of me decision mriable vector.
Given an 1'nit1'al f.ea51‘ble solutl'on me path restriction agori'tm
associates a nei'ﬂMrhood with each of the mi'nts 1'n smte smce on the
correswndl'ng mth.

U51‘m the ammic progmw recursive eqmtion we

then sea a fe351‘ble mm frm the resﬂmnt 'tube' wi‘m best mth mlue.
me prmess of associ‘ati‘w neiﬂbouhoods md finuw most mproved mms
within the tubes 1's remated using at each cwle a tube constmcted aroma
we pth mi'ch gave me best pth mlue in me preﬂous cycle.
Conﬂtions are given which are sﬁfl‘cient to mmtee convergence of
this sequence of mms to an opti‘ml pm (corresmnﬂm to an optiml wint
solution of the constml‘ned optiﬂsation problw).
% obviate the necessity of calcmting Motional mlues mer a set
of gri‘d mints in we nei'ubouhood me notion of functional repmsenmtion
is intmduced, e.g., 1'f the fmctionﬂ eqmtion is of we usml fom
){gn(xn)

fnT(_b_n) —- x emﬂ(b
n

6 fnT_l(tn(_b.n,xn))) where sWi'x

T mews tmt

n -.n

only 'tube restricted' mths am being considered men we deri've a repmsentation of the fom
md fmcti'on

Pm.

fnT(_b n) -— Fn(Kn,b_ n)

for sme appmpri‘ate 1'ndex set

me mpresenmtion and nei‘ﬂmmood

Nn

Kn

over whi'ch it

is emct is derived recusively fmm me representation and appropriate
neinomhood at we pmviow stwe.

Stanim with a representati'on at me

first (or zeroth) stue we can men recmsively generate all me nec‘essaw
represenmti'ons.

me procedme in fact gives us optiml (tube restricted)

decision Mes for the

'improved' decision vari'able mlue at each stue and

these Mes mean that we need neimer calcmte nor store values over grid
mi'nts since we now have snalﬁi'c expressions for both state mlues md
optimal decision Mes.
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mtal'led results are presented for the ll'near progm’ng problem and
1'n thi’s case the pmblem reduces to a parti'cquly Si'mple fom.

Appll'cati'ons

to omer constmined optim'satl'on problems are shown and the computati'onal
1‘mpli‘cation of the scheme d1‘scussed.

***

F-m-B-X
C-A. 3mm, R. EMU, Camegi'e—Mellon Wiver31'ty, P1’ttsbw@
and
peri‘mntal
Resuts in Dre Scale Inteer Pmrm’n.Some Muchi‘
m#mdl'n
Stmtei'es

A series of nmeri'cal exmrl’ments has been conducted to detem‘ne the
abili‘ty of a MXed-i‘nteger bmnch and bomd code to solve all 1'nteger problems
ﬂth mny zem-one vari‘ables.

Why of we recently proposed 1'deas 1‘n 1'nteger

pmm'm am tested and commred fmm a p01'nt of View of overall eff1'c1'ency
and thei'r mtential we in smeﬂng up we search,- mong them are, Gomom
cuts md rehted bmnchl'm md bomding crl‘teria, pseudo—cost, Mni'ml prefemed 1'neqmli‘ties, convexity, intersection (incluﬁng outer-mlar) and
Mmond cuts, mhroids.
we study deals with hrge problems (more men 50 zero-one mriables)
essenti'ally inustmting how some msolved problem of me litemtwe were
solved.

***

_.
M-PM4-Z
R. E. Em, miversimt sz, Austria
AA
kmurmtion Method for Solvi
madmtic A551‘ent Problems

We consider me geneml qmmtic a551‘gmnentnproglemnmatrix

X = (xij)

which minimizes

the

sum

2
Z
2
2
d1.
1:1 3:1 P:1 q=l

will be Show mt by spec1‘ally umnging the coeff1‘c1‘ents
D

Find a pemutati'on

we cost coefficients in the Mn diagonal of

D

x. x
l‘j

%.J.Pq

.

It

1‘n a mtrl'x

can be intemreted as

cost coefficients of a linear assiment problm whereas me other coeffic1‘ents
fom the WMMmtions.

Now a reduction of me mtri‘x

D

1's con51'dered whl'ch

leaves me ometive fmction invariant and m’nimzes the wmubatl'ons.
hemafter the mpeﬂwbed (linear) pmblm is solwd and upper and lower
Mmds for the objective fmctl‘on of me qmdmtic problm are derl'ved.

A

bmch wd mmd procedue yields optiml (or 1‘f umted.- subopti‘ml) solutions.

me necessam stome smce is minim'zed too.

Nmerous nmerical

test pmblems show me efficiency of the proposed method.
* * *
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M-PM-l2-Y
mﬁ.
.
URROUGES, J. L. GE'I'SCHMAN, Computer Sciences Corporation, Falls
Church, Virginia
S__g___ng_ﬁ_____________—_Dﬂgn;__g____geuenci
'I‘arets of a MIRV Missile With A Discrete
ic Prorammin
orithm
_lg__A
'Ble MIRV-bus propellant that is required to execute MIRV-deployment
maneuvers depends on the order in which the MIRV's are separated from the
MIRV-bus.

The dynamic programing algorithm presented in this paper deter-

mines a sequence of maneuvers which require a minimum amount of propellant
to deploy MIRV's to a given set of targets.

me algorithm determines if

there are any feasible target sequences; and if there are,

the algorithm

determines at least one feasible sequence and the propellant required to
The algorithm is effective for solving problems

execute that sequence.

in which there are from h to lh targets to be hit by the MIRV's.

Impulsive

maneuvers and constant flight path angles are assumed.

*‘l-‘l’

ﬁ-PMJI-Y
R. CARVAJAL, A. V. LEVY, Ciudad Universitaria, Mexico
Measures of 9. Cone

Four measures of the "width" of a. convex cone are presented.

’Ihey are

based on the angle of the smallest spherical cone containing the cone, and
the largest spherical cone contained within a cone.
tween the four measures are given.

'Ihe relationship be—

It is shown that the measures can be

determined using the principal pivot method.

***

m-PM—7-Y
A. TAMIR, R. CHANDRABEKARAN, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland

the Nonlinear Comlementarit Problem
* 0n__________2___y___
The problem focused on is the following nonlinear complementarity
problem.
Given a mapping
itself such that
y = F(x) + q
and

and

F(x)

F(0) = O, and a vector
y'x = O.

y = F(x) + q _> 0.

has a solution for each
solution for each

from the n-dimensional Euclidean space

q 6

F(x)

q E Rn, find

R11

into

x _> O, y _> 0,

The problem is feasible if there exists

x >_ O

is a Q—function if the complementarity problem

q 6 RH

and it is a P-function if there is a unique

If for each

q E Rn

feasibility of the problem
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implies the existence of a complementam solution, then

F(x)

is a K-

fmction.
Suﬁicient conditions which gmmntee that a fmction belongs to one
of mese cclasses are given.

In some cases we pmofs introduced are con-

stmctive and can be used as agorims to find a complementaw solution.
In urticular, a nonlinear genemlization of Z-mtrices (i.e., A —- (813)
and

aiJ _< 0, V i f J), and an sworitm tMt finds a cmplementary solu-

tion or indicates mat none exists for a fmcuon in mis chss, are presented.

Wder some assmptions this agorl'm can be ﬂewed as a pi'voting

scheme.

m-m-B-x
R. W. cm, ﬂamers Wiversity of heMoloy and miversity of mteborg,
Sweden
AM
Mfied Conte-Gmdient Memod for the WnMZation of Merior
#Rnalt
Motions
We man consider me nonhnear pmgrmm problm in which the constmints are eqmtions.

He ﬁsh to consider me solution of such problem

by me use of chssical exterior penalty fmcti one.

Wen enerior penalty

Mctions an mloyed, me resulting mconstmined pmblms have a mmer
swcial chamcter.

Ms special cMmcter is detem‘ned by the eigenvalues

of me Hessiu of me mnalty Mction, and 1't bec.oms more pronomced as
me whalty cwfﬁcient is increased.

h Wicmr, as me mnalty

camcient is incmsw, solution by steemst descent encomters woblm
of in-condtionim and the mte of convergence 51m Mdly.

We present

here a memod for MnMZim me enenor mnalty Mcti‘on mim Mes
into accowt md ewhits the smcial stmctue of the fmction.

m

stay is meoretical, almom were is some related emermenml eﬁdence
tMt is encowi'm.
to m these.’

he Mn ﬁrtues of me memod presented here seem

No iMomtion swut second derimti‘ves is reqﬂred wd no

hrge sqmm mtrix mat be stored,’ me mte of convergence 1‘s linear (at
least in a cemi n asmtotic sense) and me mte is I'nearly" indemndent

of we size of the malty coefficient.
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A. am. Lhiversity of has, Austin
os...“‘tiena- and xaxe-3:35.23ined Solutions w n-Person Games
Rm: :::.:e;:s :“. s:h.“.i:r. are put

forward for n-person games in which

as mxs :f :3ahti:..~‘s are defined in an implicit or in a probabilistic
2e pa‘oer. es of these as extensions of the core-stem or union
>4

.‘3&“.‘.\‘..

:esﬁts (“Wu-“es. mttleehi“1d and Sorensen) and of .h’e convex nucleus'

:etiers ("hate-res. Kortanek and Keane) are developed.

FAX-$2
l..""-)‘s.‘ SEQ“. 35:13:: .‘hiversity, Ottawa, "aunada
d____—___—____5__q__l_inear
A:r‘.:x.imte
S:
vstezs of N CF.
Volterra Inte ral E nations
L‘sr a s\_'ste: of nonlinear Volter‘s. integrali equations satisfying some
1t:toci:it_v prcpeirty, a constrained minimi‘zation problem (CM?) is formu.a‘te\i.

Appwm‘w solun’icns and error bounds of the integ‘ral eqmtions

:a: be :bm'L'ea‘ by solving this GNP. using nne‘rical approximation tech:iques L“; Steer programing methods. {me "MPe is an iterative process.
ksh‘ im‘tive axle consists of two steps.

Starting with some guessed

apprcxiza‘tim, Step 1 ietemines a better approxm‘te solution by solving
a ﬁnes:- program whose constraints are obtai‘ned by qmsilineerizing. the
sire: integral eqmtions.

Step 2 is also a linear program, using the defects

cf .h‘e sppronm‘te somu‘ons obtained in Step 1 to fom the coefficients of
the ﬁnes: :onstreints.

The product of the minimal solutions of Step 2 and

the defects obtained in Step 1 form the error bounds.

In this sense, the

approximte solution is obtained by minimizing the error bound.

Step 2 then

feeds back some results tc Step 1 to be used as the coefficients of the
objective finction during the next cycle.
Runerica.‘ results are included.

V-AK-D-Y
M. CHRISEN, Regie Autonome des Transports Parisiens, Paris, France
'Iables for the Paris Metro
____________ng___—__—_Ihe
krivaticn of "mud Shunti
Ih‘e fol-loving ur.'it maintenance for the Paris-Metro is required: each
uni: must be washed at least once in every three days.

Since the cleaning

emg'ment is in a siding area, only those units shunted into the siai"ngs
during“ the middle part of the day can be cleaned.
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Thus, the problem to be solved is how to draw up a shunting time-table
setting out a method for selecting or modifying the length of each train so
that the necessary servicing can be carried out.
This approach uses integer linear programing and concentrates on the
minimisation of the maneuvering cost.
The result obtained ensures that the units are washed every three days
but excludes the possibility of finding a solution that does not involve
some mneuvering of units.

***

V-m-2‘X
N. CHRISTOFIDES, P. BROQCER, Imperial College of Science and Technology,
London, England
QLMI'MI
sion of an Existi
Network

Given an existing network, a list of arcs which could be added to the
network, the arc costs and capacities and an available budget, the problem
considered in this paper is one of choosing which arcs to add to the network
in order to maximise the maximum flow from a source
Ject to the budgetary constraint.

s

to

a sink

t, sub«

‘Ihis problem appears in a large number of

practical situations which arise in connection with the expansion of elec—
tricity or gas supply, telephone, road or rail networks.
'me paper describes an efficient tree-search algorithm using bounds
calculated by a dynamic programming procedure which are very effective in
limiting the solution space explicitly searched.

Computational results for

a number of medium sized problems are described and computing times are
seen to be very reasonable.

***

TE-AM-e-H
V. CHVA'mL, P.L. BANNER, University of Montreal, Montreal, Canada
____n‘g___g_______g__________p_—Reduci
Packin and Coverin Problems to a Knasack Problem
A good characterization of the class of set-packing problems reducible
to a knapsack problem (involving the same set of variables and having the
same 0-1 solution space) is given.

The characterization is accompanied by

a polynomial-time algorithm which, for each set-packing problem, either produces an equivalent knapsack problem or shows that there is none.

'lhe latter

is accomplished by demonstrating that the associated Boolean function is
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2-summable (and therefore not linearly separable).

'Ihe reducibi lity of set-

covering problems to a knapsack problem--generalizing the above--is also
examined.
***
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De_&__O‘L________L_—_____lsi
of an
timi"zation Sstem for Universit ____—__gResearch
and Teachin
An optimization system for university use is quite different from MPSX
or OPTIMA.

“his paper deals with the design and developnent of an optimize.-

tion system for Northwestern University's CDC 61400.

'Ihe Library of mathe-

matical programming algorithms has evolved in the following stages:

a) the

"stand-alone" library-which includes over twenty linear, integer and non1)) the MP system--developed to permit the

linear programming algorithms.

user to state his problem in English and standard mathematical programming
The system,

notation.

coded in FORTRAN, consists of a language pre-pro-

cessor and individual overlays corresponding to the various solution
algorithms.

c) the interactive system-—is designed to be used interactively

at a teletype.

It has editing and tutorial capabilities as well as options

to interrupt computation.

'me advantages of such a system are numerous:

facilitate the learning of basic principles (e.g., pivoting, cuts), maximize
the utility in real time between the user and the computational process, and
permit the user to interpose decisions based on his experience and intuition.
Our design objectives have been to stress ease of use, reliable algorithms,
and expandability.

Usage statistics for the system permit us to better plan

for future software development or improvement and interactive optimization
has prompted us to study mixed-strategy solutions.

***

F—PM-B-Y
A. R. CONN, T. PIETRZYKOWSKI, University of Waterloo, Canada

timum
____l______g_g___1_______02__A
Penalt Function Method Converin Directl to Constrained
Consider the following non-linear optimization problem:
minimum

x

of the function

O
i = l,..., K].

f

on the set

find a local

F = {x e Rnlqaihc) _> o,

A penalty function p is defined as follows:
K
p(x) = u f(x) - 2 min(0, qai(x)), x 6 Rn. Under some natural assumptions
i=1

2h

p

has m moonstm‘ned m‘ni‘mm mat c01'ncides m'th

mi‘s Motion is,

x

however, r.ot evemhere M'fferentl'able, even for di'fferoentl'able
ol.'s,

f

and

so the stmhrd moonstmined unimizatl'on memods are not Mrectly

apph'cable.
me mjor result of tMS mper is a method that constructs a single
sequence which m‘ni‘MZes

p

md convemes directh to

X0.

mis is the

fi‘rst resut of Ms tm mat uses mnalty fmction techniques.
methw 1's a continmtion of earlier results

we

which wem, however, only

appmnmte 1‘n natue.
me mper also proﬁdes a proof of convergence of me method along
wi’th some vem encomi‘m nmerical resﬂts.

***

W-I’M-10 -Y
W. D. c”M, C. A. Fm, M. J. L. KIM, York hi'versity, mmsn‘ew, mam
whfinite
D‘near mm
in Wes m‘th Paﬂial Infomti‘on
M Ha of con51'demble recent reseamh i'nterest has 1'nvolved the extension md moﬂfication of me b851'c model for two-mrson zero-5m gme
meow.

me mnicm tm of uten51'on fomd in me ntemtwe involves

the intrMuction of risk and meeM1’nty 1‘nto the model by allom'ng me

m x n pyoff mtri‘x

A -. (a

)
13
seem a ﬁnite set of mlues.

m be a ﬁscrete mndom mtrl‘x whi'ch can
his mper considers mm one md two-mrson

we and investigates me situation in whi‘ch

A

1's a ﬁscrete rmdm

mtnx which can assme a commbly infinite set of wlues

A(l), A(2),

..., A(k), ...

..‘.

wi'm pmeilities

p(l), p(2),

... , p(k),

resmctively.

It is seemed in addition tmt the players wssess only mrti‘al 1'nfomtion
involﬂng

P - p(l), p(2),

... , p(k),

linear ineqmnties constmini'm
is finite,

P.

...

in me fom of a system of

m case this system of 1'nethties

me me pmblws wmm phyers l and 2 mmt solve to detem‘ne

their optiml MXed stmtegies cm be transfomed into dml sem -1'nfinite
progmng pmblms.

A Mnim theorem and some promrti'es of opti'ml

MXed stmtegies for the phyers are estabnshed.
an infinite system of inethties on

For we case involvim

P, the gme problems can be tmns-

fomed into dml infinite pmgms and m’nimx resﬂts analogous to those
ofthe sm-infinite case are proved.

h adﬂti'on, a nmber of extensions

of son resuts due to Eur and Camthe'odom are established.
***
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m
3531?, I. N. KA-.."", Soumern Methodist University, mllas
L____——_Ascts
of Stochastic location-Allocation Models
Problems sre considered involving optimal location of sources and
simuluneous anocation of sinks to those sources,

in which the sinks are

no longer deterministically given but are random variables with given
probability distributions.
Results are presented including mathematical characterization of the
problem, convergence proofs for computational algorithms and computational
results for various distributions.

***

F-PM—h-U
G. B. DAN'IZIG, Stanford University, Stanford
P

timi"zation laboratories
Q1__y__9L_________—_
Sstems
From its very inception around l9h7, it was envisioned that linear
programing would be applied to very large, detailed models of economic
and logistical systems.

In the intervening 25 or so years, electronic

computers have becane increasingly more powerful, permitting g__eneral
techniques for solving linear programs to be applied to larger problems.
However, the world today is faced with a number of crises in energy,
population, urban decay, conservation of resources, pollution, destruction
of the ecosystem--that call for the development of very large-scale system
models.
Solving large-scale systems cannot be approached piecemeal or by publishing a few theoretical papers.

It is a complex art requiring the develop-

ment of a whole arsenal. of special tools.

It is my belief that now is the time to

develop one or more system optimization laboratories where methods for
solving representative very large models could be experimentally tested.
'Ihe activities of such laboratories could be:

(1) Collection and

study of typical systems optimization problems arising in government,
science, and industry.

(2) Collection of, the development of, and the

comparison of computer routines, on various test problems.

(3) Serving

as a clearance house where one can obtain information about techniques,

test results, test problems and software.

*i'i-
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F-AN—l‘—Y
T. l\‘. KIMR. ___,_J.
M. DAVID. Florida Technological University, Orlando
2p__________—_________y___________\.it
imum (Rilisation of Resources in a thiversit Under Uncertain Alternatives
'Ihe use of mathematical programming for the efficient utilization of
university resources has been
Sengupta and others.

demonstrated by Fox, David, Kumar, Sanyal,

The solutions of these problems depends upon the

specification of the three main components of the models:

the preference

ﬁmction of the university administrators; the input-output relations; and
the amounts of resources available.

'Ihe determination of the preference

hmction, unlike that of the two other components, has so far not been given
its due attention.

rIhis paper presents an operational procedure to determine

the university administrators
preferences.

I

future preference function from their revealed

We also examine the nature of the future resource vector.

Speciﬁcally, we look into the factors that affect resource availabilities
through a regression model of past performance, and ascertain the probability
of future predictions on the basis of the distribution of the regression
disturbances.
'Ihe determination of the preference function and the stochastic programing solutions are illustrated through a numerical example relating to
the allocation of resources in a specific university system.

***

F-AM-B-X
R. DEHBO, University of Waterloo, Canada
_____gxi_L__L__Modular
b Decomsition
Desi
Modular design is a standardization procedure that can be formulated
as a nonlinear integer programing problem with a very special structure.
An especially interesting feature of the problem is that by fixing certain
variables at a constant value, the problem reduces to a linear integer
program, having a block-diagonal form with no coupling constraints.

An

extension of the Benders decomposition algorithm by Geoffrion provides a
framework within which this property of modular design can be successfully
utilised.

The algorithm when applied to modular design requires iteration

between two integer linear programming problems; the block-diagonal subprobiem and the master problem.

When the integer restriction on the sub-

problem is relaxed, convergence of the algorithm to a mixed integer solution
can be proved.

Owing to the existence of a duality gap however, in general

this method will only yield upper and lower bounds on the optimal all
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integer solution.

The method is discussed in detail and a numerical

example i s solved .

F-AM-8-V
M. A. H. DEMPSTER, University of Oxford, England
____________________pa__A
Minimal Kuhn-Tucker 'Iheorem in Convex Sces
'mis paper defines a minimal condition called local regularity under
which the Kuhn-Tucker first order necessary conditions (in terms of
Gateaux derivatives) hold at a local optimum of a non-linear constrained
programme defined in locally convex Hausdorff vector spaces.

It is shown

that local regularity is sufficient in such spaces to ensure the KuhnTucker conditions hold.

In Banach spaces it is necessary for the condition

to hold for the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to be valid.

Unlike the minimal

condition on th‘e constraint function recently studied by Gould and 'Iblle,
local regularity is a minimal condition on both constraint and objective
function, i.e., on the given programme, which considers the fundamental
set of the programme in a manner suggested by work of Gale and Walkup-Wets.
Some applications to problems in the calculus of variations and optimal
control are indicated .

***
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E.
, JR, J. J. MORE, Cornell University, Ithaca
* _____________E____g_____pg_____A
Characterization of Surlinear Converence and its Alication to
Quasi-Newton Methods
Let
itself.
form

F

be a mapping from real n-dimensional Euclidean space into

Most practical algorithms for finding a zero of

xk+l -— 23‘ - B121”ka

where

[Bk]

F

are of the

is a sequence of non-singular matrices.

The main result of this paper is a characterization theorem for the superlinear convergence to a. zero of

F

of sequences of the above form.

‘Ihis

result is then used to give a unified treatment of the results on the superlinear convergence of the mvidon-Fletcher-Powell method obtained by
Powell for the case in which exact line searches are used, and by Broyden,
Dennis, and More for the case without line searches.

As a by-product,

several results on the asymptotic behavior of the sequence
obtained .

{Bk}

are

28
An interesting aspect of these results is that superlinear convergence
is obtained without any consistency conditions; 1.6., without requiring that
the sequence

{Bk}

converge to the Jacobian matrix of

F

at the zero.

In

fact, a modification of an example due to Powell shows that all the known
quasi-Newton methods are not, in general,

consistent.

Finally,

it is pointed out

that the above—mentioned characterization theorem applies to other single
and double rank quasi-Newton methods, and that the results of this paper
can be used to obtain their superlinear convergence.

***

V-PM-l-H
D. McDANIE‘L, M. DEVINE, [hiversity of dilahoma, Norman
___________—_Ig__pp_____Alternative
Relaxation Schemes for Benders' Partitioni
Aroach to Mixed
Mhteer
My
As applied to mixed-integer programming, Benders' original work made

two primary contributions:

(1) development of a "pure integer" problem

(Problem P) that is equivalent to the original mixed—integer problem, and
(2) a "relaxation" algorithm for solving Problem P that works iteratively
on 3 LP problen and a "pure integer" problem.

In this paper we examine

several alternative relaxation schemes for solving Problem P, that appear
to offer substantial computational savings over Benders' original algorithm.
ibese alternative approaches are explained geometrically and computational.
results are given.

F-AM-i-X
M. A. DIAMOND, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Brasil
m_—__g£___g___n‘g_—__g__________e
Solution of a
‘
tic Prorammi
Problem Usin Fast Methods to Solve
L__Wtems
of Linear Euations
Let

A

be a real symmetric positive definite n x :1 matrix and

real colunn n-vecto‘r.

me problm of finding n-vectors

Ax = b + y, xTy = O, x _> O

and

y _> 0

x

and

is a "finite difference" matrix.

a

such that

occurs when the method of Christopherson

is used to solve free boundary problems for journal bearings.
A

y

b

In this case

We present a direct method for solving

the above problem by solving a number of linear systems

Akx = bk.

Each

system can be solved using one of the recently developed fast direct or
i terati ve procedures .
***
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J. C. DICKSON, Bonner and Moore Associates,
*

Inc., Houston, Texas

__Lg__rag_L__g_____—_____g__g_On
Keein Both Stoe and IO Reuirements Low in Linear Prorammin
In preparing a recent LP system the core and I/O requirements were
kept low by using Kalan's (Naive Linear Programming) technique for recording the mtrix and inverse together with the Forrest-Tomlin update to maintain a triangular factor for the basis mtrix.

A scaling algorithm that

did not degrade the effectiveness of Kalan's packing ache was developed
and results from tests on the effect of scaling on the number of unique
coefficients is presented.

Subsequent experience using the Forrest-Tomlin

updating technique supports previous reports of 901; reduction in the growthof non-zero elements in the inverse file.

***

M—PM-lQ-Y
J. J. DIME, Pennsylvania State University, University Park
m—_______g_ngamic
and Geometric Proramni
The theory of generalized geometric programing is used as a framework
to examine a class of discrete deterministic dynamic programing problems.
The linear transition functions associated with this class of problems are
embedded in the vector space structure of geometric programing.

As a

result of this transformtion the primal program exhibits a separability
which allows the computation of the dual geometric program associated with
this class of dynamic programs.

'Ihe duality theory of generalized geometric

programing is then applied to this primal-dual pair to exhibit a duality
theory for dynamic programs.

These results are shown to extend and generalize

an earlier application of the "maximum transform" to certain resource allocation problems.
A recursive decomposition of such programs into a sequence of geometric
programs is developed and related to the usual recursive techniques of
dynamic programing.

*ivi'
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J. DORAN, S. POWELL, SRC Atlas Computer laboratory, DidCOt; England
Branch______p____—__________I>};J_Some
Relationshis between Heuristic Search over Directed Gras
______,__—_g___g____g_and-Bound
Methods
and Inteer Prorsmnin

h recent years subsMntial pmgress has been mde in the develoment
of a coherent meow of brmch-and—bomd methods especcially as such methods
are used to solve problems 1'n i'nteger linear progm’ng.

In pamnel

arti’ficial 1‘ntelh‘gence reseamhers have been developi'ng mmmtical fomuhti‘ons of heui‘sti'c seamh especially over ﬁrected graphs.

Althom mese

two areas of investigti‘on MVe much 1'n comon they have mrely been jMawsed.

m mis mmr me mhti'onship between them 1's diseased and a

mi‘fied theoreti‘cal fmework sﬂf1‘c1‘ent to encommss them both presented.
mpi‘cs considered 1'n detai'l are problem fomulati'on, the den‘vati'on and use

of branching functions, and the derivation and use of heuristic estimates
and bounds .

***

W-PM-e-x
I. DRAGAN, IASI,

Romania

—L—g___—________A
Primal Aorithm for Solvin the Minimum-Cost Flow Problem in a Network

with Gains
Let

R

be a network with gains defined by:

G —. (,V,A), without loops, a demand function
function
Let

a finite connected graph

d(x), (Vx E JV), a capacity

r(a) _> 0, (V a E A), and a gain function

g(a) _> 0, (Va €

c(a) _> O, (\h E A ), be a cost function defined on the network.

we consider the following problem:

minimize

C(f) =

t0

2
f(a) a€A(x)

3(a).f(a) -- d(x) ,
Z
8£B(x)
O<_f(a)<r_(a)

2 c(a).f(a)
aE/L

men,

subject

(Vx 6J0), (Va 6R).

(“me proves that a flow is optimal, if and only if each supplemental flow
shipped along a certain kind of non-absorbing subnetwork gives a non-negative
supplemental cost.

This result provides a primal algorithm for solving the

problem, when an initial flow is available; a labelling procedure is used
for finding a feasible non-absorbing subnetwork with negative cost.

The

algorithm is a natural extension of the algorithm given by V. V. Menon for

solving the ordinary minimum-cost flow problem.
4"}!-
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R. R. TRIPPI, S. I. DROBNEIS, California State University, San Diego
—_—_g—L__£___—_J_A
Branch and Bound Alorithm for
timal Relacement with Fixed-Chae
Investment Costs
A facility replacement problem in which investment costs exhibit scale
economies given by a fixed-charge,

linear relationship is discussed.

A

model of this problem, in which operating costs are explicitly considered
along with investment costs, is formulated as an integer program which is
similar in structure to that of a facility location problem in which relative
costs change over time.

Aging in this model is assumed to increaSe operating

costs in sane predictable fashion and hence, in conjunction with possible
technological improvements of an embodied nature, provides a motivation for
eventual replacement of production units.

A branch and bound solution pro-

cedure applicable to this class of problems is develOped.

***

T-AM-2-X
E. C. DUE‘SDW}, State University of New York, Brockport
the Convex Hull of a Finite Set of Points
De______g___________________teminin
Given a finite set
the conVex hull

conv(S)

S

of points in

Rn, it is of interestto determine

of the collection.

Wets and witzgall

a procedure for determining the set of vertices

Sv

of

[l] discuss

conv(S), and con-

,jecture that "efficient determination of the facets requires prior determination of the lower dimensional faces."

This paper disproves the conjecture

of Wets and Witzgall by exhibiting an algorithm, based on the simplex algorithm,
which allows efficient computation of bounding hyperplanes containing facets
of

conv(S).

'me primal linear programming problems are formulated so as

to determine the endpoints of a line segment contained in

conv(S).

'Ihe

associated dual problems have as solutions the coefficients of the equations
of bounding hyperplanes.

'lhe basis for the optimal program determines candi-

dates for the vertices generating the facet.

The efficiency of the algorithm

results from two exchange theorems, which allow neighborly facets (i.e.,
Hanan having n-l way-Hops in cmnmon) to be determined hv ingmnﬁnn n-f‘ Hm

52
solutions (facets containing this vertex) are then derived.

A new vertex is

then selected, and additional facets determined until all points have been
found to be vertices or boundary and interior points and all facets have been
cataloged.
References:

[l]

Vets, R.J.B. and C. Witzgall,

"Algorithms for Frames

and Lineality Spaces of Cones," Journal of Research of the National Bureau

of Standards, Vol. 7113 (1967), pp. 1-7.

[2] Lemke, C.E., "The Dual Method

of Solving the Linear Programming Problem, " ________g____Naval
Research Loistics Quar__yterl, Vol. 1 (1951+), pp. 5647.

***

T-AM-9-Z
R. J. DUFFIN, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh
Fourier's Analis of Linear Ineualit Sstems
* On—____ls______q_y_L_
Fourier treated a system of linear inequalities by a method of elimination of variables.
of linear programming.

This method can be used to derive the duality theory
Perhaps this furnishes the quickest proof both for

finite and infinite linear programs.

For numerical evaluation of a linear

program, Fourier's procedure is very cumbersome because a variable is eliminated by adding all pairs of inequalities having coefficients of opposite
sign.

’lhis introduces mny redundant inequalities.

However, modifications

are possible which reduce the number of redundant inequalities generated.
With these modifications the method of Fourier becomes a practical compu—

tational algorithm for a class of parametric linear programs.

m-PM—Y-Y
B. C. EAVE, Stanford University, Stanford
Sstems of Convex Eustions
* S___r_1g__L—__g____olvi
An algorithm is described for solving the fixed point problem

y = mx Pay + R6
5

under new conditions.

The algorithm resembles Lemke's

complementary pivoting scheme for quadratic programing and bimatrix games,

Howard's policy improvement scheme for dynamic programing, and Newton's
method for solving system of equations.

***
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M-m-b—Z
J. C. m, R. D. NM, Rensseher PolﬁecMic Institute, my, New York
dmti‘call -Constmined
s Vi'a a
MA
m1 A ori’tm for
matic m
knalt chti’on Techniue
M#0h'fi'ed
h this mper an akori'tm is develomd for MnMZing a c.0nve7. qmdrati‘c fmction of sevelml variables subject to inethty constmints on
the swe twe of fmcti'on.

we dwhty theom of enended gemetric pm-

gmi'm yl'elds a concave mnmzatl'on problem w1’th constraints mi'c.h are
essentially h'.near.

If we priml constMnts are not all acti've, however,

we dml obJ'ecti‘ve Mcti'on is seen to be nonﬂfferentiable at me optm‘l
mint as well as at other mi'nts in me dml constmi‘nt region.

mi's ﬁf-

ficdty is cimmvented by consideri'ng a sequence of dml pmgm n’a a
moﬁfi'ed ﬁnalty fmcti’on technique which dws not em.nate the dml constmi’nts but does insue that mey nu all be acti've at optmh'ty.

we

amon'tm ms been 1'mplmnted in a Fortm progm md nmeri'cal results
n‘ll m included.

m-me-w
J. mom, Wiversity of Waterbo, mtarl‘o,Cana®
of Combi‘naton‘al Polem
* Mmcﬁs
’

Mny combinatorial problems can be fommted as.-

x 6 H, where

H

is a set of vectors

x -— [xJ-.3 6 E]

MMze

cx

deteMned by sme

Such problms my be called loco for "h'near

combimtorial descmption

D.

objective combinatodal".

Usmlly there exists a finite set

L

of linar—

ineqmlity constmints haﬂm as its set of soluti‘ons a mlyheMn
such that
mm ensts.
L

mx[cx.-x 6 H] —_ m[cx.~x 6 P]
were the affine rmk of

H

for any
eqmls

c

IEI+l, me Mniml such

difficult to Mscover a vem good description or an

P.

of

H.

It is general.‘y

L, md even more Mf-

ficut to ascover a vem good descripti‘on of me m‘niml
D

P _D H

for wh_ich ci‘mer M-

is mi‘que, and its members are called me facets of

the description

over

L, rehtive m

ﬁle tam ﬁll suwey som instmces of success,

and of failue, and M'sc,ms the rehtionship of such descriptions to solv1‘m
the associ'ated loco problems.
old resﬂts on,

h mmi'cular, it ﬁll briefly reﬂew sme

L's of mtchim, node-mcki'ng, bmchim, mtrOi'd, and

mster-grou_n, loco pmblems, and outnne some 1'nterestim new resuts i‘n
these areas by W. Mleybhﬂ, V. mmml,

\

***

R. Giles, md J. Arwz.
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.
K. B. Em, A. N. MWEI,

hi’vers1‘ty of mm‘limm, mghnd

me Cecimted kcili'tl'es Meation Hoblem Wi'th Concave Cost
mp
Solv\
Mn’o'tnvs
me problm of lmat‘i'm centml faci‘liti‘es on a network has recently
recei'ved con51'demble i‘nterest.

m mi's mper a search procedue whi'ch 1's

deSi‘gned for pmblem i'n whi‘ch mere are econom‘es of scale and camel‘ty
restri‘cti‘ons on we mri'ous sites is given.

For me stati‘c case, several

amoritMS were deri‘ved to handle two vers1 ons of me problem, 1’.e., when
we concave cost fmction 1‘s repmced by
(b) one ll'near sement.

(a) may unear sements and

For we dmm1'c case, the intemction of my

econm‘c, accomt‘i’rg and technologi’cal factors affects the problem fo.muht1’on and hence the soluti‘on approach.
smt‘i'c problm.
tion mblw.

he cwrent mmr is m‘ted to tihe

me pmcedue 1's also applicable to the Simple Plant Meame of we akoritMs developed for this problem 1's bri‘efly

descrikd md cmputatioml emrience given to enable commrisons m‘u‘
the camel‘tated pmblem emrience to be mde.

me amori'tMS were tested

on over 13% mndoﬂy generated problms and may pmctical problems bow
descrikd in me hteratue and facim several mi'ti‘sh organimtions.

me

compumtional emdence is also rewmed.

m-M-S-Y
J. mmm, T. Hmm, me Jews Hoﬂins miversi'ty, mltl'more
Ame
Cmtml Cuttin Phne Aoritm
we co.nsider a geneml fothion of the convex progmng pmblm,
tMt of mMzim a Mnear fmction over a commct convex set defi’ned by
diffemntiable fmctions.

m amoritm is developed which itemtl‘vely pro-

ceeds to me optimm by emcessively constmcting a cutting phne
the center of a polmem1 approxmtion to me optimm.

tho@

me centers of

the wlmeMl amroﬂmtions are obtained by solv1‘ng a hnear pmgm in
we mmer of Newamer md Wiwem.

me auori'tm genemtes a sequence

of feasible wints whose convergence pmpemies are established.

We also

Show the enstence of sequences mose limts are the optiml Km-mcker
mﬂtipliers.

Since successive subproblm are genemted by the addition of

one constmint to we Mnear pmgmng subpmblem, the compumtional

effort requd in each 1‘temtion is smll (ﬁrectional seamhes are not
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reqm‘red).

We develop a Si'mple, ea51'ly implemented, yet mwerml mle for

droppi‘ng prl or cuts, thus keepi‘ng smll the size of the li'near progm‘ng
subproblems.

***

M-m-l,‘-X
S. W. MRY,

m., Stadord miwrs1'ty, Stanford

WPreli‘m’xie
me mean mm Carri‘eln m51'
b Gemetrl‘c Promm’n
me optiml de51'gn mrmeters for deep sea m bum carriers are
so@t by mews of geometrl'c pmm'ng.

M anami'cal model 1‘s constmcted

msed umn amhl‘tectml, opemtional, legal, and geogmmi'c restrl'cti'ons
and relati'onmi'ps.

mmetri'c cost fmctions for constmcti‘on md ope“iation

of bumers are 1 ncluded as well as logl'stic reqmrements of the route(s) and
comedi‘ti‘es 1‘n questi'on.
me pmblm 1's to de51‘y one or a fleet of m hm carri'ers tmt wvi'll‘
ommte within the nan'gational li'Mtations of the gl'ven route and that w‘ill
uni'm'ze some objective crl‘terimsuch as mm di'soomted present Mue.
he model so constmcted 1's mrased as a construned optim‘zation pmblem
which my be viewed as a hrge-scale geometnc progm.

me solution method

to the gwmetric pmgm 1‘s tmt of a convergim sequence of approMti'm
unear progrm fomed by we cuf.tiw pMe tecMi‘que.

***

T-PM-S-Z
EM.
mom J. W, L. mmmn, G. 6mm, G. 3mm, Wiversity of
Montreal, mnau
Problm in a Railwa Network
Mme
ine Sehedull‘
In this mwr we present the mathemtical version of a schedﬂil'xxg
problem mt is faced by any railway commny that mploys seveml engine
tms to proﬂde mwer for its tmi‘ns.

Usmlly, a milmy wploys emines

of seveml tms tmt differ in meir tractive effort’ cambill'ty md horsepower mtim.

were are two disti'nct but rented ai'ms in mducim we

emine costs to the railmy.

me is to selec‘t me ﬁx of eml'.ne tnes

mat gives me lowest capital investment and opemtim cost for the tm‘ns
ommted by the railmy.

me omer is to provide a scheduh‘M method that

assigs awilable engines to tmins on a short ti'me horl'zon (e.g., a we&

weed).

Inl LI
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h the folloﬂng we shall give a mthemtical fommtion of the
problem of selectl'ng the MX of emi'ne tmes that gives the lowest capital
investment and opemti'ng cost for the trﬂns opemted by the railmy and
outh‘ne a method of so.lution based on the decomposition method of Benders.
h the problem we are treating, me use of &nders decompositi'on see_ms
to be the only attmcti've solution method, since we application of a WXed
Integer WWW amoritm in not pmctical.

For a rml hfe problem

n‘m 2m to 500 tmins and 5 amine twee, me nmber of integer vari'ebles
is of we order of lmO to 15%, a nmber which is 'dell beJ‘ond the cambihti‘es of pmsently amihble integer codes.

***

m-MS-Y
_
_
E. M. L. mm, FOmer,
J. J. H.
Scientific Control Systems Ltd,

mndon

*/Wclo’ml
tim'mtion Usi
Sc'1'm Ordered Sets
me mm of finﬂm gloMl optm to general ems"ses of nonconvex
optmmtion problm is attmctim increasim attention.

mComck (1972)

mints out m-st mny suw problws cm conveniently be emressed in semmble
fom, when they cm be tackled by the swcial memods of mm md Sohnd
(19%) or Son (1971), or by smcial Ordered Sets. Special Ordered Sets,
intmduced by kale and Wu (1970), have hved up to thei‘r early proMse
of beim new for a ﬂde me of pmctical problms.

Forrest,mrst md

Mn (1973) show how they have benefited fmm me vast improvwents 1'n
bmnch-md-mmd integer pmgmw cambiliti'es over the last few years,
as a resﬂt of beim incommted in a general mthemtical pmgmm
systm.
Nevermeless, Special mdered Sets in their ori'ginal fom reqﬂre that
any continuous fmctions arisim in the problm be appronmted by pi'ecemse
nnear Mctions at me 3mm of the analysis.

m.e motivati'on for the new

work descnbed i.n this mper is the mhmti'on of this requrement, by
allowing auwmti'c intemhtion of adutional relevmt points in the cowse
of me amlysi's.

mis 1's simhr to an 1‘nterpomtion scheme as used i'n

sepmble pmgmng, but its incomomtion in a bmnch-and-bomd method
for gloMl optiMzation is not entirely stmiﬂtfomard.
of me work are of interest.-

We by-products

one is an improved branﬁi'ng stmtegy for

geneml smcisl-ordered-set problms.

me omer is a method for finding a
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global minimum of a function of a scalar variable in a finite interval,
assuming that one can calculate function values and first derivatives, and
also bounds on the second derivative within any subinterval.
'Ihe paper describes these methods, their implementation in the UMPIRE
system,

and preliminary computational experience.

** *

w-PM-S—V
V. FOETER , The University, Southampton, Enigland
0n___________—Op—___________—Lx
Constrained Nonlinear
timization Problems with the Fixed Point Prort
We consider a nonlinear objective function subject to inequality and ‘
equality constraints.

We stipulate that the objective function satisfies an

additional condition, namely, that it has a fixed point under a certain
linear transformation.

This additional condition is satisfied for a wide

class of applications.

It will be shown that under the above conditions the

problem can either be solved:
gramming, etc.),

by direct methods (e.g., dynamic pro—

or, more economically,

(ii) by employing numerical schemes

in conservation law form (e.g., a generalized Iax-Wendrof‘f method), and that
the two methods are equivalent.

T-AM-é-Y
S. FROMOVI’IZ, C. KIM, R. HAIEMAN, University of Maryland, College Park
Aorithm for Nonlinear Curve Fitti
____l.g____—_______I£An
A new nongradient algorithm for minimizing a sum of sqmred, nonlinear
functions is proposed and computationally tested.

Our work extends pre-

viously published methods by Powell and Spendley and is specifically designed
to overcome certain problems inherent in these methods.

***

mum-11441
D. R. FUHCEISON, Cornell University, Ithaca
P

on Blockin Pairs of Matrices
R_______g_______esults
Some aspects of the theory of blocking pairs of nonnegative mtrices

(blocking pairs of polyhedra) will be reviewed, and certain classes of
examples where the blocking matrix of a given matrix in the class has been
determined will be discussed, e.g., (1) the blocking matrix of the incidence
matrix of all spanning arborescences with fixed root in a directed graph,
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and (2) the blocking matrix of the matrix of all integer-valued supplydemand flows in a capacity constrained network, where supplies, demands,
The latter class includes,

and capacities are integers.

for example,

the

determination of the blocking matrix of the incidence matrix of the family
of all (O,l)-matrices having prescribed row and column sums.

***

T—AM-ih—U
D. GALE, University of California, Berkeley
P

Rates and Efficient Production Prorams
_________—_______g___Interest
A production __yactivit is a pair

(x,y)

of non-negative n-vectors

called respectively the Linut and ___L_outut of the activity. A ____gytechnolo T
In the applications to follow, T

is a set of activities.

to be convex .

A Loeram

with g—_rovt.h factor
n-vector

program

Y, written

for some

= rt(x,y)
c

17'

t
consists of an iniial
vector

1r

(xtiyt+l )

sequence of activities

(x,y)

in

in

T.

If

_> c-(y'-px')
THEOREM II. If

e

c-(yt'- xt') > c-(yt - xt)

x', y'

(x,y,,-r)

c-(y-px) >_ c-(y'-px')
an interest factor and

in

for all

(x,y,-Y)

p-l

(xt,yt+l)

T

then

p > r

(x,y;r)

(x',y')

in

T.

an interest rate.

t.

Our problem

is efficient.
such that

c-(y—px)

is efficient.

is efficient then there exists

for all

A __ystead state

efficient if there is no other

11’

is positive and there exists

for all

a nd a

We suppose there is given an o__J___bective

is to determine when a given steady state
THEOREM I.

.

T, t = 0,1,...

yo

(x,y,-Y), is a program such that

and we call the program

such that

will be assumed

9 __> r

‘Ihe number

p

such that
is called

We will show by examples

how simple interest rate calculations can be used to solve rather complicated
problems concerning efficiency.

***

M-PM-é-Z
G. GALLO, A. ULKUCU, University of California, Berkeley

_______g_ra_mm_ig_________t'55_llg____Bilinear
Pro
n z A Vertex Followi
A orithm
'Ihe "Bilinear Programming Problem" can be stated in the following
general formulation
(ctx + dty +
Ax < a

By
x

b

lVl/\l

(l)

Minimize
Subject to

0:Y_>O’
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where
x

A, B

and

y

and

Q

are mal mtri’ces,- a, b,

are real mri'able vectors.

e

and

d

are real vecttors,-

M 1'nterest1'ng appli'cati‘on of Mli‘near

Progm‘ng ari’ses from investment problms,

in which commnents of

pond to acti'n ty levels, ml‘le components of

y

x corr.es—

denote the 1'nvesments needed

to change the tecMologi‘es by ml‘ch the acti‘n‘ti‘es are wﬂomed (and, as a
consequence, t.he cost of such acti'n'tl'es).

T. M. m‘dley ("M invesment

poli'cy to reduce the tmvel tl'me i'n a trwsportat'i‘on net‘vork", Mnspn. Res.
19%), for 1'nsmnce,

con51'ders a wmi'cmr problm of mi's ki'nd.

m be

able to 501% me problem he 1‘mmses sme restrictl'ons, md gi‘ves a comb1‘natori'al algorl'm.
H. Konno ("h'h'near Hogrm'm", Tech. Rep. Stmford miversity, Aw.
1971) mentl'ons some omer exmv_les of "real world" problems that can be
fomuhted as m‘h'near Progrm.

He proposes w agorl'tm whi‘ch 1's msed

on we cuttl'ng pmne 1'dea of K. mtter, md genemtes an e-opti‘ml soluti‘on
in a fi'nite umber of steps.
b thl's mper, by means of a dml fomuhti'on of (l), we derive an
eqm'mlent problm

MnIMZe
Subject to

(2)
where

d

md

u

dtu
u 6 A ,

are mal vectors, and

a set of faces in a mlmpe.

Althom

A

is a s1'mply connecwd mien of

A

is not necessari'ly convex, Wi'ng

its swol'al stmctwe, we develop a vemex follom'm amon'm for problw
(2).

mi's emeritm converges in a fi'nim umber of steps to a gloml

opti'mm.

***

T-PM-l-w
L. F. ESCUDERO, E. GARBAYO, IBM Mdrid Scientific Center, Spain
Stoﬂ Problem-. Alicati'on of Combinatori‘al TecMi'ue and m'xed
pm'e
Cutti'
Mlnteer
Pmrm'n
ﬁe pmose of this wper 1's to descri’be some executi‘on tri'm techniques,
analy21'ng a general pmose tn’m aworl’tm called TWJ.

ﬁe Ms1‘c marac-

teristi’cs of the TWJ are me follom'ng,l.

mWJ is a smcially des1'gned model for use 1'n optl'mal one and two
dimen31‘onal cutti'ng.

2.

me model becomes analﬁic (as opposed to hewi'sti'c) as soon as an we
longitudinal cuttings have been aheady mde for each of the pattems.

Herefore what is ohmined 1's not only a soluti'on but the opti‘ml one.

3.

The mathematical aspect of TRMAJ relies upon combinatc‘rial .ecthni'oyes
and mixed integer programing.

4‘.

5.

The optimization problem may be of .h+ree different types.a)

Minimintion of mm waste from the raw mterial used.

b)

Mimi'zation of PROFIT, depending upon the planning of the order
ticket.

c)

Minimization of TRIM percentage wasted.

rIhe most imno‘rtant conditions that .htis model saktes into account are:
A)

Main general conditions for the "order ticket":
of a cutting na.ttern;

2.

1.

Pﬁnmr length

Maximum number of permissible

tterns in

the order ticket.
B)

lain conditions for each different bobbin of raw ma.e‘rial:
mum required margin,-

l. Min'i-

2. Quantity (in meters or x.“'logrms) avaihble

of each type of raw mterial bobbin;

5. Maximum qaanti‘yt (in

meters or kilograms) to be cut from each tyoe‘ of mu material bobbin
for the whole set of its patterns; this mnm‘um has to be either the
total available quantity within thtat bobbin or a signiﬁcantly lover
bound ensuring that the remainder of the bobbin viii‘ not have to
left as waste.
C)

thin conditions for each order:
requested,-

1. antity (in kilograms or meters)

2. Gross or net unit selling price (by the kilogram or

meter) of each order;

5. buximum nmnber of patterns in which each

order can be included.
I

*‘ll-

l

‘hnm-AMr-S-Y
x
U. H. MIA-m, 0. L. W, Simo'n Bolivar W..1'V81‘Sl't°y,

Caracas

LM_—_lg__________lL__ent
Quasi-Newton A orithms for Nonlinear
Constrained
Su rli nearl Conve

Problems
we propose algorithms for nonlinearly constrained optimization problems
vhich have the novel idea of using updating schemes to estimate the Hessian
of the Iagrangian associated with the objective and constraint functions.
Under suitable conditions, a local superlinear rate of convergence is
established.

‘Ihe subproblems of the algorithms consist of a sequence of

linearly constrained quadratic minimization problens,
methods of solution are available.
cmputationally tractable.

for which" efficient

This feature makes the algorithms

Numerical experience is very encouraging.

Although in establishing the rates of convergence it is assumed that
second derivatives of the functions involved are Lipschictz continuous,

hl
fast convergence has also been ohmi'ned in a umber of test problems where
the fmcti'ons 1'nvolved are not even di'fferentiable once.

If, 1'nstead of

updati'm me He551'an of me Wrangi‘an, second deri'vati'ves we emll‘ci‘tly
emlmted 1'n me subproblems,

a loccal qmdmtic rate of convergence 1's

obtained.

***

W-m-ll-Z
S. J. MEN, Wi'ver51'ty of wicgo, wicmo
wmssecifi‘cati‘on
of m‘stributi'ons 1‘n Stochasti'c hom‘n Hoblms
mt

he follom'ng mriati'onal problm 1's stMied.-

¢(u,2)

denote me

opti'mm mlue of a two-stage stochasti'c progrm vim recouse as a fmction
of the men

n

and comr."ance matri‘x

cave and h'pschi'tz?
mtri‘x and

Q(uO,EO)

If

p0

Z.

Wder wMt conﬂtl‘ons 1's

1's the tme mean and

20

(uo,£0)?.

con-

the tme comriance

is dmli'mble, soluble and emble, is

soluble md smble 1'n some neiwborhood of

o

@

dwh’mble,

mt 1‘nferences can

be dmm about needs for estimation accmcy for afferent chsses of Mstr1‘buti'ons?

mt are the 1'mplicat1‘ons for pmgm whose second stge decision

1‘s a fmction of me mndom mriable as well as the fi‘rst stae decision?

***

T-mﬁ-Y
S. QM, Mtional Reaeamh Comcil of 08mm, mum
MCmumti'oml
erl’ence wm the hmllel meo
for mtri'ces md Neu*work
#Sstems

Reduction 1'n computer ti'me to less mm 30 seconds, for resolv1'ng cych'c
pmblems mw'm to

N —— S7,

is mtentially eﬂdent.

me prowsed algorim, weed on the Mllel meow concept, eqmtes
colm vecmrs of a mtrix to eqm'mlent elecu*r1'cal pmnel res1'stors.
m combinim a mrtitionim techniwe ﬂth We developed algori'm sigi'fi‘cant time reductions, for resolﬂng hrge scale mtrix problems, amar
fe351‘ble.

.-\

R. G-EK‘B, Hester"... :_l"ec:ri: Engineering Research Center, Princeton, ILJ.

____________.g—ori
L“ S
'
re :1‘ Feasible Direction a”
:nms‘

he general s:rxt..~~re of feasible direction algorimm‘s for solving
:i:i:.i:e

:"(x)

over

x 5 S, where

S

is a subset of

Ru, as developed by

Icns_‘i‘s and Veinot't is used we. reexamine .h‘e problem of :igzagging or jaming
is feasible .ﬁX‘eL‘tl-OZ elgo‘rithms.

It is shot: wa‘ht jamming occ..."“s only if

the firs: lxal arm; in the chosen cu"rection is not attained within uh‘e
feasible reug‘on for infinitely many intemctions.

This leads us to consider

a feasible direction algorithm‘ which
(1)

chooses a feasible direction which makes uniform progress in improving
k
.
.
.
such that for all d
me function value, i.e., .h‘ere is a 6 > C

H?” + 5:1“) < m“) (2)
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for-ail“

O<_s<_5

and

chooses a step length in the chosen direction to guarantee uniform
mvement mm the minim along this direction.
Co:

tions for convergence for bo..h+ constrained and unconstrained

problems are givaz.

Special well-known examples of the general algorithm

are also considered .

{*1-

P-AM-lh-U
A. M. GEOFFRION,
P

University of California, Los Angeles

_Lﬁg____gg___—L_—_____—___Inteer
Prom“.
and Facilit' Location: Lessons on One I've Learned
From the Other
Attanpting to apply integer programming techniques to facility location
problems has taugit' me sane rather unexpected lessons having to do with the
art of modeling,

.h’e design and implementation of specialized software, and

the proper use of integer programing for solving real problems.

This

presentation will describe some of these lessons and reflect on their

general significance .

fi‘l

m-m8-x
P. M. GMM, W. C. WK, Vl‘rginl'a Polﬁechnl'c hetitute and State
miversity, Blacksbug
WA
Comutatl'onal Comrison of Incomlete Rehmtl'on-Multl'ste Alorl'Ms
bfor
Mconstmined
tiMZatl'on wim mher Search Metth
In recent mpers we have promsed the use of Incomplete Rehxation—
mltl'step algorl’ms for mconstml‘ned optiMzatl‘on.

In most cases the

argments have been mt convergence 1's good ad the metth are e851‘ly
mderstood and appned.

"Good" convergence promnies are difficﬂt to

defl’ne so some commrison of perfomnce vim more fmous or wpuhr methods
is in order.
his mper Mes some of me more popﬂar methws for mcmstMned
optl‘m'zation and comwres their mrfomnce on chosen test Mctions.

me

memods used for commrison am "ConJ@ate Gmﬂents" discussed by Hestenes
and Stl‘efel md others.

Mei-Nemon akorims, such as "mflected Gmd-

ients" m'scussed by Fletcher and Powell, and "hmnel mngents" uscussed
by Sh&,m¢ler and Kmpthome. mob of these 1's used to solve t+hree test
Mctl‘ons an smml‘ng at the sme mint.

mese perfomces are then cm-

mred ﬂth mose of a set of mcomplete Rehmtion-Mtistep algorl'm on
me sme Mctions.
ﬁe fmctions chosen mue in complmty frm a simple twee mrl'able
convex problw to a complicated non-convex fou varl'able pmblem.
mese have been ﬂdely wed in me htemtue.

M of

mey are msenbroﬂ's md

Wood's fmctions.
Results inﬂcate that me Incomplete ReMtion-Mtistep mmods are
vew competitl've with the more poer agorl‘tMS.

mul'ng of metth, of

cause, is ﬂmmlly mpossible but the pedomces show tmt wese methods
do desewe fmther considemt1‘on.

***

M—m—l-W
P. L. GHMWI, M--Direzione Stuﬂ e m‘cerche--m‘MO, Italy
wwoffrl‘on's
O-l hormin Methm Ren‘sited- An mtension m Inteer
Mhom‘n
ﬁe mks

01 imphcit enmemtion method and Moffrl'on's 1‘mpmvments

are considered 1'n order to tae admmge for integer progm‘ng of ml's
enmeration technique and of the we of surogate constml‘nts.

A stra1'@t-

fomam emenSI‘on, smested by koffrion, of bl'nam-infea51'b1'h‘ty md

uh

conditional binary-infeasibility tests is analysed and applied to constraints
with bounded integer-valued variables.

Binary algorithms for 0-1 expansion

of integer problems are demonstrated to be less efficient than the integer
enumerative approach we present here.
ming for the

generation

In addition, imbedded linear program-

of surrogate constraints seems to be closer to

integer—structured problems.

Computational experience is reported.

***

M-PM-6-Z
F. GIANNESSI___,E. WIN, University of Pisa, Italy
____Op________Ju_a____og____ng____g__g_Global
timization in Nonconvex
dratic Pr rammi
and Inte er Pro rams
The general nonconvex quadratic programing problem is considered:
T

T

P:min q)(x) = c x +21—xnx, x6 [x.-Ax_>b; x_>0}.
A short review of the up-to—date, proposed methods is considered.
Because of the importance of problem

P

and as the existing methods

are either inefficient or not finite, a new algorithm is proposed in this
paper.

Its min features are the following.

'lhe canplementarity problem

Q

(equivalent to

which consists in minimizing the linear form

P)

is considered,

2-1 (CT): + bTy), (x,y)

satis-

fying the Kuhn-Tucker system.
Denote by

Go

Q

the problem obtained by deleting in

the complemen-

tarity constraints ; an e-perturbation device is introduced to ensure that
00

always has ﬁnite optimal solutions.
In general, assume that a linear programing problem

(at

r = 0, this is true).

An optimal solution of

or

Qr

is given

is found.

If it

satisfies the complementarity conditions, then its x-components are an
optimal solution of

P

too.

In the contrary case, an inequality (cutting

plane) is determined, which is weakly satisfiedby all the adjacent vertices
of the optimal solution of
by adding to

or

Qr, and such that the problem

Qr+l, obtained

the above inequality, has the same basic solutions of

Q0,

but the optimal one (if this is degenerate, the number of its adjacent
vertices may be greater than the number of nonbasic variables; this case
requires a lot of additional work, as we could have to determine more than
one inequality as cutting plane).
The preceding algorithm

region

Qr+l

is finite, as the vertices of the feasible

are those of the feasible region of

Qr, but one; and as the

set of optiml soluti'ons of

Q

1‘s a face of the feabil‘e region of

%.

A facial decommsition of me feasible region is used to obtai'n an
implic1 t enmeeration agori'tm, whi'ch has the precedi'm one as a: sub-amoﬂm.
ﬁe pmicular case of

@(x)

concave is of much 1‘nterest.

m fact,
P,

an 1'nteger li‘near progrm'ng on be formmted equmlent as a problem
when

@(x)

1'5 concave.

me akorim proposed to solve

Q

enablesm to solve a mre geneml

problem: to find, won me vertices of a convex mlyheMn, mose which
satl'sm a gi'ven conditi'on,
conﬂ'ti‘on.

mus,

i.e., a complemntarity conﬂtion,

or m 1'nteger

it can be used (sui'mbly spec1alized) to solve (O,l)-hneu

pmgms dimctly, i.e., ﬂthout tmnstMng them into a pmblem hke

(n‘a a concave problem

Q

P).
*X-*

T— PM-6 -Y
P. E. GIm, W. WY, National mysical mbomtory,
*

Tedh‘ngton, mgMnd

Ewe
Sm'lex Memod U51'
me LQ kctorl'zatl'on 1'n Hoduct Fom
At the bye smmsi'm an implementation of we simplex agori'tm ms
descri‘bed uti'h'Zi‘ng the LQ factorl"zat1‘on of me Mel‘s.
so ammed mat the mtrix
or umted.

Q

ms not mqm'red, heme need not be stored

Subsequently, M. A. Samders (19%) has descriMd a pmduct

fem of this agoritm Msed on stonng
lower triaWar mtrices.
bow

L

and

me emeritm was

Q

L

as me pmduct of "swc1'al"

n this mper we describe a mthod mat stores

1'n product fom.

me min objection to retainim

Q

ms me exmnse of umting 1't.

AMst all the work involved was in multiplﬁm out the product fom md
this is now no longer necessaw.
Q

A umber of admtages occm from Mn'm

amihble,- for insmce, it is no longer necessaw to store. m*e curent

(and met) Msis.
References
'A' nmerically emble fom of me sm‘plex
Gill, P.E. and W. Mmmy (1970).
amoritm," Natl'onal Eyei'cal Mbomtory, mth 87.

Samders, M.A. (19%). "Hoduct fom of the molesky factori'zati'on for
urge scale h'near progrm'm," Computer Science Report CS 301,
Stanford Wiversity, smnford, mh‘fomia.

***

%
F-M-B—V
C. R. GMSSH, Univers1‘ty of Cahfomia, Mrkeley
* Wli‘cit
Mlit for Convex Homoeneous P..rorms
%en all the fmctions that define a c.0nvex progmm are positively
homogeneous and nonneytive (or mlyheml) then a dwl pmgrm can m
constmcted whim is also a convex progrm, md is defined in tem of
the pri'ml am only (the pnml mriables do not appar).

Whemore,

me dmh'21'm prmess, carried out on we dml progm, ﬁelds the pnml.
Seveml well-know exmples of convex progrms with explicit dmls are
Show to be smel‘al cases, but apphcation of thl's theom to qmdmtic
prwms gives a new dual fom.

***

W-PM-2-X
F#.
GMR D. nmm, J. SM, University of Colorado, knver
*

MNew
msi's
Mti
Hmedues for Genemuzed Networks

hmedues are given for efficiently updati‘ng the ba51‘s representation,
flows and nwe wtentl'als 1'n an adg’acent extreme W1nt (or "51'mplex" tme)
memod for genemnzed network pmblems.

mese procedues employ a smcial

represenmtion mat reduces 17 cases of reconstituting the basic "qmsi-

tmes" to one, md are comptible with a mriety of hst stmctwes.
***

T-m-e-x
J.-L. mwm, Role des mutes nudes

Comemiales de Montreal, Guam

WW
we ﬁnite Converence of the Rehmtion Memod for Solv1'n Sstms
Aof
Linwr Inemnties
me min concem of my wom is to mjuvenate the rehmtion memod
for solving systems of linear ineqmlities, Wl'ch uses as pri'm'tive me
notion of hmmhnes,

instead of the more derived concept--compumt1'onﬂly

mm 1 ntricate--of vertl'ces or uses, as in the smplex method.
he relmtion memod constmcts a sequence of points
following mnner_°
ml'nt

xq

swce

fq

multiple
H iq .

at step

q

{x ‘1}

1'n the

we find the constmi nt most ﬁolated by' the

of the sequence, and move on the intemor noml of the haEcorreswnding to tmg constmint by a ﬁ'stmce whl'ch is a gi‘ven
q
A--me thion mmeter--of the distance between x
and

Wmin result is ﬂat the mnge of values of the thion mmeter
mich mmntees finite convergence is far ﬁder than ms pren‘ously know.
me smooth enom property for polyhedm 1's defi'ned, and 1't delineates a
0.1383 of problems where the method works mrti'cmrly well.
***

w-m—S-v
D.

GOLDFARB,

City University of New York, New York

__L______—_________L_____Nmnericall
Stable Variable Metric Methods for Linearl
Constrained

L—Otimization
Problems
Two different numerically stable ways of implenting variable metric
methods for problems with linear inequality and equality constraints are
presented.
Let

G = LL'

be a positive definite approximation to the Hessian matrix

of the objective function given in factorized form where
angular and let

N_'Q = N_'[Q1IQ2]

constraint matrix, and

Q

and

= [R'IO]

where

L

N— .— L-LN, N

is lower triis the active

are orthogonal and upper triangular

R

matrices respectively.
The first implementation is based upon writing the projection
P = I - G—1N(N'G-lN)-1N'
Lagrange multipliers
g

as

and computing the vector of

(L')-lQ,ZQ,2'L-l

u = (N'G-1N)-1N'G—lg

by solving

is the gradient of the objective function.

The second approach is based
= LLn'

upon using a factorized approximation

Ru = Ql'L-lg, where

to the Hessian matrix

with respect to variations in the active constraint manifold, and the
orthogonal triangularization, N'Q- = N'[Q1_IQ,2—] -— [R_'IO], where
Q

L—, R_

and

are lower triangular, upper triangular and orthogonal matrices, respec-

tively.

In this case the vector of Lagrange multipliers

is obtained by solving
R, and

Q,

(L_, R—, and

R—'Ru_ = N'g.

u = (N'N)-]‘N'g

Formulas are given for modifying

L,

Q_), when a variable metric update is performed and

when a basis change occurs.

***

BANQUET SPEAKER: Thursday evening
R.
P

E. GOMORY,

IBM Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York

and Technolo
M___________ﬂodels
Technology is related to the ability to model aspects of the real world

whether mathematically or otherwise.

Some trends in this areas will be

discussed.

***

h8
M-m-l-W
A. S. Gonmm, Univer51'ty of c“01‘mbm, Pomwal and wiversity of
Albema, mv'o‘
nton, mnam
h'c1‘t Soluti'on for me mteer mnear Pmm‘n Mblem
MW
M emh'c1‘t (noni‘temtive) represenmtion of we set of optl'ml soluti‘ons for both pm and m’xed integer linear pmgrm‘ng pmblems is presented.

ﬁe pmcess tune to m also m efficient my of solﬂng the

chss of progrms.

***

I
w-m-ld‘
,
M. GOWMN, “*"lectr1'c1'te de ance, CMrt, ance

Wm
Hfl'CI'ent Cutti-PMe Aori’tm b "me Method of mereas1n
CLomences"
m the case of me "pme" integer h‘near progm’ng pmblems, the
aumor gi'ves a cuttim-phne amorl'm fomded on me two folloﬂng 1‘deas.1)

me 1'ntegr1'ty conh'ti'ons of we ba51'c variables of the contl'nuous solutl'on are used to genemte a sequence of cuts. ‘Aﬁer pl'voti'ng on ml's mll
umber of ems, we obtai'n a dml-fea51'ble 1 nteger solutl'on of we aw-

mented pmblw.
2)

Ms sequence of cute is computed by "the method of decrea51'ng congruences"
(Wow, mum).

hese two 1deas mmt us to impmve nombly l'the accelerated mell'dem
Amritm" of mmin.

Nmencal emeriments am gl'ven for we genemlized

set coverim tne pmblm.

***

m-m—e-w
S. Gommm, m Watson Research Center, Yorktom Heiﬂts, New York
mbm
mtion in a Metributed mm mse
Ms mper presents a network model for me optiml (least cost) dam
mmtion in a M'atnbuted uta Mse.

For a sequence of requests for a

record frm variom locations in a computer network, a shortest path
amorl‘tm deteMnes me optiml sequence of lowtions of the mm set to
Men the record belongs.

Mong the costs consi‘dered are.-

trmmitti‘ng

the requested record (keepim me an set where it is),- Myating me
am set,- duplicating me an set.
***

m-W-7-Y
M. L.

FIBER, F. J. com,

Wi‘ver31'ty of Mcgo, Mcgo, Ilh‘n01's

* WAn
Aorl'tm for the Nonll'near Comlementari‘t Problm
In recent years there has been mpi'dly developl'ng a bow of knowleke
concem1‘ng the applicati‘on of a complemenmm pi'voting agoﬂm to a brwd
smctm of problems 1'n optl'm'zation theow.
li‘near complementam'ty,

me applicati‘ons i‘nclme

fixed p01'nt appron'mtl'on, convex pmgrm‘ng ﬂm

subgmdl‘ents and moonstmined optiMzatl‘on m’thout derl‘mti'ves.

We present

work adds to this infomation in the fom of a cmbi'natoual algori‘tm for
the nonh‘near complementari'ty problm.

me akorl‘tm 1's based on‘ a tr1'-

mybti’on of the non-negative orthmt ad a smcial hbeung of the vertices.
mri'vatl‘ves are not reqm"red.

Convergence is proved mder coerc1‘ve-h‘ke

assmptl’ons on the problem fmcti‘ons.

Accelerati'on resmts are given md

compumtional emrience mm vari'ous problem, pm‘mnly fmm the ama of
convex progmng,

1's presented.

***

F-m—B-X
G. W. Gﬂm, R. D. MCBREE, miver51'ty of mhfornia, Ms Meles
* Mkctori'zation
1'n Ere-Scale Linear Prom
A new appmach for solﬂng urge-scale li'near progmng problem is
developed.

me apprmch involves facmrim (mmitioning) an H tableau

1'n a my tmt mm'ts a hrge mml'on of the mbleau to be carﬂed imph‘citly
and generated frm the reMnim exphcit wt.

me benefi'ts of mi‘s

approach are two-fold.l.

A hrge reductl'on in m‘@ smed mmow reqm'rements is obtained.

2.

me work per pivot is reduced.
Motorization cm be either dmmic or smtic.

me spec1‘al stmctwe

of some of the H constmints is utili'zed in the statl'c case.
6%, block m‘agonal, and network constml‘nts.

ml‘s inclludes

me ch531'c 6% m agorim

and its enen51'on to block diagonal D pmblms n‘th coupling constmints
are recovered as special cases.
In the WMC case the size of me enh'cit mm flwts from pivot
to pivot.

As a direct extension of G%, a dmm c factorl'zati'on algorim

has been mplemented to solve we set WM1'tion1'ng 9 problem.
tational resdts MVe been ohmi'ned ﬂth mis awoﬂm.

mod cmpu—
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A mrticmrly successfu factorization has been obtai'ned for tmnspoMtion and network problems.

Here we whole principle pan of the H

tableau is carried implicitly and reconstmcted logically as needed to
carm out execution of we amoritm.
been obmined.

Mcellent computational results have

For exmple, 1% X 100 dense tmnswrtati'on pmblems have

been solved vim a median time of 1.5 seconds on an m 360/91.

x'F-éva-s-x

“"' M. D. GRIGOMDB, W. W. m,

m Cormmtion, New York

rimenml Stu
of mmitionin Mamas for
*r'pa
Wework for the

pStructmed
Mnesr Rom
Stuwing me compumti‘onal cMmctemstics of a prowsed mrtl'tioni'm
memod for Mge scale stmctwed linear progrms requl'res a mjor systems
desip and progmng effon.

Resoucees for mi's tm of effort have

seldom been amihble to the exmnmenter.

m apprmch, requn‘ng m‘niml

user pmgmng, is pmmsed for mrfomng this emermentati'on on commemisuy amihble urge m codes and system.
Met pmitionim methods Mom to the authors, conespond to wmicm: comumtl'onal stmtegies d we priml, dml or pn‘ml/dml Si‘mlex
mmods.

me pivotim usks requred to perfom an exchmge of variables

are cmon mm Mitioni'm methods and allow a mified chssi‘fi'cation.
mess methods fu.+her ﬁffer by the extent of wel'r rehance umn three
ﬁstinct chsses of such pivot steps whose mit cmpumtl‘onal cost ml'es
accorMng to me essmd constmint

mtﬂx stmctue and am process1'ng

implmenmtion.
me compumtional stmtey of me applicable simplex mewod corresmnd1m to s pdicmr WN1'tionim memod is spec1 fied to me n code and the
ovemll urge-scale problem is solved to obtai'n me umber of pivot steps
mqﬂred for an optiml solution.

mese pivot steps are easily identi'fied

ﬂth the wree pivoting chases emloyed by such a waitionim memod.
mﬂng thm esmbushed an experimenml mte of convergence, the total
c‘ompumtioml effor.‘ attributed to tMS mmitionl'ng method 1's estl'mted
or mmded by a commutional complenty malysis of each pivot' step cuss
for a mrtioMr mtrix stmctwe and for a NN1'cmr pmmsed am pmcessing mplmnmtion.
Miss of amlyzing mrtl'tioning methods within a large-scale 9
code and 5m emeri'mntal resuts ﬁll be presented.
***

51
W-PM-l-W
M. M. GUIGME, Im mi'hdelphl'a Scl‘entifl'c Center, mindelm_1‘a and
warton School,m1‘versity of Pennsylmnl‘a
MSstemti‘c
Combination of hemlitl'es 1'n 0-1 Mrm
m branch and mmd schemes as well as in enmerati've procedmes it is
1‘mportant to get good bomds for the objective fmcti‘on as well as infomti'on smut me constmints.

me my often obtain relatl‘vely strong 1'neqml-

1‘t1‘es for we objectl've fmctl'on by cmbinl'm 1‘ts expression in tems of me
non~Ms1’c wri'ables of a gl‘ven linear progmng tableau vim smmbly
chosen derl‘ved constmints of esmcially simple fom.

Such constmints

have been promsed by me author (constraintes additionnel les en varl'ables
bl‘mlentes) and omers (e.g., m’niml preferre.d 1’neqmlities).
fwctl‘on 1‘neqmnt1‘es,

Ee obg'ective

1'n turn, can be utl'h'zed to constmt penalty tables

for nori-MS1'c md ba51‘c mri’ables.
we constmi'nts are usmlly derived from simle i‘neqmi'ties of we
gi'ven system wd fail to tﬂe me ovemll stmtme into accomt.

ﬁis

defl‘c1‘ency can be alleﬂated by a preprocessing of me systm, 1'n whi'ch
cermi'n unear combl‘nations of the 1'neth'ties are genemted.

No amrmches

have been med, one Msed uwn the solution of hnear systms of congmences
(n'a the Sm'ﬂi noml fem), the other being m attewt at ehm‘nati‘m
mriables by a process of ﬂagonauzatl'on.
he amve procedwes havebeen pmgmed 1'n Am and have been successfuﬂy incommted m‘tm'n a state enmemtl'on agorl‘m.

***

T-m6l‘-Y
.R./ K. BMYWN, F. G. Gmmmw, E. L. JOWON, IM Watson Research Center,
LMU
Ute of me 0% Simlex Aori‘m

me "LU Wte" versl'on of Forrest and mm'n of me sm‘plex agori'm
has proved m be of cons1'demble impormce to hrge-scale h'near pmgmm‘ng, and so Ms "Gﬂ"' (knerahzed Upper Mmdl‘ng),- th1‘s mper shows how
to 1'ncomorate both these featwes at one tl‘me 1'nto the Si'mplex agorl‘tm.
W version does n_ot alter the eta fi‘les for

L

md

U.

h fact, the

only subsequent operatl ons perfomed once an eta is fomed are deletions
or settl‘ng an element to zero.

A smll mmt of additi‘onal 1'ncore boolean

infomtl'on, promrtional to the umber of key variable smps wd the

umber of 6% varl'ables assocl'ated w1th the swaps 1‘s requred.

ml‘s
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1'nfomtion, we

8

mtrices, is used ﬂth me

U

mm of the em file

to fom dmdic correction mtrices chh are applied at stmtegic time
duing the WMN and BMN itemtions.
over the modified vectors of me

U

m we ordinaw umte one skipmd

em file,' here, one applies the dyadic

correction mtrices.

T-AM-lB-V
P. mm, M. PIQWT,

mstitut d'RonoMe Scientifiqm et de kstion,
mlle, che

cit
nsion ﬂth Stomble mt ut
MCa
Cemcity emnsion problems have been much studied recently, mstly
by We, hi's co-workers Md followers.

Accorﬂng to Sempta md Fox,

"me mjor hmmtion of the camcity emnsion models is the assmtion
of nonstomble outmt".

mly one mmr by mpiero, wing optml control

mam, dms, to on howleue, rem this assmption.
We consider a mpcity emn31'on problem vim a single area and a
detemnistic increasim dmnd for a single prwuct
fi'ed.

which mmt be s*atis-

Phnts are m be constmcted w setisﬁ this demnd and the constmc-

tion cost is subject to econoﬂes of scale.

Stome of output is amwed.

ht m call a whey, a sequence of decisions chamctenung the sizes Md
tms of constmction of the phnts and the level of inventom at all time.
An opti'ml whey is s mncy mich MniMZes the em of discomted constmtion md inventow holﬁng costs over an infinite futwe.

In mis

mwr we concentmte on mhcies for chh the level of inventom is zem
each tim a new th begins production.

Necessam conﬂtions for optimnty

are deﬁved in the case of an arbitmm incre351'm time mm of dmd
bow when tmwram immNS are and are not allowed.

mese results are

smciah'zed to me case of Mnear groﬂh of demnd, in chh a consmnt
cycle tMe policy is optiml, genemnzim results of Mme md ﬁleﬁotter.
Cmmutional resdts for the case of the almnm indmtm in Inﬂa,
used on these sumors'data am obtained by a ﬁrect seamh amorim and
owed to those thw obmined for the nonstorable output case.
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T-PM-8—v
W. A. FARR, M. A. HANSON, Florida State University, Tallahassee
___—___g_JContinuous-Time
Prorami
A class of continuous-time nonlinear programing problems relating
to problems of acquisition, stockpiling, and distribution of materials
will be described.
and the constraints.

Nonlinearity appears in both the objective function
Time delays are also provided for.

Necessary and

sufficient conditions (Kuhn—Tucker conditions) are established and
optimal solutions are characterized in terms of duality theorems.

***

T—AM-9-Z
G. HATFIELD, Naval Personnel and Training Research laboratory, San Diego
_____rIL___b——___g__ng‘ﬂie
Theo
and Alication of Linear Decision Prorammi

The investigation of mathematical forms that generalize the ordinary
linear programming problem has led to the identification of a problan
which we call the decision programing canonical form.

The study of this

canonical form indicates the possibility of unifying certain theories and
methods of decision-making, i.e.,
maximization,

(1) linear programing,

(2) vector

(3) goal programing, (1+) two person zero-sum games,

Chebyshev approximation problem, and

(6) satisficing.

(5) the

It is shown that

solving a certain Linear decision programing problem under certainty is
equivalent to solving a linear vector minimization problem for an efficient
point.

Also it is shown that a two person, zero-sum game is equivalent

to a linear decision programing problem under risk where the payoff matrix
is the set of goals.

Satisficing follows directly from the canonical form

by considering inequality goals.
distance method,

A general algorithm, called the minimum

is developed for a class of decision programing problems.

***

F-AM-ﬁ-X
R. F. HAUCK, United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh
____________________E__________'Ihe
POLYPLEX Method: An All-Primal Extreme-Point Decomsition Method for
la__g______g____________re-Scale
Linear Prorams of All Structures

This paper develops from first principles a new decomposition method
for large-scale linear programing.

The coefficient matrix need not have

any special structure in order to be decomposed.

This matrix is first

_T

subproblems are then

partitioned horizontally into

_T

partitions.

5h

defined in terms of each partition which decomposes the problem into
separate Inrts.

_T

If any partition possesses a special structure it is

further partitioned dynamically into two subpartitions.

'I'he basis-inverse

of the subproblem is bi-factored and represented in its most compact form.
The method is the same for all special structures, no variants or extensions are required.

Bounded variables are handled implicitly with relative

ease in every instance.

The subproblem solutions are extreme-point solu-

tions and the related solution to the entire problem is also an extremepoint solution, at every step.

'lhe algorithm is a primal one operating

on primal problems and converges at the same rate as the simplex method.

***

'I'B-AM-h-v
C. A. HAVERLY, Baverly Systems Inc., Denville, New Jersey
*

MAGENPIB
___L_Nev
A new mGen matrix and report generator system has been developed.
It builds on the successful concepts of the older MaGen but incorporates
extensive enhancements.

'Ihe language has been broadened with many new

features, including data base access, extensive file handling, etc.

New

compiler concepts were developed for the implementation to provide ease
of use, versatility and fast execution.

'Jhe use is oriented toward all

types of mathematical programing models and their reports and provides
for combining mathematical programming with other OR techniques such as
simulation.

M-PM-é-Z
D. HEARN, W. D. RANDOLPH, University of Florida, Gainesville
dratic Pro rammi
__pp_____ju£ra___L____9ua—g_gvual
A roaches to
ticall Constrained
For a convex quadratically constrained quadratic program with
variables and

m

n

constraints it is shown that the Wolfe dual objective

can be reduced to a concave function in the

m

dual variables.

constraints are nonnegativi ty of the dual variables.
and Rockafellar, have derived duals with
linear constraints plus

'lhe only

Peterson and Ecker,

(n+l)(m+l) variables and

m+l non-negativity restrictions.

n

It is shown

that the Peterson-Ecker dual can be derived from the Wolfe dual.

Com-

parisons are made between these duals from the viewpoint of computational
efficiences .
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iLPM-é-Yr
_E_L_E___E.
HMAN, D. RARICK, Bureau of the Census, Washington
*

____—gn____—__(_L__L_____'I'he
Partitioned Preassicd Pivot Procedure Pu for Srse Matrix Inversion
An algorithm which reorders the rows and columns of a sparse matrix
so as to reveal a structure and pivot sequence that is amenable to fast
matrix inversion is presented.

Exposition is made via a sample problem.

The basic technique involves the following steps:
assignments;

3. tentative assignments via

2. row singleton assignments;

Ford-F‘ulkerson maximl assignment procedure;
successor relationships;
7. appending the tail.

1. column singleton

1+. partitions via predecessor-

5. spike selection;

6.

lower-upper decomposition,-

Some computational results are presented.

***

M-PM-D-X
G.

T. HERMAN, State University of New York at Buffalo, Amherst, New York

A—______________g__‘j_____y___y_
Relaxation Method for Reconstructin Obects from Nois X-ras
An algorithm is proposed for estimating the density distribution in
a cross section of an object from X-ray data, which in practice is unavoidably noisy.

EIhe data gives rise to a large sparse system of overdetermined

inconsistent eqmtions, not untypically 10 5 equations with 10h unknowns, with
only about 1% of the coefficients non-zero.
Using the physical interpretation of the equations, each equality can
in principle be replaced by a pair of inequalities, giving us the limits
within which we believe the sum on the left hand side must lie.
An algorithm is proposed for solving this set of inequalities.
algorithm is basically a relaxation method.

Ellie

A finite convergence result

is proved.
In spite of the large size of the system,

in the application area of

interest practical solution on a computer is possible because of the Simple
geometry of the problem and the redundancy of equations obtained from nearby
X-rays.
'me algorithm has been implemented, and is demonstrated by actual
reconstructions .

***

/
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T-PM-l -W
E. EEURGON, J. DELORME, Regie Autonome des Transports Parisiens, Paris,
che
and Branch and Bound A orithm
—__n§__1—5J__—_—_J£___Set
Coveri
Problems b Linear Pro raunni

The problem is to resolve more than L000times __a Lear __g__inteer linear
2L0
rams involving several thousands booleans variables sub ect to several
2—5—
hundred constraints of exact __nﬁcoveri with a few exceptions.
It is resolved in two steps:
application of an algorithm of linear programing.

STEP 1.

(X0)

obtained is integer, the p—roblan

value

f0

P

of the economic function in

X0

If the solution

_is __L____wholl
resolved; if not the
is a lower bound of the optimal

and integer solution.
STEP 2.

resolution of the whole problem by means of a procedure of implicit

enumeration inspired by that of Garfinkel and Nemhauser.
differences between the two are the choice of criteria

The essential
employed in the

construction of the hierarchies and the computation of the evallntion funcWe have tried thus to employ to the maximum the results obtained from

tion.

the continuous solution of the linear problem,

in particular the variables

which happen to have the value of l ___rg_____—____and
the mainal costs of the variables.
In the last part of the paper, an interesting reduction of the problan
is proposed.

***

T-PM-8-V
R. J. HIHESTAD, University of California, Los Angeles
—____—_____—L____y—_A
Useful Characterization for Nonconvex Feasible Reions Defined b Concave
Constraints

This paper presents a characterization of the solutions to the nonconvex
problem

min cx
subject to:

vhere

g

g(x) _< 0,

is a vector of concave functions.

First, necessary and sufficient conditions for local solutions in terms
of a linearized problem are provided.

Next, the concept of a "basic solution"

to the above problem is introduced and the important properties of these
solutions are given.

‘Ihese include the facts that the number of basic

solutions is finite, that the extreme points of the feasible region are
basic solutions, that one only need consider basic solutions in searching

57
for the global optimum, and that the convex hull of the feasible region
is polyhedral.

Finally a finite method of finding all basic solutions

through linear programing is presented for the sub-class of the above
problem in which only one constraint is strictly concave.

Extensions of

this algorithm to the general case are discussed.

***

TH-AM-S-Y
R. L. STAHA, D. M. HWU, University of Texas, Austin
timization Via Movin Exterior Truncations
______ﬂ________g__________Constrained

A new algorithm has been developed to solve the general nonlinear programming problem
minimi'ze
subject to

f(_x), x € En
h1.(_x)=- o, 1 = 1,..., m
g,(x)
> o, 1 —. m+l,
l__

where
and

is the objective function, hi(_x)

f(_x)
gi(_x)

, p

is an equality constraint,

is an inequality constraint.

'Ihe new algorithm transforms the constrained problem into a series of
unconstrained problems with the penalty function

in h12(x_)+ i=m+l
f; Minlo, some
P(_x,t) .- mum, [t-r(x_m2 + i=1

where

p(_x,t)

is the penalty function and

t

is a truncation level.

procedure to utilize this penalty function is to minimize

P(__x,t)

The

for a

monotonic increasing sequence of truncation levels converging to the value
of the objective function at the constrained minimum. She sequence of unconstrained minima thus obtained approach the constrained minimum from outside
the feasible domain.
A new technique for generating the sequence of truncation levels was
developed which resulted

in a faster rate of convergence for most problems

than previous methods utilizing the same penalty function.

The new algorithm

is guaranteed to converge for convex programing problems with a nonempty,
compact constraint set if the problem functions have continuous first-order

partial derivatives in

En.

The method of Fletcher was used for the unconstrained minimizations of
the penalty function.

Fletcher's method is a variable metric method modified
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to ehm‘nate ml‘ﬁmensional searches.

Fletcher's algorl'tm was mod1'f1 ed

to aceept difference approx1'mt1’ons for derl'mtives so tmt analﬁl’cal
derl'vatl'ves need not be fml shed 1'n order to use me new algorl'tm.
me effectl‘veness of the proposed algorl'tm ms detem’ned by soln'ng
a nmber of nonll‘neu pmgrm‘ng test problems and comparl'ng the resdts
m’th mose of enstl’ng nonlinear pmgrml'w codes.

me conclus1 on was

reached that me new agorl'm 1's a very effectl've tecMique for soln‘ng
we geneml nonh'near pmgrm‘ng pmblem.

***

F—m—S-X
J. HO, A. S. mm, Stanford ml'versity, Stanford
m'c Models
NAested
Roomsition for

M‘s nested decomp051’t1'on agorl'tm 1's 1’ntended for solﬂng ll‘near
progms m'th the sml'mase st*ructme tmt 1's chmcterl'stl'c of dmm’c
mu‘t1'-sector models for econlom'c development.

Stal'rcase problms represent

a specol'al case of we discrete-tme optiml control pmblw.

W method

is Msed upon me sme pr1'ncip1es as that of Glassey (1971), but apmars
ea31 er to descrl'be and to rehte to control theow.
Compumtl'onal emnerlce is reported for a series of test problm.
me agorim has been coded 1'n m, an emnmentel hnmge for mthemtical pmgmm.

his t‘mnshtor has mde 1't mssible to obtun a

more reamble pmm--md ﬂth fewer instmct1'ons--man one Wi'tten
in. a co.1ventional Ewe.

However, because the present ver51'on of m

dws .‘rot wmt the we of slow access memom, this has prevented us from
emloring we m1 wtentl'al of nested decomp051‘tion for soln'ng hrger
problems man on M Mndled by conventl'onal Sl'mplex technl'ques.

***

m-m-e-w
A. J.HOWN, m Watson Research Center, Yorktom Heiwts, New York

*

m Cmbinawnal Problems and unear mequalities
he frollowing topics M11 be t*reated-.
me sense of krge

(a)

mhnced matrices 1‘n

((0,1) mtrices nm no odd order sumtrl'ces haﬁm

all m&' and colm am 2), for which we shall prov1'de alternatlve proofs
and genemhzations of awe of mrge's results (mis 1's 301‘nt work m'm
Mas WpeMem),'

(b) Wneralizatl'orxs of Dilworth's thwrem and me mx-flow

Mn-cut theomm from we viewint of linear progm‘ng.
***
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TH-PM-B-W
W. W. HOGAN,

United States Air Force Academy, Colorado

__ng______y________—______Sile
Commodit
Network Problems with Resource Constraints
Single commodity minimal cost network flow problems with joint
resource constraints on some are flows are approached via decomposition
schemes which attempt to exploit the efficiencies of network algorithms.
A price directive approach results from the application of Dantzig-Wolfe
decomposition in a manner analogous but not equivalent to proposed methods
for the resource constrained multi-connnodity case.

A resource directive

approach is also developed through a problem manipulation and an application of a Benders' type decomposition with tangential approximation using
simplifications which arise from the special structure of the network
formulati on .

***

W-PM—lo -Y
J. T. HOWSON,

Jr., Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts

A_________L______g____y_____1___
Note on the Relationshi
Between Nondeenerac and Some Proerties
____q________pe_____of
Nash Euilibria of Noncoorative Games
Nondegeneracy,
related areas,

as the tenn is understood for linear programing and

is shown to be related to solvability and stability, defined

in terms of Nash equilibria, for (finite) noncooperative games.

‘Ihe con-

nection is made through the expression of the definition of an equilibrium
in terms of a complementarity problem for which the notion of nondegeneracy
arises naturally in the course of constructing solutions.
degenerate problem,

For a non-

solvability of a game is equivalent to the game's

possessing a. unique equilibrium, and "strong" solvability is equivalent
to this unique equilibrium consisting entirely of pure strategies.

If

the complementarity problem is linear, as it is for bimatrix and polymatrix games,

an equilibrium is stable if and only if it is nondegenerate.

6o
m-me-w
T. C. m, wi'versity of Wi'sconsin, Mdi'son
*

CAombi'natorl‘al
t1‘Mzation
mree problms of combinatorial optim’zati‘on are descrl'bed.
problem 1‘s a conjectwe on mult1'-tem'nal network flows.

he f1 rst

me second problm

is to chamcten'ze the necesaaw and sﬁficient condl'tions for an heuristl'c
amori‘tm of a napsack problem to achi’eve me optimm soluti'on.

ﬁe thi'rd

problem 1's on bi‘nam search trees.

***

w-me-x
P. P. m, S. E. JACOmm, Wiver51'ty of Califomi'a, Ms Mgeles
WM
Aori'm for
ti'm'zi
Network Flow Caaci t Under Ronom‘es-of-Scale
he pmblw of opti'muy allocati'w a fixed buQet to me mrious arcs
of a Si'wle somce Si'mle 31m network for the pmse of m'mzing network flow camel'ty' is con51'dered.
gi‘ven and the cost fmcti‘on,

me 1'mt1‘al vector of arc capci'tl‘es is

assoc1‘ated wi‘th each am, for 1'ncrment1'ng

capcity is concave,- therefore the feasible regl'on is nonconvex.

ﬁe

pmblem is appmached by Rnders' decomwsition procedme md a finite
agorim is develomd for solviw the nonconvex reMed meter problems.

A nmen‘cal emple of optmziw network flow camcity, mder econoMes—
of-scue, is included.

ﬂm-l-W
R. JAMR, mom h'sheri'es, wicmo

pA
'mnml heferenceI' Aoritm in mre Multi-Criteria Resomce
‘C’onstmined 01 Hoblems
M apprmch is sweeted to mn’m’ze

nmber of afferent criteria.

we problem cm be stated as

Maximize U[fl(x), f2(x), f5(x),
be dec1‘sion vecwr

x

"satisfaction" obtai'ned ﬁom a

, fr(x)],

x e x

is constrained m sati'sfy certai‘n resouce con-

s*um1'nts and even elment in the vector is e1'Wer 0 or l.
fmction

f1

%e criterion

is assmed ewncitly nom,- however, all that is know of

we preference Mction 1's wet it 1's monotoni'cally increasing Wi‘m increa51'w mlue of each criterion,all other cri'teria beiw me sme.
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Ixxl‘tl'ally, the problem 1’s mom‘fl‘ed to solve for each cr1'ter1'a semmtely.
Mgrange multl‘pll‘ers are obtal‘ned to dmlize the problem and the resomce
constml‘nts apmar 1'n a Mgrml'anl fmctl'on.

Itemtl‘vely, preference 1'nfom-

t1‘on 1's obtal'ned for each criterl‘a arOmd the region where an optl'ml solutl‘on 1‘s ewected.

me algorl‘tm is structued to obtun mpid convergence

to stable trade-off mlues between criterl‘a.

Mwer bomds are emll'citly

used as constml‘nts and the problem solved wl‘th a mathemtical progmm
fomuhtl'on wl'm a Sl'ngle objectl've fmction.

M-mﬁ-V
L. S. MEGS, M. R. wmm, Stanford Univer51'ty, Stmford
Mp
All‘catl'on of Penalt Mctl'ons l'n me Calqu‘tl‘on of Simr Values
me problw ofm'nl‘m‘51'ngthe smllest Sl‘ngmr value of a rectmNr
mtrl‘x wl'm respect to a mmmeter 1's fomuhted as a constmined optl‘m'saIt 1's show that penalty fmctl‘ons can be gl'ven for ml's

tl'on problem.

constml'ned problem whl'w are exact 1'n me sense mat the solut1'on »*0 we
constral'ned problw can be deduced from a simle moonstml'ned uniMSation
of the penalty fmctl‘on.

me resﬂts of some nmerl'cal exmn'ments am

also presented.

***

W-AM- l-W
R. G.

meow, Carnegie-Mellon Ml'versity, h‘ttsbu@

MNew
Techniues and Aorims 1'n kro-me hteer berm
We shall dl'scws fom new technl'ques whl'ch can be used as submutl‘nes
1'n zero-one 1‘nteger progrmng.
the cube cut,

mese technl'ques are.-

me 11near search,-

whl'ch 1's m enmeratl've cut that 1's mll‘d after me cwrent

best solutl'on fmm we linear search 10" stored 1‘n memory,' bl’sectl'on, whl'ch
creates two new asmptotic problems from a gl‘ven asmptotl‘c problem by me
81 mple deﬂce of dividing the asmptotl'c regl‘on 1'n two ﬂm a hmemhne
(the two new asmptotl'c problems to be treated as new nodes 1'n a bmnch1'm h‘c1‘t e.nmemtion, a prmedwe
and-bomd booueepl'm scheme),- and preverse
in wh1'ch ass1'gned varl'ables are freed 1'n a fathoMng test (the reverse of
1‘mp11‘c1't enmeratl'on,

in which free varl‘ables are ass1’gned followl‘ng me

fal'lme of a fathom'ng test), startl'xxg fmm a full a551'gment mat represents a zero-one ml'nt generated by any of seveml hem1‘stics.
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W0 fl'nite amorl'tMS whi‘ch uti'li‘ze these new technl'ques wi‘ll be di'scussed.

m the fl’rst agorl‘tm, one ohmi'ns an L.

P. opti’ml asmptotl'c

regi on, perfoms me ll'near search, then the cube cut, and then re-opt1‘ﬂzes,~
md 1'f sﬁfic1'ent pmress 1‘s not mde W these procedwes,
pmgrm 1‘s bi'sected.

m the second agori'tm,

the asmptotic

me linear search 1's used

to genemte zem-one wi'nts for reverse 1'mphc1't enmerati'on, and the enmem—
tive tests are strewthened by the addl'tion of me cube cut.

Computati'onal

resﬂts on amori'MS w1'll be remrted.
Wny omer amorims, omer than mose mentioned here, cm be based
enti'reb on we fou tecMiques, or can incomrate mese techniques as
subrouti‘nes.

***

W-Wll-Z
J. E. m, Wiversity of mchester,

Mchester

wthmti'cal
“A
km meo.ret1'c Armch to mani‘zati‘onal mm mse Desi.-

wPrm
mder Lhcemi'nt
mthmtical descripti'ons of altemative orynizational am uses are
deri‘ved fm me mmemti'cal promm mder mcemainty fommti'on of
the tem problems of mmchu md mwer.

milizing we eqﬂmlency of

constmi’nt stmctmes of me mathemtical progmng pmblem vim dam
use descri'pti'ons, optim'zati'on over all mssible orgm1’zation mm Mses
becomes mssible lee distiMMSmm between centml ate use collecti'on
md mintenance costs md the costs of individmhzed reports genemted to
d‘ecision mkers.

he opti'ml organi'mti‘on dam bases are deri‘ved from

feasible sets defined by pemssible mta use element mmytion and
refinement rues.

Aho, prelim'nary work about mﬂtiple dec1‘51‘on Mers

um different utility Motions 1's given, where data Mse desiw determnes me centml dam base and mo shoﬂd get mat infomti‘on 1'n order
for evewone to We actions opti'M21'ng me ovemll orgnization control
(minty) fmction.

MUMnsm work is also fomuhted when resmnse

fmctions of decision wers to different demnds for reports genemted
are met.

m each case above, global orgni'zation analysis detem‘nes me

centm mm,

mmrts generated,

decision Mer resmnses, md ormizational

utility weed on decision mum mder mcemal'nty.

***

6;
W—AM- l-W
C.-A. BMW, E#.
L. JOWON 1m Watson Research Center, Yorktom Heiﬂts,
New York
____ER__—___p_______g____g___gA
Subadditive Aroach to the Grou Problem of Inteer Prorammin
Solving the linear program associated with an all-integer program gives
the group problem

Nx E b (mod 1), x _> O

and integer, z = cx

(minimize),

upon relaxation of non—negativity of the basic variables, where
N

is the fractional part of the updated, non-basic columns.

c __> O

and

A method is

given for solving this problem which does not require an explicit group
representation and is not dependent on knowing the order of the group.

From

a diamond we function the algorithm constructs a continuous ﬁmction
which is shown to be subadditive on the unit hypercube.

11’,

Such continuous

functions yield valid inequalities and are used in solving the group problem.

***

'I'E-PM-Q-W
P. HANSEN,

L. KAUFMAN, University of Brussels, Belgium

A____lg________—____m______
Primal-Dual Aorithm for the Three-dimensional Assient Problem

‘Ihe three-dimensional assignment problem
32 k8 ci‘jk xMk

Minimize

may be stated as follows.-

under the constraints

1

22x
ij iJk -—22x
Jk 13k —-22x.
1k 13k =1
and

xijk

€[O,l},(i—-l,2,...,n,°J-l,2,...,n,-k_—l,2,...,n)

where the

ciJk

are real numbers.

In this paper, the hungarian method for the assignment problem
is extended and adapted to solve the Tlllu’.

It is well known that the HM is

based on Konig's theorem on matching in graphs.
is considered at each current iteration.

BM)

For the TDAP an hypergraph

The nodes and edges of this hyper-

graph are associated to the null elements and the planes of the threedimensional coefficients matrix.

Berge and Las Vergnas have shown that an

extension of Ko"nig's theorem holds for balanced hypergraphs.

As, in general,

the hypergraphs defined above are not balanced, the HM cannot be extended
in a straightforward manner.

However several important steps of the HM may

be generalized and incorporated in a combined primal-dual and branch-and-

bound algorithm.
is reported .

The algorithm has been coded and computational experience

6h
'I'H-PM-Y-Y,
R. N. KAUL, D. EHATIA, University of Delhi, India
____(_L____g__ng__L_p_a__Positive
Semi- Definite Pro rammi
in Com lex S
ce
Abstract not available at time of printing.

***

W-PM-l -W
A. A. J. M. van den HOOVEN, D. KIJNE,

Technological University, Eindhoven,
'Ble Netherlands

______g____________g___g_~__g____A
Labelin Method to Find All Solutions of an Inteer Prorammin Problem
LL—b
Grou Minimisation.
Let be given the integer programing problem
T
maxc X

(1)

subject to _Ax = _b, _x _> _O, x integer,

where

A

is an (m,n)—matrix with integer elements containing an (m,m)-

identity matrix, and

_b E Zm.

Let

problem connected to (l), with
with respect to

(2)

B

be an optimal basis for the L.P.-

Idet(B)I -- D; via the integer cone-problem

B:

.
T 4“
T
min(__cBB
N - _CN)JLN_
subject to _x13 = B-l(_b - NxN_),

__xB integer,

the group minimisation problem in a group
(a -_ 1,2,... , D)

G(_s)

_XN _> _0, $1 integer

with elements

go

is derived:
ml
min

(5)

n
subJect to 2 t
=
,
V__l vsv
50

Here the
and

2 k t
__l
V V

s.

1

go

integers .

are integer vectors modulo _s, i.e., O _< (5U)i < 51, (50)i

integers

1 = 1,2,...

t > O,

(i = 1,2,... , m), while
m

, m-l, and

{1

5

i

divides

s

1+1

for

s1. = D.

1:].

For the solution (3) mostly a dynamic programing approach is used.
To find all solutions of (1) it is necessary to find all those of (5),
to derive all corresponding solutions of (2) and, finally, to investigate
whether or not the latter

also satisfy the conditions of

A
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(

‘

$39.-..” ~ a.g‘:r;.__.""* yielding uh‘ese solutions has been evaluated which my
:5 -u»----a
~~-=~'-‘=‘~=-‘
_- a:
extension of Eu's ia‘beling method (1968).

A considerable

._.'r:_“r:."ane:: cf te process of adni‘ng and comparing group elements is
(b

.~.*..a’__~-‘e_“ by introducing a unique representation of the elements

~e:L'.‘ m

go

by

\

f(§c‘j, C _< ﬁst) < D.

i'-:‘V...-l-C'
__£_£____—_°_rog____n‘gs
and .‘4a..h‘ve1m..i“cal Convex -cnol so
“or... Euler's time until the first decade of the present century, the
stzli“: of .h’e :o:b-i:atorial structure of convex polytopes was a popular area
:f :awenatical research, attracting the attention of many famous mathe_a'-':i:ia:s (Caac‘hy, Cayley, Sylvester, Schla"fh', Steiner, etc.).

But then,

ﬂue~ ._."\e:he.._“s uo‘ me normative influence of Klein's Erlanger program, and
t; the f :2 tea"; the most impo—‘rtant remaining unsolved problems seemed hope.e‘s Ly difﬁcult, me subject ia‘nguished for more than three decades.
(II

'1)

Y. 5.3-, M'versity of da'shington, Seattle

Elbe

:u'mnt resurgence of inue‘rest in convex polytopes is due in large measure
m the influence of mathematical programing and the realization that
convex polytcpes provide the proper geometric setting for many questions
i: retrie‘mn‘ca.‘ programing.

The past few years have witnessed a number of

treaktaro'ughs in the geanetry of convex polytopes,

some of them directly

inspired by questions from mathematical programing and some of men: casting
nex-v L‘gh: on various computational procedures.
to a survrey, at a widely accessible level,
ments .

***

The lecture will be devoted

of sane of these recent develop-

6o
W-AM-e -X
D. KLMGM, D. MM, F. GLMR, Uni‘ver51'ty of Texas, Austi'n
Whlementati'on
and Comutati'onal Studi'es on Start hocedwes and Ms1's
%c‘ha.ne
Cri'teri'a for a Hi‘ml Network Method
Mi's mper presents extens1’ve computati'onal experience w1'tr1 a special
pmpose pri‘ml simplex amoritm using the amented predecessor 1'ndex
method for solv1‘ng pme network problems.

we mrfomnce 1‘s commred to

that of seveml "state of the art" out-of-ki'lter computer codes.

ﬁe

compumti'onal chamcteri'sti'cs of seveml different primal feasible sum
procedwes and pi‘vot selection stmtegi’es are also emned.
me stuw di'scloses the admnmges, in both computati'on time and
memom reqm‘rements, of tlle priml appmach over the out-of-ki'lter method.
we test env1‘mment has the follow1'ng di'sti'ngm'sm’ng properti’es.(1)

all of the codes are tested on the sme mchi'ne and the same problems,

(2)

the test set 1'ncludes camcitated and mcamc1'tated transshi'ment
networks,

(3)

tmnsmrtati'on problems, and a551‘ment problem, md

problem Si'zes rangi‘ng frm 1m to 8,0m nodes w1'th up to 35,0w ams
are em’ned.

W—M-l-W
A. K0$msmnford Reseamh Insti'tute, Menlo krk, Cah‘fomia
timl Wi'ns on Simlic1‘al Comlexes
Hpomoloical
mteer Pmmn.A new apprwch to integer progrm‘ng problms is presented here,
genemh‘zim methods mloyed for optiml network flows, 1‘n mti‘cmr
the "out-of-k1‘lter" agori‘m of Ford and mnerson.

ﬁe new memod

uses concepts from agebrai'c topolog and homologi'cal algebm to arri've
at a "pﬁml—dml" algoritm of we "out-of-kilter" twe m'm polmom'al
ti'me effi’c1'ency for a subchss of the three and hi'ger order mtr01‘d
intersection problems ch551’f1‘ed by recent work of Karp and mwler.

mi's

subchss 1's cMmcteri'zed by the condi'ti'on that the Si‘mpli'c1'al complex
associated with the problem be ori'entable, that 1's,any (combinatori'al)
mnifold as a subset of the complex (mlyhedron) must be ori'enmble.
far,

So

it rem1'ns an open questi'on whether me amori'tm w1'll almys tem’nate

successfﬂly for non-ori‘entable complexes, an exmple of whi'ch is the case
of the "soud tmnsportati'on problem" of .mm 1.

Apph‘cations to job and

mchine scheduli‘ng and other areas of operavti'ons research we 1‘nd1'cated.
***

F-PM- E-V
B. w. KORT, D. P. BER‘I‘SEKAS, Stanford University, Stanford
Primal-Dual and Penalt Methods for Ineualit Constraints
C_________y_______g_l___omb1'n.ed
During recent years it has been shown that the performance of penalty
function methods for constrained minimization can be improved significantly
by introducing gradient type iterations for solving the dual problem.

In

this paper we present a new penalty function algorithm of this type which
offers significant advantages over existing schemes for the case of the
convex programing problem.

The algorithm treats inequality constraints

explicitly and can also be used for the solution of general unthematical

programing problems .

T-PM-8-V
K. O. KOR’I‘ANEK, oa"rnegie—Mellon University,

Pittsburgh

Convex Extremum Problems
__&r3g______Classif'
It is shown that any convex or concave extremum problem possesses a
subsidiary extremum problem which has certain homogeneom properties.
Analogous to the given problem, the "homogenized" extremum problem seeks
the minim‘um of a convex function or the maximum of a concave function over
a convex domain.

By using homogenized extremum problems new relationships

are developed between any given convex extremum problem (P) and a concave
extremum problem
problem of (P).

(also having a convex domain), called the "dual"
311125 is achieved by combining all possibilities in tabular

form of (l), the values of the extremum functions and

(2), the nature of

the convex domains including perturbations of all problems (P), (P*), and
each of their respective homogenized extremum problems.
‘Ihis detailed and refined classification is contrasted to the relationships obtainable by combining only the possible values of the extremum
and the possible limiting values of

functions of the problems (P) and

these functions steaming from perturbations of the convex constraint domains

of (P) and (P*) respectively.
***
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M-PM-é-Z
P. F. KomH, Washl'nyvon Wivers1'ty, St. mm's
WGloml
Soluti'on. to the Iridefl'nite mdratl'c horm‘n Hoblem
ﬁe gloml soluti'on m we 1'ndefin1'te qwhatl'c problm ﬁll be
obs*ai‘ned ﬂa a genemli'zed Rnders cut procedure.
we Rnders cn‘tmethod 1‘temt1‘vely adds cuts to a mster problem.
Mm'm'21'ng the mster pmblem is Show to be equmlent to mim'21'ng
seveml co.nvex qmmtic subproblems.

mch cut creates a subproblem.

mis

decomp051'tion prov1’des for the solutl'on of me mster problemby an m'ph'cit
enmemtion akorim combined m’& M cuts.
m order m accelemte convergence only a subset of the subproblem is
solved.

me foml method 1‘s men combl'ned ﬂth the accelemted prmedwe

to insm coinvergence to the gloml optl‘mm.
mese memods am

e fi‘nite.

mat is, gl‘ven am

e,

1'n a fini‘te nmber

of steps a wi‘nt 1's located and recogi'zed to have an objective mlue ﬂmi'n
:‘

of the gloMl m'm.
Hni‘te convergence 1's achieved by the introducti'on of emct cuts.

Mc‘. cuts conespond to we qmdmti'c pl'eces of we reduced obJ'ective
fm‘ctions

(wtained by eM’nati'm the concave mrl’ables),

pmcedue is as follows, m e-optimm is fomd.
1'.;* me nei‘ﬂMrhwd of me e-optm'm.

ﬁe finite

Met cuts are then genemted

A pi'ecewse stmtey 1's employed.

mi's leads m we detem'nation of a global mn‘mm for the e-nbhd.

Rm'n-

1m regl'ons cm men be ehmnated by the smhrd ﬁnders cut methm.

F-MQ-W
T. C. W, P. J. Kom, Ml'versity of Wisconsin, mm'son
%ShOMSt
Stri
Conml'ni
All Pemumtions
In this mmr, we consider the problw of constmcting a shomest
stung of

[l‘,2,...,n]

subsequences.
(-— 5.')

commining all pemumtions on

n

elments as

For emple, the stn'm l 2 l 3 l 2 l conmi'ns me 6

wmtations of

{1,2,5}.

can commin all six pemutations.

No stung conminim less than‘7 ﬂgits
Note mt a given mmutatl'on,

such as

l 2 5, does not MVe to be consecutive but must m fmm leﬁ to riﬂt 1‘n
the stnm.
For

n. .— h, a shortest string has

2

di‘gits and for

Newey chim mat a shomest string must MVe
of findim a shonest stn'u of
Mfessor R. M. mm.
Khmer and hm.

[l,2,...,n]

19

digits.

n —- 5, W. M.
me pmblem

was first proposed by

It 1's also 11'sted as an open problm in mmtal,

We shall first give a rule for constructing a string of
of infinite length and then show that the leftmost

string contain all the
the number of digits

n.'

permutations

f(n) = n2-2n+1t

(for

(for

n2-2n+h

n _> 5).

n _> 5)

[1,2, ..,n]
digits of the

We conjecture that

is the minimum.

***

T-PM-S-Z
S. KOWAL,
C..'R. GAGNON, S. L. S. JACOBY, R. H. HICKS, M
Services, Inc. Seattle
1
‘

Boeing Computer

Nonlinear Prorammi
Aroach to a Lare Scale
rdroelectric Sstem
A_____g____ng__pp___g____§y__—_L
L_timization
A large scale hydroelectric system optimization is consdered and
solved by using a nonlinear programing method.

The largest numerical

case involves approximately 6,000 variables, h,OOO linear equations,
114,000 linear and nonlinear inequality constraints and a nonlinear objec—
tive function.
(1)

The solution method is based on:

partial elimination of independent variables by solving linear equations;

(ii)

essentially unconstrained optimization of a compound function that
consists of the objective function, nonlinear inequality constraints
and part of the linear inequality constraints.

'nie compound function

is obtained via penalty formulation.
'me algorithm takes full advantage of the problem's structure and provides
useful solutions for real life problems that in general, are defined over
empty feasible regions.

***

T-PM—l5-Z
J. KRARUP, Y. GOER‘I'Z, M. LILHOLT,

The University of Copenhagen, Denmark

D1—__L__pp_L1__'mensioni
of a Water Sul Sstem
l‘ne design of a water supply system is usually carried out in three
steps:

1) determination of the "shape" of the network subject to the

location of the potential customers and to existing pipelines,

2) deter-

mination of the capacity of each section and the materials to be used
(concrete,

steel,

In general,

etc.) and

5) the water distribution and loss of pressure.

1) and 2) are done manually and then tested (and perhaps

adjusted) by means of 5).

An iterative procedure due to Hardy Cross is

applied for the solution of 3).

However, the computing time is frequently

("O

exorbl'Mnt,

even for networks of moderate Sl'ze.

It tums out that 5)

can

be fomulated 1'n tems of a network flow problem (c1‘rculat1'on) w1'th convex
(here-,

cubi'c) arc flow costs.

We have extended the out-of-ki'lter amori'tm

by mmerson to cover lionli'near cost fmcti'ons and 1'mplement a ver51'on w1'th

real-mlued dml varl'ables on a computer.

ﬁe computatl'onal experi'ence so

far 1's 1‘ndeed prom'51‘m.

***

W-M-S—V
J. L. Kmmm, ml‘verSi'ty of Wiscons1‘n, Mdi'son
wSome
Mdrati‘can
Converent Methods for the Nonll'neul
Constm1'ned

btl‘m‘zati‘on
hoblem
A class of amori‘tMS for the nonll'nearly constrai'ned opti‘m'zation
pmblem 1's pmsented.

me amorl'ms con31‘st of a sequence of mjor

1'temt1'ons genemted by h‘near1'z1'ng each nonll'near constml nt about we
cmrent p01'nt, and modl'fyi‘ng the obJ‘ectl‘ve fmction.

In some cases the

mom'fl‘ed obJ’ecti've fmctl'on corresmnds to the Mgrangl'u.

However, vari'ous

omer represenmti’ons of we mod1 f1 ed obJ'ectl‘ve fmcti'on are aval'Mble and
these represenmti’or.s are chamcterl‘zed.

A Kantoron‘ch-twe theorm 1's

gi'ven, showi‘ng qmmtl'c convergence 1‘n tems of mg'or iterati‘ons for the
chss of algori'ms.

mi's 1's essenti‘ally a local result, however, some

gloMlly convergent resﬂts are also gl'ven.

me akorims are commred

compumti'onally and meoretically wl‘th some other qutl'cally convergent
methods 1‘nclu‘ding a Nemn method and some updati'ng methods.

***

m-m—2.w
P. KROM, J. WON, Vanderbi'lt Wi'versity, Nashv1‘lle
mlti-Temnal Mck msatchin Aorl'tm
AA

me author has previowly show that hemistics emploﬂng an 1'nfomt1‘on
hi’emrchy are effi'c1‘ent and near—optiml for a wi'de chss of combi'natori'c
problems.

Ml's mmr develops a new algoritm for the mult1'-tem'nal tmck

dismtchi'ng problw u51'ng me location/allocation problem as me ba51‘s of
the information hierarchy.

Computational experience on problems taken from

the litemtwe and 1'ndustw 1's gl'ven.

Admntwes over previously developed

assigment based 1'Momv+ion h1'erarch1 es w1 ll be descri'bed.
***
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m-m—7-Y
#H.
W. KM' J. G. MCKMON,

Hl'rxceton Ml'ver51'ty, kl'nceton

SandwiCh Method for Comuti n Fi'xed Point‘s
* Ame
Wny equi‘li‘bri'm and opti‘MZation problems in econoMcs and operations
research can be put 1'n the fom-.

Find

x

such that

3 nomegati’ve vector wi'th component sm one and
(not necessari ly di'fferenti'able,

-.‘

f(x) -_ x, where

x 1's

is a continuous fmction

convex, or concave).

In 1967, Scarf pro-

posed a cmbi'mtori'al agorimm to solve such problems.

Subsequently, i'm-

provements and exten51 ons have been prov1'ded by mnsen, Kmn, and Eves.
A comprehen51‘ve treament 1's provided by Scarf and Harlsen, whi’w also establi‘shes comections nth earli'er work of We and Howson.

All of mese

amori‘o+MS 1'nvolve systemtic search on a di’screte set of points and MVe
been show to m subsmed by Sperner's Lem on a pseudo-mnifold.
ﬁe $ndw1‘ch Memod appears to be more effi'c1‘ent and flex1‘ble. man the
WMe them, 1't 1's camble of uti'li‘zing pri'or i'nfom-

earli‘er agorims.

ti'on on the natue of the soluti‘on, and of pron'dl'ng answers to any de51'red
his 1’s achi'eved by imbedh‘ng the problem in an arti-

degree of accmacy.

he fonowing description uses no»‘a—

fic1‘al problem of one hl'ﬂer h'men51'on.
t1‘on md tem'noloy to be fomd 1'n Kmn,

f:Sn -> Sn - [xlx —— (xl,...,xn) >_ O, £J,xj —— 1]

kt

d1'v1'51'on of

f,
S

D, and

1"

.. v v
)
’ n’ n+1

c

of degree

n+ 1

k

£(v

For

such

and is we best amihble approx1'mt1'on to a fixed wi'nt of f.

c/D E Sn
me am

be conti'nuous.

c —_ (cl,...,cn) _> 0

D > 0, choose a vector of integers

any 1'nteger
mt

19%.

+1

m1

as follows-.
0

and

—_
v -c
k k

if vn+l _- 1

and

fk((vl,...,vn)/D) _< vk/D ,4 o,-

if

= L1;

defi‘ne a pmper mbeling of we reyhr sub-

1‘f

Vn+l

vn+l _> 2

m
{v -c )’
J—-l,...,n
J
J

.

ﬂere is a mique stem for a Spemer mth in the reMr subdivisiorl of

i
1 i
Sn+l, nmely-. (cl+ 51,...,cn+ 5 ,5

) for 1' —— l,...,n+l. me mth tem’n+‘l
(vil,...,vin,l) for
nates with a completely mbeled simplex wi'm verti'ces.n

1' —— l,...,n

and

MOW.
l/d <_ 5,

(vl,...,vn,2).

Gi‘ven

|f(xA)-x“l < e.

which my depend on
hfomlly, xA
fl'ne subdi'ﬂ51'ons.
choose

e > 0

c

Let

£3 .— ZiviJ/nD

were ex1'sts

5 > 0

IxA-x-I < e

Mthemore,

J -_ l,...,n.

for

such mt ’ior all

for some

x.

m‘th

D

wi'th

f(x-) —~ x-,

D.
is nearly a fixed mint and is near a fixed mi'nt for
Repeated appli’cati‘on, i‘ncreasing

is very effi‘cient.
*

*

*

D

and using

x“

to
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m—m-S-z
L. S. U.SDON, A.

D. WARN, R. FOX,

Case Western Reserve Unl‘vers1‘ty,
Cleveland

* $One
Dm‘en51'onal Search and Penalvt Method--Some meoretical a.na‘
metavtl'onal
Results
ml'.4¢ mm w1'll descrl'be a one dmens1'onal
on quauatl'c and cubl‘c 1'ntermlation,

search procedure based

u31‘ng Mctl'on mlues onh.

Swe results on me convergence rate of such amoritMS w1‘ll be
cussed.

Cmmratl've comwtatl’onal

d1's-

results w1'll be gl'ven, usm‘g the

algorl'tm 1'n interior and exterl'or mmlty methods.
Also descrl'bed wl‘ll be an applicatl'on of an 1‘nter1‘or penalty method
usim this one M'mens1'onal search procedue to a problem 1'n Somr
Accoustl'c Array Des1‘gn.
ma.se,
the

we problem here 1's to smc1'ﬁ the locatl'ons,

and ampll'tude shadl'ms

of a youp of sonar transducers so tmt

resultim mtmrn is highh directl've.

ﬁe nonll'near progem’ng

formhtl'on of this problem is nonconvex, wl‘th mtentl‘alh hmheds
of cons~traints.

A nmber of represenmtl've array des1'gs w1'll be me-

<.ented, shw1‘ng the m’provwents achl'eved and the comwmtl'on tm’e
rﬂul’red.

***

m-m8.x
M. L. m, Unl'vers1'ty of Toledo, Toledo

Mhactl'cal
Converence Conditl'ons for the mvidon-Fletcher-Pwen Methw
ﬁe convergence promnies of the MV1'don-Fletcher-mweu meww
h'hen appll‘ed to the ml'nm‘l'zatl'on of convex mnctions are con51'dered
fm the case Were the one-duensioml unm'l'zation requu‘ed at each
1‘terat1'on 1's not solved emctw.

Condl'tl'ons on the error 1'ncwred at

each itemtion are gl'ven which are suﬁicient for the method to achl'eve
the. same order of convergence as the best hwn to apply when emct
line searches are mrformed.

***

'13- PM- h-v
J. m, Universiw of Iuinois, Urbam
bA
Luear Hom‘n mplemenmtl‘on on ELMO N
Wis mwr d1'scusses the 1‘mplwenmt1‘on of the s1‘mpler algorl'tm
for solvm‘g L1'near Hogm'm moblems on a mchine W1'th musml
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archl'tectwe, the array processor,

ELMO N.

The array con51'sts of 6h proces51'ng elements

each camble of an

1dentl'cal ar1‘tMet1‘c or logl'cal opemtl'on on dl'fferent ata.

Sl'nce

each proce351‘ng element operates only on 1'ts wn data, the storage
schen.e for the mtrl'ces and vectors 1'nvolved mst be caremlly arranged
to allow the greatest nmber of calculatl'ons to be performed at one
tl'me.

The storage scheme adopted 1's to anocate each row of the mtrl'x

to a mrtl'cular process1'ng element, 1'n th1's my aw colm my be processed 1'n a mrallel fashl'on and 1'nterchange of 1'nfomat1'on among the
process1'w elements. 1‘s m1‘n1'm1‘zed.
Tn‘e agorl‘tm selected 1‘s the molesm factorl’zatl'on methw develomd by M. Sau..“ders

1‘n whl'ch the bas1’s 1's expressed as the product of

a lwer trl'anwlar and an orthogonal mtrl’x.
stored.

Onh the fomer bel'ng

ml‘s gl'ves comm‘rable smrseness to the more usml prMuct

form of the 1'nV'erse methm and has proved sm‘pler to 1'mplement.

ktter

control of nmerl'cal error my also be experl'enced.

***

M—I’M-15 -X
A. M. ESK, Fa1'rle1‘@ D1'ch'nson Un1'vers1’ty, kaneck, New Jersey
Appll'catl‘on of mteractl’ve Commter Graphl'cs to me Mse Hoblm of
X-Ray Crystallogapm
me puse moblem of X-Ray crystauograpm 1's a commmtl'oml
problem of stmctural chem‘stry tMt can be fomhted as a mthmtl'cal
program1’ng problem.

The p1'ctor1'al 1'nterpremt1'on of the obJ'ectl've

Mctl‘on as an approxm‘tl'on to a molecular stmctme mkes 1‘t possl'ble
to use an 1'nteract1've cmputer gap.h1'cs system to h’sphy the cmrent
stage of the optm“zat1’on and to mml't an observer to term'mte or
moh‘ﬁ a commtatl‘on upon the appearance of a Sl'gnl'fl'cant structml
featme.

w stoppm‘g the comwtatl‘on as soon as a solutl'on 1‘s fwd

tMt 1's near enou@ to optm'l to be satl'sfactom, 1‘t is ws31'ble to
av01'd the lengtw verl‘fl'catl'on of omm'all'ty cMracterl'stl‘c of certal'n
algorl'tMS.
In the. mthemtl'cal progml'ng formhtl'on of the phase noblem,

the varl'ables are the arments of the Foml'er coeffl'cients of the

7h
electron den51‘ty--the modull' are measmable--the obJ‘ectl‘ve funCutl'on
1's the degree to whl'cxl' the cheml'cal stmctme commted frm current
values of the varl‘ables mtches an expected model, and the equatl'ons
of constral'nt ensue that there 1's nowhere a negatl've dens1’ty of mtter.
If the crystal possesses a center of smetry, varl'ables are restrl'cted
to one of We M'screte values, producing a molean program‘ng noblem.

***

m—M—S-Y
E. LMWRGER, D. J. WEDE, Stanford Unl‘ver51'ty,

sunford

ﬁanscendental H%rm'm
u"ewetr1‘c hogam1‘ng,

despl'te its w1‘de appll'cabl'lity, cmot

solve a transcendental ml‘ml problem where e1'ther obJ‘ectl've Mctl'on
or constral'nts conml‘n both an exmnentl‘al mnctl'on and a pmer Mctl'on
of the sme mrl'able.

me transcendental progem‘ng theory presented

here @‘ves, w1'thout 1'teration, the solutl'on for contl'nuous, dl'fferent1'able constrained oml'm'zatl'on problems MVl'ng a feas1'ble oml'm,
1'.1vdemndent varl'ables,

K

terms equal to

An 1'terative, localh convergent algorl'tm to

N+l-K.

N

of them exponential, and a toml nwber of

a feasible statl'omry mint 1's presented for the case Were the nmber
of tems 1’s yeater than

N+l-K.

***

T—W—X
T. M. melm,

mstitut m omratl‘ons Research der m, ml'tzerhnd

On the Mber of Iterations of the Sm'plex Method
Re/wl' and Suhme studl'ed the momrtl'es of the convex hm of a
set of mints twown at mndom 1'ndemndentm of each other.

Carml

generall'zed their results concernl'ng the asmptotl'c beMv1‘om of me
nmber of faces of tmt convex hﬂl as the umber of ml‘nts 1'ncreases.
me m*csent work comects those results w1‘th the mean nmkr of pl‘vot
steps used w the Sl'mplex Method to
Hoblms.

ﬂl's

the LP-Hoblems.

1's mde

solve certal'n L1'near

wss1'ble twowh the mm

Hogm'ng

intermetatl'on of

Monte Carlo S1'Mation confirmed the results.

A51'de

ﬁom statl’stl'cal applicatl'ons, 1't 1‘s felt tmt th1's h‘nd of an apprmch
m’l‘. mke 1't m531'ble to characterl'ze

optl'm'zation problems w1'th mm-

hebal feaosible sets as to their benevolence.

T—AM- 6—Y
C. K. Lm, Unl‘ver51'ty of omhoma, Normn
Thle Stabi'li'ty Conﬁ'tl'on of the Inequall'ty Constrai'ned Least-Squares
Estm‘.at1‘on
Wlell.“ the mrameters of a regress1’on eqmti'on or a li'near combl'mti'on
of the=.m are constrai'ned by 1'nequali't1'es,
to the mnMental problem (1'.e.,
l Ia> O

V'here

W

the estm’ti'on problem reduces

v —— m + q,

1's a fi‘xed mtrm’,

v, A,

and

v'A —- O,
q

v I_> 0,

and

are vectors).

In the 1'neqmll'ty constram’ed least-squares estl'mti'on (1&5),
the elwents of the

q

vector become random varl'ables".

Consequenth,

the o‘a51'c vari‘ables and the ICLS estm‘tors becme random vari'ables wi'th
f1‘.n1'te means and vui'ances.

me nri‘ance-covarl'ance mtri‘x of the Ias

estm’tors 1‘s meani‘ngful for the smples of the regess1‘on residualse
mi'ch wmld not» cause the bas1‘c vari'ables to cMge.

The mmr 1'nves-

ti'gates the stabi'h'ty condi'ti'on of the vari'ance-covari'ance mtrix of
the ICLS esti'mtors and shows tmt,
samﬁnle, the values of the

q

1'n the case of a suff1'c1'er.tu hrge

vector converge to the set whl'ch woﬂd

not cause the bas1‘c vari'ables to chage.

In thi's case, aw ch01'ce of

swples of the re51‘duals would not mke the bas1‘c variables to chage.
ﬁe vari'ance-covari'ance mtru‘ of t.he Iﬂs estm‘tors ex1'sts for all
mss1‘ble smples of the re51'duals.

***

T-AM-13.-V
'
D. Llwm, Ml'ver81'ty of mm@m, mgMd
WAph’cations
of mteer norm
1'n National EconoMc Phnni
me mper ﬁll report on infomtion received via a questiomm‘re
on the use of 1nteger progmng actmlly mde by national md re.gional
pmming organl‘zat ions 1'n may comtries, mmicmrly mderdevelomd ones.
hfomtion is presently beim compiled from appmﬂmtely 50 comtries 1'n
Mtin Merica, Africa, Asia and Mope.

Visits to a umber of mese

comtries have already Men pmce or Vi‘u me phce hter tMS year, and
this mu pmﬂde futher infomtion fmm chh conclwions will be
dmm.

h ﬂew of the vem rapi'd groWh 1'n the a1‘a of theoreti'cal

1'nteger progrmng, it is desimble at the present tme to evalmte the
present needs for pmctical akoritMs ad to see 1'n mich arms these
needs are likely to be greatest.
***
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T-PM-S-Z
S. C. memm, G. F. MOI~EON, Un1'vers1‘ty of Aston, Bl'rm'mham,

Mland

On‘tl‘m,_‘ Aircraft+ Mndl'ng Fac1'11't1'es and Fees"
Al‘rcraft lanh'ng fac1'll't1'es my be constructed to a var1'ety of
s1‘e"es demnu‘%" umn the tym of a1'ruaft whl'ch 1‘t 1's des°1'red to accmmoﬁte.

One problem. 1's to determl'ne the opt1‘m.l set of al'rwaft to

accmoﬁte, “that‘ 1's the set wh1'ch mm'l'zes benefl'ts of landl‘ng less
the cost of L-‘rov1'd1‘rrb* l‘anm‘ng feel'll‘tl‘es.

A second problem 1’s to de51'gn

a set of hcndl'm fees whl'ch effl'c1‘entm decentrall'zes th1's problem 1'n
“that they elncowage J‘us.t thl’s set of al‘rcraﬁ to land.
fees mst al‘so be,

1'n sme SEIISE,

me hndl'ng

fal'r.

A mthemtl'cal programe model 1's proposed for handll‘ng the fl'rst
choblem.

Assoclw‘ated w1‘th thl‘s 1's a game whose characterl‘stl'c Mctl'on

repmsents t.he benefl'ts less costs of prov1‘d1'ng fac1’ll‘t1'es for each
sa‘b-set of al‘rcraft Wms.

Aw m‘wtatl'on 1'n the core of thl's gme

curesmnds to an eff1‘c1‘ent set of .1and1‘ng fees.

ﬁe Shapley value

my be thowt of as one mrtl'cular fal'r solutl'on.
Thl's mwel 1's appll'ed to m‘rm'ngm Al‘rport (mgland) where ll
tyms of aircraﬁ are under con51‘derat1'on.

we spec1'al stmctme of

the cMcterl’stl'c Mctl'on enables the set of hnh‘g fees 1‘n the
core to be cMracterl’zed and also embles the Shapley mlue to be
commted.

***

V—m—S-V
D. G. MWGE, Stanford Unl'ver51‘ty,
*

StaMord

WSme
Results on the Converence Rates of Nonll'near Hoam1’ng Alorl‘tMS
we sp1‘r1 t of the bas1‘c convergence rate amhs1's of steepest
descent, leau'ng to the untorov1'ch ratl'o, can be extended so as to
appq‘ to a w1'd’e varl‘ety of mpuhr noﬂ1‘near proyaml'ng algorl'tMS.
ﬁl’s leads to the 1'dent1'f1‘cat1‘on of a canom‘cal (or natural) rate of
convergence assocm’ted w1'th a noM1'near progml'ng problem whl'ch governs
the rate of convergence of mm amorl‘tMS when appll‘ed to that problem.
Wl'min mis fmevork it is wssible to obtain estimtes for me mtes
of convergence of steemst descent,

mmial cong'wate gmﬁent methods,

qmsi-Neﬁon methods, projected md reduced gradient methods, penalty methods,
and dml methods.

me associated amlysis clearly wl'nts out wees of poss-

ible deficiency in some agorims and often smests altemative memods
that are free of these deficiences.
***

77
F-m-li-Y
L. LUMVIST, We Royal Instl'tute of TecMo‘.og, Stocmom
mthmtl‘cal Models for Urban Plannl'ng
It 1's the al‘m of thl‘s paper to present a model framework for the
long-term land-use plam1’ng of the Stocmom regl'on.

A prl'nc1'mlh

sequentl al decomp031'tl'on of the overall moblem is proposed.

The min

empha51's 1's lal'd umn the structue and soluti'on promrtl'es of approprl‘ate sumeels.

Tentsatl've computati'oml results are gl'ven.

0n the top level a coordl'mted exmnSl'on of the transmrmti'on
system stmctue and the bul'lﬂw stock mttern 1's studl'ed.

m'e to

l'ndl‘v1‘51'bl‘ll't1'es of transportation prog‘ects and nonli'near welfare
crl‘terl'a the problem tmns out to be of the nonll‘near m’xed 1'nteger
tym.

An approxm'atl‘m model 1's solved by hemi'stl'c tree-searchl'm.
Gl‘ven the broad wtli'ne of the l'nﬁastmctmal camel'ty, the

spatl'al allocati'on of a nmber of mtually demndent act.1‘v1't1‘es 1's
mrformed l’n a second step.

For tm's mpose nonll'near mogam'ng

models MVe been constructed.
Wl‘th a fl'xed lmatl'on mttern for the m1‘n mun actl'n'tl'es, a
thl'rd level of more di'sagregted smtl‘al and sectoral stuh‘es 1's of
mactl‘cal relemnce.

Here, the interest is concentmted umn ll'near

moymm or ll'near 8851'gment models.

***

M—PM-D-X
G. MAIER, Technical University (Politecnico), Milan, Italy
*

buauatl'c
HoaMl’m 1'n Ehstic-Phstl'c Mahsis
me nonlinear anabs1‘s of discrete models of emineerl'm stmctures
1's fothed in mrious mys as li'near complementari'ty problems and
as equl‘mlent mirs of quauatic prmams.

MecMnical 1'nterpretat1'ons

are gl'ven and solutl'on tecM1‘ques are dl'scussed also by means of examples.
Methws for bmdl'm phstic strains and dl'sphcements of ehstophstic structmes in both the quasl'-smtic and WnaMC rages are
mesented and reduced to mthemtl'cal mogrml'm prmedues, l‘n mrti-

mhr to qmuatic and linear programing problem.

*’ * *

7b‘
F-m—B-X
S. F. mm, Duke Un1‘ver51‘ty,

tha.m

pDecomms1'tl'on
of L1'near Horams w1'th a Stal'rcase Stmcture - An Approach
for F1‘nd1'ng Near Optl’ml Ml'ml Feas1’ble Solutl'ons
In a recent mmr, Glassey proposed an algorl'tm for solv1'ng a
ll'near prograrm-l'ng problem w1'th a stal'rcase structue by a nested decomp051‘t1'on approach.

Glassey's algorl'tm terml'nates when the values

of the prm‘al and dual obJ‘ectl've fmctl'ons_ are suff1'c1'entw close
together, at whl'ch ml'nt a fea51'ble dual solutl'on 1’s aval'hble.
thl's dual scl‘utx'on, a prm’l solutl'on 1's then reconstmcted.

U31‘%

Unfor-

tmateh, thl’s prml solutl'on need not be fea51'ble.
Mme recognl'zed the shortcoml'gs of the Ghssey apprmch and
at.temotted to constmct a feas1‘ble prl‘ml solutl'on ﬁom the moposals
of prev1'ous stages.

me shortcoml'ngs of thl's method 1's tMt all pro-

msels @nerated by a‘ll stages mst be kept 1'n storage, a very severe
comwmtl'onal Mndl'cap.
In thl's mmr we propose an algorl'tm that mal‘nml'ns a prml
fw51'ble sel‘utl'on at all tl'ms, and therefore, does not requl're a
reconstmctl or. puse, nor the storage of old moposal vectors.

ﬁe

pmmsed agorl’tm 1's essentl'alh a varl'ant of decomm51‘t1‘on, but it
stl'lll may’ be term'nated when the prl'ml and dual obJ'ectl've fmctl‘ons

are suﬁl'c1'entm close txether.

***

W-PM-l-W
A. WMY, University of Florida, GainesvilLle
pFacet
"Str1‘1" mts and the Qmsiconcave Mm'1'Mzation Hoblw
An agoritm 1's presented for findl‘w the global ml'nl'mm of a
qua51‘concave Mction subJ'ect to ll’near constral'nts.

It is a comb1'-

nation of an enmeratl've scheme 1'n whl'ch the conwx mmhehon of the
feasible solutl'ons 1's "str1'pped" ﬁom 1’ts wmnted facets, and of
conventl'onal convex1’ty cuts.

We can g1‘ve two alternatl've 1‘nterpremt1'ons

to the facet strl‘ppl‘ng ‘Drmedme-.
one.

a gemetrl'c one am a cmbl'natorl'al

Wl'th regard to the former 1'nterpretat1‘on we lel say tmt we

semrate the umnted facets of the feasible regl'on by mttu‘g oﬁ
ir.finitesmlh thin hyers of the bomﬁry.

Thl's 1'dea 1's based on a

cuttig mmedme develomd by MJ'tMy and ml'nston.

m u31'ng the

gemetric 1'nterpremt1'on we get an 1‘ntu1‘tive us1'ﬂt and we can prove
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that the, procedure 1‘s f1’n1'te.

ﬁe embl'natorl'al 1‘nterpretat1‘on of the

facet strl'ppl'ng procedwe suggests the development of both a storage
and retrl'eval system and an 1'dent1'f1'cat1‘on procedure for the 1'mplwentatl’on of the agorl'tm.

As the facet str1’pp1'ng procedwe rell'eves us

from the bwden of 1'nsur1'ng f1'n1'teness, we can appw the convex1'ty
cuts J'udl'c1‘ousm and prevent the usml m'ffl'culties whl'ch arl'se from

degeneracy‘ and ﬁom the enormous gwth of Sl'ze.

***

F-W—S-V
J. L. BWOWE, G. mm, Computer Sc1‘ences Corporatl'on, Leavenworth
hogmm‘ng TecM1’ues for Solvm' Weamn Allowtl'on
wmthemtl'cal
Hobl‘ems
Weamn allocatl'on problems 1'n whl'ch the ow constral‘nts are stockp1'le constral'nts are among the sem'plest of all' mthemtl‘cal progm'w
problems.

S*uch problems" do have sme 1'nterest1‘w mathemtl'cal promrtl'es

whl'ch MVe a mrked effect on the relatl've commtatl‘onal eff1‘c1'enc1'es
of dl'fferent mthemtl'cal progrm’ng technl'ques.
effects of mthemt‘l'cal characterl'stl'cs,

In thl’s mper, the

such as sm'whr Jacobl'an

mtrl'ces and exmnen+o1'al sen31't1‘v1'ty of me obJ'ectl've Mctl'on to
varl'atl'ons 1'n Weamn allocatl'ons, are described.

These eﬁects are

dwonstrated by solv1‘ng example problms by means of concave s1'mplex,

gemetrl'c prom'g, and generall‘zed Mgmnge mltl'plier tecm’ques.

***

F-mﬁ-V
O. L. WWMN, Un1’ver31'ty of W1'.scons1‘n, mdl‘son
*

Unconstral‘ned Lagrangl'ans 1'n Nonll'near Hogrm'm
The m1‘n pupose of thl's work 1's to as‘soc1'ate a w1‘de class of
Mgrangl'an Mctl‘ons m'th a nonconvex, ineqmll'ty and eqmll‘ty constral'ned
optl'm'zatl'on problem 1'n such a way that unconstral'ned smtl'onaw ml'nt°~.
of each Mgagl'an are rented to Km-Tucker ml'nts or local or global
solutl'orls of the optm‘l'zatl'on problem.

As a consequenCe of th1's we

are able to obtal‘n duall'ty results and mo commmtl'oml amorl‘tMS
for solv1‘ng the optm‘l'zatl‘on moblem.

One aworl'tm is a NeWon algorl‘tm

whl'ch has a local sumrll'near or quahatl'c rate of convergence.

The
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other method 1's 3 localw ll'nearly convergent method for fl'ndl'ng stat1 onary p01'nts of the mgangl'an and 1's an extens1’on of the method of

m ltl'pll'ers of Hestenes and Powell to 1‘nequall't1'es.

***

w-m-e-x
R. E. MSNN, NorthWestern Unl'ver51‘ty, Manston
WAn
Al‘orl'tm for F1‘nd1‘n Ahost All of the Mem'ans of a NeWork
All of the medl‘ans of a wel'ghted network are shmn to be extreme
p01’nts on the same whhedron
a tw of

P,

P.

An agorl‘tm 1's presented which mkes

@551'ng though most of these smel'al emreme ml'nts

a.nd through very few others.

A problem of optm‘lh locatl'ng fac1'11't1'es

1‘n a network 1's. treated and cmpumtl'onal results are gl'ven.

***

T-PM-a-v
B. W08, Kuwarl'an Acadew of Sc1'ence, mamst
*

vs. Necessz‘t of Smthess and Convex1'ty Condl'tl'ons'. A
b8ﬁfic1’enc
Acmuene
In we theow of nonll'near progem‘g we meet the followm' tms
of suﬁicient condl‘tl'ons.'
l.

Sﬁh'c1'ent conditl'ons for the feas1'ble set to be closed-convex
or mwtom.l in terms of the constraint mnctl'ons

2.

Wfic1’ent conﬂ'tl'ons for the follw1‘m ﬁnd of pom'ts.'
a)

lmal ml’nm‘m ml'nts

b)

gloMl vertex-m‘m‘ mm'ts

c)

local vertex-m'nl'mm ml'nts

d)

virtml Mnm wl'nts

e)

statl'onary p01'nts

to yl'eld global mnm' 1'n terms of the objectl've mnctl'ons.
3.

Sufficient conditions that some or all me global m‘nm‘m
points cmld be identl'fied as dl'fferent k1'nd of ml’nts a) - e)
of 2 1'n terms of the objectl’ve Mction.

h.

Sﬂficient conh‘tl‘ons mt a saddle w1'nt of the Mgamian
or 3 ML (Km-Tucker-Mgmwe)-smt1'onary wl’nt yl'eld a gloMl
optmm in tems of the constral'nt and the obJ‘ectl've Mctions.
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Sufficient conditions that to each global minimum point belongs

5.

a saddle point of the Lagrangian or a K'I‘L stationary point in
terms of the constraint and the objective functions.
Most of these conditions refer to continuity, differentialibity
and convexity properties of the functions in question.

Many of the

corresponding theorems have a counterpart claiming that some convexity
properties are also necessary for the converse of these theorems to
We will dwell upon these necessary conditions from the following

hold.

two points of view:
A.

A comparison shows that there is often a gap between sufficient
and necessary conditions, which perhaps can be reconciled by
further research.

B.

A schematic representation points out the missing theorems.

This again may challenge researchers.

***

W—AM-lh-U
M. MSG-HER, Hebrew University, Jerusalem and Stanford University,
P

Stanford

____4_L—_____The
Theory of the Barainin' Sets of Cooperative Games
The bargainin'g set, the kernel and the nucleolus are related
solution concepts for

n-person cooperative games.

The bargaining

set reflects possible outcomes resulting from certain negotiation
patterns, the kernel, which is a subset of the bargaining set is highly
sensitive to symmetries which may exist in the game.

It contains the

nucleolus, which is a one-point solution concept, designed to min'im'ize
successive dissatsifaction of the coalitions from proposed outcomes.
These solution concepts will be discussed from a static and dynamic
point of view and their properties will be surveyed.

Applications to

economics, political sciences and other social sciences will be outlined

and methods of computation will be described.
without side payments will be described.

Extensions to games
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F-m—2-W
D. W. MW, Un1‘vers1’ty of Texas, Austl'n and Washl'ngton Un1'ver51'ty,
St. Loul's
*

WA
Hovabl Effl'c1'ent kanch and Mund Search for the Maxm‘w Subgraph
Connect1’v1’ty
Let

K

be the cor.nect1'v1’ty of the gaph

mx1‘m comect1‘v1‘tv‘ of the subgraphs of

[K(H)IH a subgaph of G].

K(G)

G _~

G,

(V,E),

tmt 1's

and

can be detem‘ned by a network flow

1'n addl‘tl’ons and cmmrl’seons, where

For aw mph

the

1(0) -— mx

bas.ed Anrocedme hav1‘ng commmtl'onal complex1'ty no worse tMn

procedme for determl'nl‘ng

T

n _—

IV(G)|,

Ok'n 5)

and we descrl'be a

T(G).

we show that

G,

T(G) —_ max{K(G), mx {T(< A1.U S >)]],
1'
where

SCV V

1's any m‘nm‘ semratm'g vertex set of

G,

and

comwnents of < V-S >.
A.,A. ,...,Am are the vertex sets of the m > 2
2'
m's decomAm51't1'on formla y1‘elds a branch and bomd search procedure

for

1(6),

where a lwer bound for a nMe of the seam tree 1's derl'ved

ﬁoun the r‘argest

K(HJ.)

encomtered on the mm to tmt nwe of the

sarw tree, and an upper bomd is gl'ven by

IV(H)I - 2

no.n-cw.plete subberaph at that node of the search tree.
cmp‘.ete subgaw

K1.

of

G

Ms

1(K1.)

K(K1.) _- 1'-l,

if

H

1's the

A mxml
and thus wl'u

constl’tute a terml‘nal nae of the search tree when reached.

kanchm‘g

at each node of the search tree mtl’l nodes corresponding to mxm‘l
cmplete submphs are reached an yl'eld search trees gow1‘w exmnentl'alu 1‘n Sl'ze wl'm the nmber of vertl‘ces of the underhl‘g graph

G.

We move, hwever, that the sear& order deterﬁned by almys branchm‘g
at a nme of hl'ghest upmr bomd m'n determl'ne
branchm' steps less tMn

complexity no worse than

n -— |V(G)l,

0(n6)

T(G)

1'n a nmber of

thus prov1‘h'm an algorl‘tm of

for determ'nl'w

T(G).

***

W-M-S-Y
J. MY, R.

WIN, Yale Un1'versity, New Haven

WA
Suwrll‘near
Conver ent Nonderl‘vatl've Method for L1‘nearm Constral'ned
Mm‘m'l'zation
Art amorl'tm for minm’izatl'on of a nonlinear mnctl'on subg'ect to

ll‘near 1'nequall'ty constraints 1's presented.

ml's amorl'tm 1's an

extension of Mifflin's local variations-approximate Newton nonderivative
method for unconstrained optimization.

It does not require explicit

or any exact one variable minimizations.

evaluation of partial derivatives

Accumulation points of the algorithm sequence satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker
optma'lity conditions if the objective function is continuously differentiable.

Furthermore, the convergence is superlinear when the function

is twice continuously‘ differentiable and there is an optima'l pom't
satisfyin'g second order sufficiency conditions to be a unique nondegenerate Kuhn-Tucker point.
At each iteration the coordinate system for the local variations
function evaluations consists of rows of the generalized in'verse of the
current active constraint matrix' and some rows of an orthogonal matrix'.
The orthogonal matrix‘ results from

QR

factorization of the active

constraint matrix used to obtain its generalized inverse.

A method

for updating the required matrices when the set of active constraints

changes based on results of Gill, Golub, Murray and Saunders is employed.

** *

T—PM-B-v
P. MAZZOLENI, Universita degli Studi de Venezia, Italy
Nonlin'ear Programming with Fractional Objective Function
Some methods have been suggested to solve particular programming
problems with fractional objective function.
In order to solve the general optimization problem of this kind

.
mm

ﬁt“
x)

x e X
the following paper applies a moving-truncation technique to reduce
the origin‘al problem to a sequence without fractional objective function.
Under general assumptions of continuity on functions and compactness
on sets, a sequence of truncation levels

[sk/tk}

is constructed like

in the Huard method of centers.
Starting from a point

x0,

for any iteration point

xk

the domain

of the objective function is reduced to

Tk = [x e X : skg(x) - tkf(x) _> 0, tkg(x) > o, sk = f(xk), tk: 3(a)],

S
the awn-strain:

tidal 5- O

Ming easily satisfied.

0n luch I not I

:mmtixc: functim:
Ruhr) - skgu) - tkﬂx)
is united so that a Nint
As

\W‘JX)

ﬂu

is found.

is a distance mnct ion the algorithm (‘onntruct..-1 a

ﬁnite sequence of paints

(xx),

the last one being the optimal solution.

is tre. optinl

III

Otherwise it is pmved that any limit point of the aequvnce

[xx]

simian for the ﬁactionai problem.

Sue mrial tests show that this method is encouraging, an it,
is empanble with the known best techniques.

§¥§

B-BhS-I
3. t .

mum, CT“, Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, New Jersey

____‘_L_A_£‘—___—___r
.1.
.“reralited Ur
“o.undi e A preach to a Communications Network
Fla.- “noble:
.L'1 iz'pcrtant network optimization problem is to determine the
.‘ou...»"‘:g of circuits and construction of additional arc capacity in a
camisations network so as to satisfy forecasted circuit requirements
at ninmun' cost.

This paper considers the single time period version

of the problem formulated as a linear program in the arc-chain form.
he special structure of this linear program is exploited to develop
ar. effi‘ient solution procedure.

In particular, the Generalized Upper

Bounding Technique (CUB) of Dantzig and Van Slyke is applied to the
problem.

The computer implementation of the procedure is discussed

and convu_tational experience is reported.

***

‘
VTﬂ-PM-S-V
G. P. MCCORMICK, George Washington University, Washington, D.C.
*

__—_J__—_4_§Canmtable
Methods for Obtainin Global Solutions to Nonconvex Proammin
Problems Which are Factorable
For nonlinear programing problems which are factorable, a computable
procedure for obtaining tight underestimating convex programs is pre-

sented.

This is used to exclude from consideration regions where the

gl‘obal ml‘nl'ml‘zer cannot ex1’st, and as a suMlgoritm to a new global
1'dent1'f1‘cat1‘on procedwe whl'ch establishes tMt a local m’nm'l‘zer is
a gloMl m‘nm'l'zer.

***

M-m-8-V
L. MLIMEN, Ml‘versity of Wl'scongin, Mdison, Wisconsin
mten31'on of Fenchel's Dmll‘t meorem to $We chtl'ons and m1
%An
Mm’l‘mx Hoblms
Fenchel's Dmll'ty meorm (or more prec1‘sem, Rochfellar’s emens1'on of 1't) 1‘s emended here frw the context of convex Mctl'ons and
dwl convex extremm problems to that of sadﬂe Mctl'ons and dml

V

ml'nm'x moblms.
moyam‘ng.

The mmr 1's ml'tten 1'n the spl'rit of mthemt1‘cal

Requall'ties between optm’l values are establl’shed,

suble optl'ml solutl’ons are characterl'zed,
moved, and an ex1'stence crl'terl'on g1'ven.

strong duall'ty theorm
An assoc1‘ated Myangl'an

sadﬂe p01'nt problem 1‘s 1'ntrMuced and an extem1’on of the Km—mcker
meorem derl'ved.

we proofs, which are necessuih afferent ﬁom me

New convex case, rem on recently develomd ml'rs of dml omratl'ons
on sadﬂe Mctions, as well as on more w1‘deh hwn facts aMut com'uate
sawe Mctl‘ons.

\

***

F-m-S-V
G. G. L. m, ﬁe JoMs Hopkl’ns Unl‘ver31'ty, mltm'ore
Wer mops 1'n Interl'or Methws
m thl's mper we stun interl'or methoﬁ, 1‘.e., methom which
generate sequences of p01'nts 1'n the constral‘nt set, for solv1‘ng the
usml non-ll'nwr MOQMng problem.

***

M-m-l-w
R. R. m, Un1‘vers1‘ty of W1'scons1'n, Wh'son
0n the al’stence of Optml Solutl'ons to Integer and Ml'xed-Integer
Hogm'ng Hoblems
me wrpose of th1‘s mmr 1's to present suff1'c1'ent conﬂ'tl'ons for

the ex1'stence of optm‘l solutl'ons to 1'nteger and m‘ed-l'nteger progen1‘ng

86
D.roblws 1'n the absence 0;” upper bomds 0'.' the 1'nteger mr1‘ables.

It

1's show.n tm: (1'n addl‘tl'on to feas1’b1'11'ty and bomdemess of the ObJ'ectl've
Mctl'on) (l)

1'r. the We 1'nteger case a suff1'c1'ent conh'tl'on 1's tMt

all of the consctral'nts_ (other than non-neg‘atl‘v1'ty and 1'ntegall'ty of
the 'xarl'atles) be beuall'tl‘es,

and (2)

that 1'n the m‘xed-l‘nteger case

ratl‘onall't‘J" of the constral'nt coeff1'c1'ents 1's suff1'c1’ent.

So.me comm-

tat 1'onal 1'mp11'cat1'ons of these results are also g1‘ven.

***

m-m—S-X
R. mm, Yale Un1'ver31'ty, New Haven
A S‘erlL'nearh Convergent Algorl’tm for m‘nm'l'zatl'on Wl'thout Mluatl'ng
Derl'vatl'ves
Art amorl'tm for mcmstral'ned m’nm‘l'zatl'on of a Mctl’on of

n

nrl'aho1_es tMt does not requl’re the evaluatl'on of mrtl'al derl’mtl'ves
1's mesented.

ﬁl's methm 1's a Nemon-tym second order enen51'on

01“ the methw of 10ml mrl'atl'ons and 1't does not requl're aw exact
one vum‘ble mm'zatl‘ons.

Acmﬂation ml'nts of the agorl'tm

sequeme satl'sﬁ r.ecessary condl'tl'ons for optm‘h’ty 1'f the mnctl‘on
1's contl'nuoush' dl‘fferentl'able or 1'f the Mctl‘on 1‘s convex (not necesarih diﬁerentl‘able).

mthermore, the rate of convergelnce 1's super-

l‘m'ear for a W1'ce contm‘uoush d1'fferent1‘able strongh convw Mctl'on.

A cmwmtioml mplwenmtl‘on of th1's amoritm as well as nmerl'cal
resd‘ts for some test problems w1'n be descrl‘bed.

***

mAM-h-v
p, ,
A. L. W, G. MITRA, H. P. mums, Dataskil Lm‘ited, Reading, England
pA."351'3
of mthmtl'cal Hogm1'@"' h oblems Hl‘or to Applyl‘ng the
Sm‘plex Amorim
Mrge real ll'fe Ll'near and Integer HogMng problws are not
always _oresented m’ a form tMt 1's me most cmwct representatl'on of
the problm.

In practl'ce these woblws are also ll'kem to mssess

knemlized Upmr Mmd and rehted structwes which my be exp101'ted
by algoritMs de51'gned to solve such problems.
In the first phce an agorl'tm 1's presented whl'ch my be appll'ed

1'temt1‘vew to remce the rows, colms, and bounds in a problw mtrm’

and which leads to freeing of some variables.

The 'unbounded solution'

and 'no feasible solution' conditions are also frequently revealed by
this alg‘orithm.

An algorithn to detect structure is then discussed.

This algorithm investigates set: of variables and the correspondin'g
constraint relationships, such that the total number of GUB type constraints are mimiZed leading to maximum basis contraction.
Canputational results of applying both these algorithms are presented and discussed.

{*1}

w-PM-S-V
P. E. GILL, V____,.
MURRAY Stanford University, Stanford
*

L______________l____________uasi-Nevton
Methods for Linear
Constrained Optim'ization
In a recent paper (Gill and Murray), a quasi-Newton method was
described based on recurring the Cholesky factorization of the Hessian
matrix approximation.

In two other papers, methods have been described

for handling linear constraints based on recurring triangtﬂa'r factors.
In this mper all these ideas are combined to yield an algorithm for
linearly constrained optimization.

***

T—AM-2-X
K. G. MIKEY, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
*

Ohm—w
the Uses of 2-Dimensional Faces in Stung Poos
Here we consider either Sim'ple
abstract polytopes.

convex polytopes or their analogues,

The mph of the polytope is a regular connected

graph and every two dimensional face of the polytope is a simple cycle
in this graph.

If we are only given the graph of the polytope, quite

often it is im'possible to construct the polytope from it.

However, it

is shown that if we are also given the sm‘ple cycles in the graph which
are the 2-dimensional faces of the poly-tape, then all the faces of the
polytope of higher dimensions can easily be constructed.

This m'plies

that two sm'ple convex (or abstract) polytopes which have the same 2dimensional skeleton are isomorphic.
The uses of these results in studying step conjectures on poly-{copes
will be discussed.
***

cht
m-m—8-x
W. C. MWE, Tr. D. PMRSON, LI. S. Naval‘ Academ, Annapoll'cs
Experrl'exlc‘e w1'th the Se uentl'al Unconstral'ne.d Ml'nU'rll'Zatl'On
wk‘o".."‘outatl'onal
Technique (sum)
Wer the mst several years, the authors have used the SM coa‘e

develomd at. MC (Wlander, HoMes, and hIcCorml'ck (1971)) to solve mm
programs of mwerate Sl'ze.

An 1'nt.erest1‘.1g class of problems bel'ng

solved are the determl‘nl'stl'c eqtlivalent of a chance-constral'ned progam1'ng mwel.

These problems are convex, w1'th a quaﬂatl‘c obJ'ectl've

mh.ct1‘on and nonll'near csonstral'nts of the form.‘

0.5
T
T
81.x + a1.(71. + x D1.X)
_< 51.
where

1'es a vector of con.smnts,

a1.

mt r1'x and

a1. > O, 71. _\/ O, 51.

vector of uMowns.

.
1 _ 1,2,...,m

D1.

3 pos1’t1've .sem1'-def1'n1'te

are escalars and

x

a

n-dl'men51'oml

Hoblems of th1’s form w1'th

n

and

m

1'n the

mnge of )5 tot 0’0 MVe bee‘n solved repeatem us1'w the m code
w1't.h mr3'm'g degrees~ of success.
ﬁe perz‘ormnce of the SM code for solv1'ng the class. of problws.
mentl‘oned w1'll be reported.

Its strenghs and weahesses as a solutl'on

tecM1'que u'l'll be M'scussed.

mese problems have demonstrated the

need to m'prow the procedmes used wher‘. the Hess1‘an mtru’ 1‘s not
msitl'Ve defl'nl'te at the cmrent mm’t.

Om exmrl'ence 1'n modl'm’ng

.Newsm'ss ag‘orl‘tm for rapl’dh f1'nd1'ng the m‘nm‘w of each unconstral'ned
Mctl‘on w1'll be presented.

***

F-MZ—W
u". L. MUSE, L. E. mm, ﬂ., Cornell Unl‘ver51'ty, ItMca
*

WHOWItI'GS
of Vertex ﬁckl'
and Indemndence Systws Pohheﬂa
We cons1'd,er two convex polyheﬂa rented t‘o the vertex mckl'm
proo'lem for a finl'te, mdl'rected loopless graph
multl'ple ewes.
of the whhedron
m x n

x bl'naw]

w1'th no

A cMmcterl‘zatl'on 1's gl'ven for the enreme p01‘nts
LG -— [x e Rn.' Ax _< l, x _> 0],

ewe-vertex 1‘nc1'dence mtrl'x of

of ones.

G —- (V,E)

A general chss of facets of

G

and

where. A
1

1'5 an

1's the

m-vector

BG —- conv. hull{x e Rn.' M _< l:

is described whl'ch subsmes a class emml'ned by hdberg.

°omre of the results for

BG

are extended to a more general class of

integer mhheﬂa ole’ned ﬁom 1'ndependence systems.

“

W-m—lﬁ-Y
B. m.mt‘_mfl', P. NICHOEON, Unl'vers‘l'ty of M'nnesom, Mimeamll's
%Inventor
biodels w1‘th Wo-81'ded Demnd
We develop an eff1'c1‘ent agorl'tm for comwtl'ng optm‘l mll’c1‘es
1'n the stochastl 0 "cash balance problem.’

we ask 1‘s to control an

1‘nventory process 1‘n whl'ch the (statl'onary) randm "dmnds" my be
m51‘t1've or negatl‘ve, a s1‘tuat1'on whl'ch precludes the stanhrd
compumtl'onal theory.

(s,S)

Om approach 1‘s u'a me poll'cy 1'terat1'on algoritm

of Homrd and so we m‘nl'm‘ze the log-mm average cost wr perl'w.
me m‘nl'mnd 1'nvolves a fm'ed transfer cost (no proportional arm) and
(M’stl'nct) per un1't costs for stock levels dl‘fferent from zero.

For

s.a‘ch systems 1‘t 1's well Mown that the owl'ml mh'cy 1‘s of the form
(x,y,z)

m’th the uterpretatl'on tMt levels below

x

or above

are to be controued, twowh stock transfer, to level
of a rev1‘ew wrl'od.

y

2

at the smrt

A dl'mct appll'cat1'on of Homrd's agorl'tm woﬂd

be cmmmtl'onam 1'ntracmble for systems of reall'stl'c s1‘ze,- hwever,
by exp101't1'ng the fact tmt the poll'cy m’movwent 1'terat1'ons are of
(x,y,z)

form at each step we are able to effectz‘vew av01'd the usual

lm'l'mtl‘ms of a hrge state smce.

Indeed, 1'f there are

N

mtentl'al

states 1'n the mderhl'ng mrkov CMm‘, me mlue detem‘nation step
m’ Hward's general agoritm 1'nvolves solv1'w an

N X N

In the case we amlyze, the system s1‘ze at 1'terat1‘on
to

(zt - xt + l)><(zt - xt + l),

N X N.
1%211

"t"

h’nem systw.
1's reduced

ml‘ch 1’s tw1'cam mch smller tMn

Moreover, 1'n the mll'cy m'provement routl‘ne we need om emluate
values of Vthe test quantl‘ty rather Mn

N.

We note tmt the nmber of smtes my be mken to be vew large
with only negligible (i.e. logarithmic) effects on the computational
process, 1‘t bem' recalled tMt the mlue detem‘mtl‘on step 1’s m‘dependent of

N.

***

m—m-7—Y
H.

MSHINO, M. KWM, I.

MMKO, Kel'o Un1'vers1'ty, Jamn

Problem
WOn
Al'n a Complementar Aml‘tm to a Noum‘ear Hoam‘
me follW1'ng nonll'near progml'w problw 1's cons1'dered.WXm‘l'ze
subject to

g(x)
x e XCRE,
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where
R1

g(x)

and

kernel.
1'f

X

is a contl'nuoush d1’fferen.t1‘able mnctl'on from

to

1’3 a nonconvex mwhehon whl'ch 11as a nonmpty convex

A subset

x e K(X)

R+n

and

K(X),
x'

e X

of

X

1'3 sai'd to be a convex kernel of
m + (la)x' e X

1'mph

for any

X

a 6 [0,1].

It 1's‘ shwn tmt the Mtended Complementary h’vot Algorl‘tm, whi'ch is
an exten51'on of Lemke's lm'ear cmplwentam algorl'tm to pl'ecewise
li'near complwentar1’ty problems, comwtes a qua31' Km-Tucker ml'nt
of the above problem.

***

m-m—S-z
R. P. o'mm, Lou1'31'am State Univer51'ty, Eton Rowe
u'near hrmi’n w1'th Non11°near Submoblems
pknelrali'zed
M's mmr mesents an approach to the selecti'on of colms for
+she restri‘cted mster problem.

ﬁe apmwch uses a transfomti'on of
A chss of transformtl'ons, to

the subproblem. obyw‘ectl've mnctl‘on.

Ml'ch the stanhrd procedme beloms,

1’s defm'ed by the conh'ti'ons

necesmw to m1'nta1'n me convergence promrties.
is shown fa a subset of mi's chss.

Fi‘nite convergence

An exmnentl'al transfomti'on,

tmt amui‘res a ﬂee mrameter, 1's used 1‘n the mnt21'g-W0He convex
mgrm'm amorl'tm and cmmtatl'oml exmrl'ence on stanhrd test
moblws shows a mst mmovement of the transfomati'on method wer
me standard memw of selection.

If the problem 1's not convex, a

shat moh'fication of the method w1‘ll mauce convergence for a geneml
nonlinear problw.

The usefmess of th1's approach w1‘th semrable and

decommmble problm is ﬁscussed.

***

m-AM-h-v
W. ORCHARD-HAYS, National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc, Cambridge, Mass.
*

whoblems
and H1‘nc1‘les 1'n me Molutl'on of mthemtical Hom‘
Systems
ﬁe problems encomtered in over two decades of develoment are
rev1'wed, together w1‘th certain principles whl‘ch have emerged.

The

problems are chssifi‘ed 1'nto TecM1’cal, System and mani'zatl'onal, and
Psycholml'cal, and then subchss1‘f1‘ed.

TecM1'cal problems, 1'.e.,

mthemtical and agori'tm'c, are treated om brl'efly, m1‘nw with
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rceferenc<~ to inn}\1eme11t.\ti(\li dil‘fiu‘11.1tio.«‘- wlxlctx 1,l1(‘y have Callle‘(1o
P‘\.yclxi\logical i\2‘e\l\l»em°‘. -\u‘xo (.1‘ee\i»‘r.l (1" ‘x.\)mewhat. gr‘('.11.er
t l):‘ d0Vl‘k‘t‘ o!‘ \1er\‘\'\\xml o.xk1‘rie11c\,(a‘.

lvllgt}1 i.hrouh

ﬁle effec,t."‘. >(f c1i.tiiiude<. and

t llixmkiw‘ hal\i.t\.‘ \\1x the (‘V\‘ll|tioll of .n- tecllxla‘lt\m ..‘-oomr. na(1.' 1. (n MVo.
been ma‘h diS‘Lll.§S$k‘. i1: ‘a1\ii1“ (if _i(..~~. alm(\.r\t, ol>vlou‘«‘. import.nn(‘(‘.

m:

cmcepi is menu illue.‘tr-\\t‘xd with3tut. form] t.r¢~ament'.
The majm ELI‘t- ‘af tllc‘ “xiwr 1:. ()1! e.y<itu‘m RHll organizational. problms.
Folluuwixg ea brm‘d .~‘ubu‘la»~.‘sifica.tion, the f<)llowit%' areas are discussed
at gmater lenb'th'.
l.

A kinxi of duality >letwe..en run1.tines‘ and dat n

.

Level.a 01‘ Mia WW5,

.

mm¢m>¢nt ‘xf unarkinb' stmagc‘,

sets,

wrum

Cont rol a‘y.\-~tv(v\m<.,
Mldixxb* and usixg a lax‘g‘u W8 on at: ixlte'rexctive systw.-

The

SEW syb‘t.em under devclomexxt at Nm's C.mwter Research
Ce‘nt‘er.

T-PM-Q-X
.a.
4}

comm, leiversity of Chicago, mileago

WKOMEl‘Il‘b‘tiC
Estmtimu of me Effic‘ienc
wuf 9.me Versions of the
Methw
#Sm'la\'
Amox. we variarxt<. of the smplex method mere‘ are t110‘u“b whereby-startinbv h'i‘th a tableatx m whiC1k sme or an of the rwq‘ do not yet
contam' a "reduced mriable" (a noxla‘x*t.ificial, rxm-negative )la‘\_ic
nri‘abl=L)--me "nomedu ‘ed rws" are. s.‘ucc-essivew targeted for reduction;
and U18 nmmr of reduced ruwws is inc‘rea:.ed oxue by one \1nt'1'l a solution
1's at hand.

Anorims fa ﬁndim a i%o_111tim1 to a s‘v‘a..tem (if linear

1‘nequali‘tie<., and prmal-duul agoritMS can be so expressed.
In such versioxls of me smplex met.hod me moMbili‘ty at wch
pivot suge of occurence of an \xward ‘btep in me. nmber of ‘Ieduced
rows apmr.arb‘ to be a Mlctl"xn of.-

the number 3&1‘ rows reduce d 4.0 hr,

me mber of pivots since we most recent Llward step, and me density
of the ubleau.

hobsbilistic models of the expeL‘ted value of the

nmber of pivots requi‘red t-o reae"I1 a solutim have beexx formulated on
thi‘s usis for seveml emplu tym algorith‘.

me models, the
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predictions of simplex method efficiency which they produce, and comparisons of the predictions to results of computer runs on randomly
generated sets of small problems will be presented.

***

T-AM-9-Z
S. S. OREN, Xerox Palo Alto Research Center and Stanford University
____—_______g_____0n
the Selection of Parameters in Self Scalin Variable Metric
_g__Alorithms
This paper addresses the problem of selecting the parameter in a
family of algorithms for unconstrained minim1"zation known as Self
Scaling Variable Metric (SSVM) Algorithms.

This family, which was

introduced recently by this author, has some very attractive properties.
It is based on a two parameter formula for updating the inverse Hessu‘n
approximation, which is a member of Huang's family, and in which the
parameter can be chosen freely in' the interval

[0,1].

This formula

does not satisfy Dixon's conditions, and hence the performance of the
resulting algorithms depends even theoretically on the choice of
parameter.

Earlier results obtained for SSVM algorithms are general

for the entire family and give no indication of how the choice of
parameter may affect the algorithm's performance.

This paper, which

focuses on the above problem, examines empirically the effect varying‘
the parameters and relaxing the line search.

The paper also presents

sane theoretical results that lend to a switching‘ strategy for automatic
selection of these parameters.

***

M-PM-lO-Y
G. KAIAI, M. MASCHLER, G.
*

WEN, Rice University, Houston

Stabilit and other Prorties of Traectories and Transfer
_‘v1_nL___l_—_E_—J______Astotic
___i____gi_J__Sequences
Leadi
to the Barinin Sets
R. E. Stearns and L. J. Billera discovered transfer schemes and
differential equations with solutions that always converge to various
bargaining sets, thereby establishing the foundation of a dynamic
theory for the bargaining sets.
In this paper we show that a point in the bargaining set is locally
asymptotically stable with respect to the sequences and the. solutions if
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and only if it is the nucleolus of the game and it is isolated relative
to the bargaining set.
As by-products we obtain in a different fashion the results of
Stearns and Billera and also show that along nontrivial sequences and
solutions, the vector of the excess of all coalitions arranged in a
decreasing order, decreases lexicographically.

Thus, the bargaining

sets can be viewed as resulting from certain lexicographically minimizing
processes and the role of the nucleolus in the bargaining set is given
a new angle.

***

F-PM-e-W
M. w. PADEERG, International Institute of Management, Berlin
Perfect Zero-One Matrices
A zero-one matrix is called perfect if the polytope of the associated set packin'g problem has integral vertices only.
all totally unimodular zero-one matrices are perfect.

M this definition,
In this paper we

give a characterization of perfect zero-one matrices in terms of forbidden
submatrices.

The notion of a perfect zero-one matrix is closely related

to that one of a perfect graph as well as that one of a "balanced"
matrix as introduced by Barge.

Furthermore, the results obtained here

bear on an unsolved problem in graph theory, the strong perfect graph
conjecture due to C. Berge.

***

T-PM-é-Y
C. C. PAIGE, McGill University, Montreal
—_L____L_££__________L_£Stabilit
of Matrix Udati
in Mathematical Proammi
In several algorithms for solving optimization problems, the
general step requires the solution of linear equations involving a basis
matrix, but at each new step only one row,
matrix is changed.

or column, of the basis

For economy the solutions are not carried out by

using the new basis matrix each step, instead an inverse or some decomposition of the basis matrix is updated and the solutions obtained
using this.

Unfortunately even with great care the inverse is likely

to be in error once an ill-conditioned basis is encountered, and this
error tends to remain until re-inversion.

In contrast it will be shown
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that decwms1't1‘ons of the mtru‘ 1'nto lower and upper trl'anwl‘ar
matrl’ces, or orthogonal and trl‘anwhr mtrl‘ces,

can be updated 1'n

a mrlner that emmes that the new decommsitl'on is nmerl‘calh smble
1'n the same way tmt the original decommsitl'on 1's.

Th1‘s means tmt

nmer1‘cal swbility is not a meter to be worried abwt when dec1‘h'm
when to re-decmmse the Ms1's mtru usim these egorl'tMS.

***

w-PM-lO-Y
L. F. mu, ﬁe Tecml'cal Um‘ver51'ty of Demrk, mey
MDl’fferentl‘al
Mes am Direct Nash Equ1'libr1‘w Seuwl‘n Aorl'tMs
Thl’s mport descrl'bes WO merl'cal aMOTl'u+ms used for searml'ng
W-COWM equl‘ll'brim strategies 1'n a dl'ﬁerentl'al @me of fm'ed
dumtl'on, and w1’th gl'ven 1‘nitial state.

He ﬁ'rst akorl’tm 1’s Msed

umn optm'l wel'ﬂted man sqmre controls.

The second aworl'tm 1's

based umn e h1‘emr¢1‘cal decmp051't1'o.n of the gme 1'nto optm‘l control
moblems, ﬁth a fl‘ctl‘ve referee for the W-COWNM phym’g rule.
kch cmtrol noblem, with restricted smte and control Mctions, 1's
solwd by means of the generall'zed reduced yad1‘ent amorl'tm.

A

convergeme resule+ for the second ME equl'll‘brl‘m searchl'm algorl'm
1's given tenmtiveh.
mese akorl’tm are apphed to a non-linear Wm'c sectoral
mdel of the mm’sh econm.

The cmtrol Motions are'.

hbw, wite-oﬁs, mrgiml mx rates, m each sector.
variables are-.

fmeig debt, state buuet excess.

m‘vesments,
The sute

Sme prelml‘mw

resuts for the 1%7-1952 wriw MVe shwn mt the Mﬂ equl‘ll'brl‘m
controls ohmined were closer to the actml hl‘storical contmls tMn
mose yielded by mm'zim chesical welfare criterions.

mese nmer-

ical results are rewrted elsewhere.

***

w-me-x
J. D. MSON, W. C. mm,

III, @neral Resen& Cormratl'on,McLean, Va.

@Allmati
Motive Pwer to Reilrmd Schedﬂes
An mpormnt woblem in raihmd operation is me auocation of
locmotl‘ves to ﬁl‘h schedules.

Locomotl'ves of mrious tyws each

MVim h‘fferent lmd cMraeteristl'cs must be allomted to the aim
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cycle of schedules defined for a railroad network.

The allocation

criterion is broadly speaking to minim‘ize the number of locomotives
required of each type.
This paper analyzes and presents solutions to a problem of allocatin'g two or more types of locomotive to a system of schedules in
which there 1's a non-mixed mode constraint which required that each
schedule is run with one and only one type of locomotive.
A new multicommodity flow algorithm is proposed for the basic
problem of allocating locomotives, and the resulting mixed mode schedules
are resolved using a branch and bound procedure.

This particular

approach permits application of important network side conditions
present in practical situations such as restrictions on various network
links for locomotive types due to gradient or curvature.

***

T-PM-e-X
C. L. J. VAN DER MEER, R. J. PETERS, University of Groningen,
I‘h'e Netherlands
—___—_,____:_1g__—__Construction
of Two-Dim‘ensional Areas
Correspond'
to Optima'l Solutions,
F___ng—_____________________gr___J__—illi"
Up the Parameter Space of a Parametric Proammin Problem with
Two Parameters in the Objective Function
Consider the problem

In this case
x

and

u

Max f = (el + m2 + uc5)'x

(1)

under the constraints:

Ax = b

(2)

x > 0

(3)

c1, c2, c}, x

and

b

V

of

are vectors;

consists of all elements

(Mu)

(hp)

(1')

C R2,

isa subset of

x

and

which satisfy (2) and (5).

for which one and the same solution

remains optima‘l for all

R2

for which (c1 + log + way):

is bounded from above for all vectors
v

is a matrix and

are scalars.

The total parameter-set

set

A

(Mn) 5 v(1),

The

x(i)

is a subset of V.

In this

article a construction-method is described and proved according to
which all sets

v(1),

filling up

V,

may be determined in a systematic

way and rendered into a construction-figure.
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F-AM-B -v
E. L. MMON, Northwestern Unl‘ver51‘ty, Mans.ton
*

ADECMPOSl‘tl’OH
1'n Wometrl‘c hoam1‘n
Geometrl'c progem1'ng 1‘n 1‘ts most gelleral form prov1'des a mechanl‘sm
for transform‘ng mm 1'mmrtant 1'nsemrable optm'l'zation problems 1'nto
separable (generalized) geometric programming problems.
We key to such transformtl'ons 1's the expl01'tat1'on of the ll‘near1't1‘es tMt are present 1'n a gl'ven problem.

Such ll'neerl'tl’es ﬁequenth

apwar as ll‘near ﬁuatl‘ons or ll‘near 1'nequal1't1‘es, but they can also
apmar 1'n mch more subtle Wises as matrl‘ces assoc1'ated w1‘th nonll'nearl'ties.
The gemetrl'c progem1‘ng problems that result how such transfomtl‘ons are (at least mrtl'alW) semrable, and mny’ tMt arl'se ﬂow
the mwell'g of large systems MVe smrse mtrl‘ces.

Such semrabl‘h‘ty

and smr.s1'ty can ﬁequenth be exp101‘ted by u51'ng approml'ate decomm51't1'on ml'ncl'ples.
ﬁese mmc1'ples generah‘ze 1'n a vem nontrl'Vl'al way varl'ous
decmmSI'tl'on wl'nc1'ples 1'n lm'ear pmgm‘ng, and they also generalx‘ze
and Ml‘ﬁ m nod1'near progml’ng decomm51't1‘on ml'nc1‘ples tmt
apmar m“ h‘verse m'sc1'plines and fl'elﬁ of appll'catl'on.

***

M-m—é-Z
J. m'nm, Royal Instl‘tute of TecMoloy, Stocﬂom,

Sweden

WM
Aoritm for Combined Qmaatic and mltl'oba'ective Hogam'm
ﬁe given amor1'tm solves

min[Q(x)

mel'tl've sm‘defl'Mte quauatl‘c fom 1‘n

.- x e E],
Rn

and

effl‘c1’ent p01'nts 1'n a vector mxm’zatl‘on problem.

E

where

Q

1's 3

1's the set of
The amorl'tm

1's cmmsed of Wolfe's "L1’near progrml‘ng agorl'tm for quahatl‘c
mogrm‘m" and the author's algorl'tm for eff1'c1‘ent prmml'ng.

w-m-s—v
D. A. Pm,

Montana smte Universiw,

Ezemn

MM
g‘l’ll'er Aorl'tMs for Nonll'near Horml'
A mnMental theorem and two sollutl‘on amorl‘tMS are presented.
The theorem relates constral‘ned m’nm‘ to moonstral'ned ml‘nm' of an

auwented Myangl'an on a one-to—one b851‘s.

me W0 agorl'tMS m‘ﬁer
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only to the extent that one focuses on Kuhn-Tucker conditions and the
other on Fritz John conditions.

In both algorithms, a multiplier method

of Hestenes for equality constraints is extended to account for inequality
constraints:

the extension is made in a unique way which results in

desu’able convergence properties.

Namely, when applied to a general

class of linear programming problems,

the algorithms converge to the

optimum in a finite number of iterations.
Computer programs that implement the algorithms are described,
as also are test problem results.

Saddle-point nonoptimal solutions

to the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are shown to be unstable and are readily
avoided.

In one test case in which the Kuhn-Tucker first-order constraint

qualification is not satisﬁed, the algorithm based on Fritz John conditions proved to be superior, as expected, but its rate of convergence
was unsatisfactory.

Suggestions are given for im'proving the rate of

convergence in cases where the constraint qualification condition is
not satisfied.

M-m-B-v
E. J. GREEN'BERG, W. P. PIERSKALLA, Northwestern University, Evanston
Q________#__yuasi-Conjugacy
and Nonlinear Surroate Dualit
The results in conjugate function theory, particularly the work
of Rockafellar, have had a profound effect on our understanding the
structure of many opt1m1"zation models as well as other aspects in
functional analysis.

The basic results stem from the convexity structure

involved in the extremum problems.
This paper develops an analogous, though less ambitious, theory of
quasi-conjugate functions based upon quasi-convexity structure.
conjugates relate to epigraph supports,

Whereas

quasi-conjugates relate to

level set supports; where conjugates provide a basis for Lagrangian
duality, quasi-conjugates provide a basis for linear and nonlinear
surrogate duality.
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F—m—l-Y
1’. N‘%, Unl‘ver51'ty of L‘all'fornl'a, Sanm Cruz
A mdel for Waluatl'ng Enmera+u1've TecM1‘ques
Mt1‘f1‘c1‘al 1‘ntelll'gence has treated certal'n constral'ned optm'l'zatl'on
problems ﬁom a m’fferent v1'ewp01'nt than omratl'ons research.

Hagmtl‘cs

has preceded tlleory 1'n such problem dom1'ns as autmtl'c theorem prov1‘ng
and chess phyl'g.

Enmeratl've routl'nes that are equl'valent to branch-

and—bomd searches are used 1‘n a w1‘de varl'ety of artl'fl'Cl'al 1'nte111'gence
problems.

Cmmrl‘sons_ beWeen varl'ous search tecM1‘ques are emp1’r1'cal,

w1'thwt a promr d1’st1‘nct1‘on of the mle of m'fferent pl'eces of the
search routl'ne.
ﬁl‘s mmr W1'll d1‘scuss the hewl‘stl'c mth algorl‘tm as a model
of such searches.

me algorl‘tm suggests comprm1’51'ng the optm’ll‘ty

of a solutl‘on mm for a more effl'c1'ent depth-fl'rst search.

It dws

tm's by a non-ml'form wel‘ghtm'g of the bomdl'ng Mctl'on.
ﬁeorem.‘

If

m

1‘s the length of an optm'l mth 1'n we state

smce, and the smce 1's semaed by MA (Pom,

1970), u51'ng an evalmtl‘on

Mctl'on

ax) -- gm + (1 + e - e-w<x))-h<x>
men

m,

o _< w<x) _< 1,

the mth lemth fomd by EA, wl'u mtl'sﬁ m* _<m(l + e).
***

m—mﬁ-x
E. W, Univers1‘ty of Call'fornl'a, Rrkeley
*

A MMl'fl‘ed Secant mthod for Uncomtral'ned Mm'm"zat1'on
In this mmr we present a new gadient-secant agorl'tm for uncons.tra1'ned optm‘l’zat1’on woblems of the fem
Rough smah'ng,

m'n {f(z)lz e Rn}.

1'n solv1'ng a problem, thl's anorl'tm uses gam‘ent

tym 1‘terat1‘ons untl'l 1't reaches a regl‘on where the Nemon method
is more eff1'01'ent Mn the gradient methm.
to a secant form of ommtl'on.

Men 1't sm’tches over

Under the assmptl'on tMt

t1'nuousu dl'fferentl'able, aw accmhtl’on ml'nt

z,

constmcted by thl's algorl’tm, mst be statl’onaw.
Mmthe51's tMt

f

Tn

of a sequence
Under the stromer

constructed by thl‘s amorl'tm converges

[zi11'-—O
sumrlinearh to the unl'que m1'nm"zer
where

1's con-

is tw1'ce contl'nuousm dl'fferentl'able and strl’ctw
m

convex, any sequence

f

2A

1’s the m1'que m51't1've root of

of

f(-),

w1'th rate

+
tn l - tn - 1 -_ o,

T”,

1'.e.,

I
that for some

6 6 (0,1)

i = o, l, 2,

.

R 6 (0,00), “21. -

and some

1

_< R9 n,

Both theoretical considerations and our computa-

ticnal experiments indicate that this new algorithm is considerably
faster than the Newton method, as well as a number of conjugate direction
and quasi-Newton methods.

***

M-PM-8--V
M. A. POLIATSCEEK, Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa
*

—___L_ﬂ__—L_gcenerali'zed
Dualit Theo
in Nonlinear Prrammin
A constrained extremization problem, referred to as
studied.

(D)

objective) in

n

real variables,

problem is denoted by

(P).

subject to

m

nonlinear inequality
X.

The latter

Necessary conditions are derived for

constructing

(D)

for a given

of

(D)

are equal.

and

is

is related to the minimi"zation of a real function (the

constraints, where the variables are confined to a set

(P)

(D),

(P)

such that the extremal values

Necessary conditions are also derived

for a one-to-one correspondence between the extremizing variables of
(P)

and

(D)

under certain conditions or unconditionally.

The

(P)

under consideration must satisfy some mild conditions, but it may
involve non-(quasi-)

convex functions or

X

my be a discrete set

of points.

Thus, the theory is richer than the conventional duality

for convex

(P).

The presented framework includes the conventional

duality, barrier/penalty ﬁmctions and their merger as special cases
of the underlying structure of generalized duality.

The main tool is

the perturbation function which is the optma'l value of the objective
as a function of the "right-hand side" of the constraints.
utilization yields global conditions on the optim‘um of
tions havmg' a saddle-point at the optim'um of
procedure for solving

(D)

(P)

and

Its extensive

(P)
(D).

and func—
A solution

is theoretically investigated for convergence

and convergence-rate .

***

lOO
T’-Hié-Y
S. PML, St. Hi'lﬁ's College, mford
A Develoment of the Hoduct Form Algorl‘tm for the Si’mplex Meth'w
U51'ng Reduced Transfomatl'on Vectors
mi's mper presents a product form ver31‘on of the reduced ba51's
algori'tm for the Si’mplex method.
The reduced ba51's 1's a sub-matrm' of the coeff1°01'ent mtri'x formed
by the effecti've constral'nts and the bas1'c ori'gi'nal vari'ables.

me

reduced Ms1‘s amori'tm for the sm'plex method stores, and umtes at
each iterati'on, the 1'nverse of the reduced bas1's.

me s1'ze of the

reduced bas1's 1'ncreases or decreases as a constraint 1's mde effecti've
or 1'neﬂect1’ve respecti'vew.

me product form algori'tm uSi°ng con-

tracted transfomati'on vectors given by Zoutendi'J'k (Integer and Nonli'near Homm'm, ed. tT. Abadl'e) Ms been extended so as to be able
to represent, and umte at each i'terati'on, the 1'nverse of the rewced
ba51's as the product of a sequence of transformti'on mtri'ces.
Wis ammi'tm Ms been coded,- ti'me and storage commri'sons w1‘th
the prwuct fom agori'tm, in solv1'ng some mMerate s1‘zed and hrge
li'nar mogm, are presented.

***

W—m—ll-Z
A. MIOPA, TecMological Uni'vers1'ty of mhpest and Commter and
Autmti'on Instl'tute of the Hmrl'an Acadew of Sc1'ences
*

$Recent
Results i‘n the Appli'cati‘on of Loconcave Measmes to weoreti'cal
@and
Hactical Hoblms of Stochasti‘c Homi‘w

A mobabi'li'ty measme

P

defined 1‘n

1‘f for even mir of convex sets

A,BC RH

P(M + (l-A)B) _> [P(A)]x[P(B)]1-x.
measmes states tmt 1'f
we form
men

P

P

Rn
and

1's mid to be logconcave
0 < x < l

we MVe

The m1‘n theorem concerni'ng these

1's generated by a probabi'li'ty dens1'ty of

f(_x) _- exp[Q(_x)], _x e Rn,

where

Q

1's a convex Mcti'on,

1's 8 lwconcave measme.

msed mm'ari'w on th1's theorem the author fomhtes stochasti'c
moymim decision problems and shows tmt they are convex-~or equi‘mlent
to convex--moyam1'ng moblems.
fouwm'g tne appears
randm vector.

In all mMels probabi'li'ty of the

P(gl.(_x,_§)_> 0, i —— l,...,r),

where

g

1‘s a

Wee meti'cal appli'cati'ons Wi‘th nmeri'cal results w1'll
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be presentted.

ﬁe fl'rst concerns me electrl'cal emery sector of the

ngrl'an econom.
de51'g‘n problem.

we second 1's the solutl'on of a reseNo1'r system

The ml'rd 1’s the solut1'on of an optm‘l water level

rewhtl'on problem.

***

T-AM-6 -Y
M. MWVAWI, Indl‘an Instl'mte of Mmgement, AMeﬁMd, Dh'a
of Least Squue Estm‘tes Rehtl’ve to mst Ll'near Estm‘tes
WKfl‘CI'enc
1'n Reges31'on Models

Cons1'der the usml regessl'on model~.
n X l,

X

1's

error vector

n X k,
U

6

1'8

k X l

and

Ms the momrtl'es'.

Y —— m + U
U

1's

where

n X 1.

Y

1's

me

E(U) - O, E(w') —— P.

In thl's

contm 1't 1's well hwn that the eff1'c1'ency of the least sqmre estm’te
b

relatl've to the best ll'near estm‘tor

[X'Xle/IIX'HIIX'PV—IXI. For

k > 1

the 1'nmmll‘ty, for an

of ram

X

and

BA

1's gl'ven by

n > 2k—l,

eff(b) —_

G. S. Watson sugested

k,

2
2
eff(b) _> [hflfn/(flﬁ‘n) ][’+f2fn_l/(f2+fn_l) ]'--[hfkfn_k+l/(fk+fn_k+l )1
where

0 < fl _< f2 _< --- _< fn

are the eigenmlues

of

P.

For

k -— l,

thl's 1's uue am an be proved by apmall‘w to Kanmrov1’ch's ineth‘ty.
For

k > 1,

1't 1's not Mown whether the 1'neqwll'ty 1's true.

Usm‘

me tmls and tecM1‘ques of mthemtl'cal mogm'@ 1't Ms been shown

tmt the 1'nethty 1's tme for all

k > 1.

'X- **

T-M—6-Y
H. MIN, P. A. WIN, Royal Instl'tute of TecMolog, StoMom, Weden
Nmerl'cal Treament of the Nonll'near Least Squares Hoblem
m connectl'on w1'th nonll'near least squares problems, methods based
on @ws-Nemon's methw (e.g., the method due to mrqmrdt) smetm‘es
show slow convergence hm bad startl'ng mints.

Tm's my be due to

the fact that these methods onh regard 1'nformt1'on about the Mctl'on
at we present ml’nt in determ'nim next d1‘rect1'on of searm.

A methm

based on conJ'ugate dl'rectl'ons (e.g., a qms1'-nemon memod) contal‘ns
1'nformt1'on ﬁm earh‘er steps but these methok my suffer ﬁom 1'n-

stability problems due to the1'r recmsive nature.

Also mrd (1970)

1%

Ms shown that the spec1'al structue of the lea.st squaress problem "sllwld
be exploited.

We win di'scuss different existirlg algoritMs for 1.he

nonlinear least squares problem.

°.)me new algoritmﬁ.» based on a combi-

nati‘on of tlie 1‘deas mentioned above are promsed.

***

F-m-2-W
b1. R. MO, N1. W. Pwmc, University of Rochester and Internatioml
Insti'tute of Mnageme.nt, erin
vaelli'
Salesmxl Hoblem and a Class of Poheaa of Diweter No
Mﬁe
A class of mmtoms i.s defi'ned whi'ch 1'ncludes the pontoms related
to the ass1‘gment problm, the edge-mtching problm on cmplete graphs,
the mlt1‘-dm‘ens1‘oml as51'gment. problem, and mm other set mrtitioning
problems.

USl'W, and modimim sme results due to mks and hdberg we

gi've a constructive proof tMt me ﬂameter of these mMoms is less
tan or eqml to mo.

ml's result generalizes a result obtained by

mnnski and Msakoff in connecti'on with the ass1‘gment problem.

mther-

more, i‘t 1's shwn mt me wMOpe assoc1‘ated with the travelling
salesmr. problem has a dimeter less than or equal to Wo.

A weaker

fom of the nusm cong‘ectue is abo shwn to be me for mis wMOm.

***

m-AM-h-v
D. C. mum, D. L. me, Mnagment Science Systms, Rockviue, Md.
Wm
Aoritm for Solﬂn Reﬂsed Mdels Mficientl
In the prMuction usage of linear proymi'm one oﬁen has an
optml or gmd feas1‘ble bas1's to mMel
creati'ng model

B

A.

and me basis frw model

wint in solvmg mMel

B.

ﬂis mMel is revised,
A

is used as a starting

This starti'ng mint, althoug in some sense

close to the optml solution of mmel

B,

is often not feasible.

m

the tm‘e a feasible basis has been obmi‘ned, it is usualh not close
to the desired optml solution.
ﬂi's mmr mesents an amori'tm for mwiming mwel

B

to minMin

feasibility and to appw a modest hiving force where necessary to Mi‘ve
the colms to a feasible activ1‘ty in the umouﬁ'ed model.

ﬁe result

1's tmt the ill eﬂects of mse I are avoided and sav1‘ngs in the nmber
of iterati'onss, rm twe, and cost are effected.

This algoritm has been

autmted by Mmgment Sei'ence Systems in their ms III monge and is
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currenth bel'ng used by several M'ﬁerent affl'll'ates of Mon Corp.
on a productl'on ba51's.

Commratl've perfomnce mm show1'ng the effec-

t1‘veness of the algorl'tm 1's presented.

Hese results rage ﬁom

essentl'alh no m‘provement (when the startl'ng ba31's 1's feas1'ble) to rms
that requ‘re 1/5 the nmber of 1'terat1'ons and onm 1/5 the tm‘e.

***

W-M—2-X
R. C. mmm,

T.

J. HOWON, H. D. mum, Unl'vers1'ty 0f Florl'ﬂ;
Ml'nesn'lle

A
Netwomrk
Approach to a mlt1'—Fac1'll‘ty biult1'-Hoduct Schedﬂl'ng Hoblem
m’th mckorderl'w
A multl'ple-fa01'11'ty, mltl'ple-prwuct productl'on-l'nventory schedull'm
problem w1'th backorderl'ng 1's cons1'dered over a finl'te pmml'ng hor1‘zon.
me horl'zon con51'sts of dl'screte prwuctl‘on perl'ods dml'ng whl'ch at
most one prwuct can be ass1’gned to each fac1'11'ty.

Hoduct demnds

are assmed to be constant over a perl'od but not necessarl'h the same
1’n an mrl'ok.

The problem obJ'ectl've 1's to determl’ne an ass1'gment

of products to fac1'11't1'es whl'm meets all product demnds on a fu‘stewe, fl'rst—sewed Ms1's and m’m’ml'zes the sm of prMuctl'on, m'ventory
and backordering warges over the horl'zon.

In a stral'ghtfomard mmer

tm's problem 1's formuhted as a ll'near, mu‘ed 1'nteger prmm wh1‘ch can
be gl'ven a neWork flow 1'ntermetat1'on.

However,

the problem can be

solved as a m‘nm’l-cost flw moblem onh for a vew swcm'l case.
It 1's then shown that the general problem can be reformhted as an
all 1‘nteger progam whl‘m can be solved using am of the very eff1‘c1‘ent
agorl'tMS for fl'nm°ng ml'nl‘ml-cost flows 1'n s1'ngle-cmm'ty networm.

***

F-W—B-X
J. K. mm, A.E.R.E., Haweu, Enghnd
smrse Ll‘neu Hogaml'ng Usim the mrtels-mlub Decomm51't1'on
Re mrtels-wlub aworl'tm Ms nmerl'cal stabl‘ll‘ty propertl‘es
whl'ch me far sumrl'or to those of the stanmrd prohct-form amorl‘tm,
but usualh 1't 1's assoc1'ated onh w1'th smn dense noblems.

We shw

here that 1‘t 1's also vew sul‘mble for use on smrse problms.
MVe develomd an 1'n-core proym and remrt the results of 1'ts

We
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appll‘catl'on to meh‘m-51'zed problems, the hrgest of whl'ch Ms 822
constral'nts, 1875 varl'ables and uh52 norL-zeros 1'n the constral'nt mtrm'.
The fl'll-l'n promrtl'es are vem satl'sfactom, bel'ng sm'l'hr to those
obtal'ned w1't11 the Forrest-Tmll'n algorl’tm and sometm'es far better
than those obtal'ned by us1‘ng Cholesm factorl'zatl'on, another stable
algorl'tm.

Dl'rect cmmrl'sons on nmerl‘cal accmacy are mde w1’th the

Forrest-ToM1’n agorl'tm.

Schemes for out-of-core m’plwenhtl'on are

sketched.

m-PM-S-Z
G. V. ENNIS, D. J. WEE, Mdue Unl'vers1'ty, mfayette
Degeneracy 1'n mthemtl'cal Hogrm‘ng Algorl‘tMS U51'ng mpll'c1't
Varl'able Elm'mt‘l'on
An m'wrmnt cuss of mthemtl'cal Hogrm‘ng agorl'tMS 1'nclum'
the (h’l‘near) °sm'plex Methw, the Convex Sm‘plex Method, me D1'fferent1‘al
Al‘gorl'tm, and the Generah‘zed Reduced Gram‘ent Method use mpll'c1't
Mctl'on neorw constmctl'ons bow to deteml'ne whl'ch 1'ndemndent
(non-M51'c) varl‘ables are to be pertwbed as wen as to calcuhte
the resultl'm chames m we dewndent (Ms1'c) mrl‘ables.

ﬁese con-

stmctl'ons necessarl‘h require the Jacobl'an of the constmm‘ts to MVe
m‘l mw rank ad the demndent varl'ables to be no‘n-zero (nondegenerate).

m the m‘eu use, the former conu'tl'on 1's readim

verified and if need m corrected dw1'm the m‘l‘tiatl'on pMse of me
algorl'tm, while n‘olatl'on of the latter is conventl'omm accepted
ul'mmt conective measues s1'nce the cych‘ng wh’ch degenuacy can
initl‘ate rarem occms.

However, 1'n the presence of nonlinewl‘tl'es,

viohtl'ons of these condl'tl'ons do requu'e swel'al attentl'on s1‘nce they
can either force prmtue tem1'nation of the amorl'tm, or requl're
tme conm1‘m re-1‘nvers1'ons, or cause the algorl‘tm to cycle.
ﬁis. mwr shws tMt learl'ty and degeneracy can be heated
as essentl'alu the swe phenomenon.

mreover, it presents constmctl'ons

used on a h‘ﬁerentl'al form of Frl'tz Jom's Theorm whl'ch allow promr
descent dl‘rections to m generated when these mmologl‘es com.

me

constmctions are commtible with the stmctme of th1‘s class of algor-

itMs and are demnstrated w1'th nmerl'cal exmples.
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T-AM-‘J-r.’
M. J. RIJCWT, L. 1-. WINCH, Katholl'eke Un1‘ver51'te1't Leuven,

Begl'm

meter Implwenmtl'on of a mal @ometrl'c Hogam1‘ng Algorl'tm
ﬁe mper reports or1 the comwmtl‘oml exmrl'ence obtam’ed w1‘th
a subroutl‘ne for solv1ng geometrl'c progms by us1'ng the clas51'cal
dual normll'ty and ormogonall'ty conﬁ'tl'ons together w1‘th the nonll'near eqm'll‘brl‘m conﬁ't1’ons.
In mrtl'cular the 1'mmct of different procedwes for calcmting stam1'ng ml'nts for such agorims k‘l'll be d1'scussed.

A relative emlu-

atl'on of such procedues, wh1'ch m1‘nh use the ll'near dml cons.tra1‘nts,
w1‘ll be presented.

We 1'nfluence of the problem formhtl‘on and of

the nmerl'cal accuracy of the dl'fferent steps of the algor1‘tm on the
nwerl'cal resmts and on the cmmtm'g tl’me w1‘ll be closeh exml'ned
too.

The results of the comwmtl'onal tests carrl'ed out on a Im-370,
apply as well for geometrl'c progrms 1'n Sl'@OM'al as 1'n posWOMal
form and an eqmm be used for other agorl'tMS dev1‘sed for the dml
geometrl‘c progrm.
Fl'mlm, the use of the above amorl'tm for sensl'tl'vity anahses
of geometrl'c prmws w1'll be demonstrated.

***

'L'H-AM-8-X
K. Rmm, Mtgers Couege, New Mnsw1’ck, New Jersey
*

Accelerat1’% mcedmes for Methoﬁ of ConJ‘ugate D1‘rect1‘ons
Methods of com'ugate dl'rectl‘ons have been compumtl'onalh successm
for the problws of m‘nm’1‘21'ng an mconstral'ned Mctl'on
varl'ables.
F(x)

of

n

Under apmoml‘ate assmptl'ons on the second derl'vatl‘ve of

1't Ms been shown tmt the rate of convergence 1's

ll‘neu.

F(x)

n-step sumr—

For some mrticuhr methods of com'wate d1'rect1‘ons me

m'formtl‘on acmmted in

n

consecutl‘ve dhectl'ons of descent can

be used to accelerate the convergence by mrforMng smc1'al steps at
well defl'ned pom’ts.
Exten51'ons of the method of cona'mte d1'rect1'ons to m1'M1'zat1‘on
problws with ll'near 1'nequalities are gl'ven and 1't is show tut m'
thl's use the convergence an also be accelerated by ushg pren'omh

deteml'ned du‘ectl'ons of descent in an approprl'ate way.
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m-W-D-V
S. .M. ROBMON
Colnvex Hocesses and Mathwatl'cal Progam1‘g
Convex processes (mﬂtl'valued mnctl'ons whose yaphs are convex
cones conml‘nl‘ng the or1‘g1’n) phy an m'pomant role 1‘n the amhs1's
of several questl'ons 1‘n mthwatl'cal program1‘ng.

For exwple, one

can use them to develop a quantl'mtl've pertmbatl'on theory for ll'near
1'neqm11't1‘es wm'ch generall‘zes the ch531'cal theory for ll'neu equatl'ons.
One can also prove generall‘zatl’ons of a nmber of wen-nown results,
s'uch as the 1'nverse-Mct1’on theorw.

we most m'mrtant advantage

to be @1‘ned ﬁm the use of convex processes 1'n mm Sl‘tmtl'ons 1‘s
that they mrml’t one to deal w1'th mltl'valued quantl‘tl'es (such as the
solutl'on set of a systm of ll'near 1'nequall't1'es) ml'ng the sme tecm'ques
and nomtl'on as are used 1'n the Sl'gle-mlued case.

ﬁl's geath sm'-

pll‘ﬁ’es the amus1's and al‘so Mnl'shes a very mluable wl’de 1‘n formhtl‘m and mov1‘m new weorms.
In tm's smvey we mesent sme of me m1’n results about convex

mocesses and then apph these to the solutl'on of a nmber of cmmtatl'oml moblem m‘ m'ear and nonlhear mogmm°g.

***

14-PM—8-v
R. T. RW, Um'vers1'ty of Wasm'ngton, Seattle
*

he Mtl'plier mnctions and muty 1’n Nonconvex
bAented
W'
If a nonlm'ear mogming problem is amh2ed 1'n tem of 1'ts
orh‘mw ugmngl'an Mction, there is usmm a dmll°ty gap, unless
the objective and constraint functions are convex.

This gap can be

mmoved by mssim to an aumented Lagrangl'an which 1'nvolves quabat1'c
pemlw-h’ke term.

me moﬁfl'ed dual moblem men cons1'sts of mx1'-

MZl'ng a fm’ite concave Mction of the mgrange multl'pll'ers and an
adm'tl'oml vwiable, whl'ch 1‘s a penalty mrmeter.
are not constram‘ed a ml‘orl' to be nomeytl've.
dml problw 1's atml'ned,

The Mtl'pll'ers

If the mm‘mm 1'n the

optm’l solutl'ons to the prm‘l can be

remesented m term of gloMl ssame ml'nts of the aumented Mgmngl'an.
Ms smests w551'ble m’provwents of ex1‘sting penalty methoﬁ of
cmmmtion.

mal optl'ml solutions can be shm to ex1'st 1'f the
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prima‘l has a "strong" optima'l solution at which the standard secondorder sufficiency conditions hold, or more generally if a second-order
stability condition is satisfied with respect to perturbations.

***

T-PM-Q -X
R. R. ROSANDER, The Foxboro Company, Foxboro, Massachusetts
Multiple Pricing and Suboptim'ization in Dual Linear Programming
Algorithms
This paper discusses the successful implementation of multiple
pricing and suboptuni"zation in' a product-form dual algorithm.

Dual

pricing is shown to result in a larger reduction of problem infeasibilities per major dual iteration, and dual suboptim'ization is shown
to be effective in reducing both

I/O

problem resides on auxiliary storage.

and

CPU

tim'e when the

LP

For thos problems solved, dual

pricing and suboptm’ization have on the average, decreased total elapsed
tim'e by 16.7%.

***

J. B. ROSEN, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
P

Interactive Computer Graphics and Mathematical Programming
The use of interactive computer graphics, combin'ed with mathematical
programing, for solvm’g a variety of problems will be discussed.
Encamples of interactive computer graphics as an aid in fin'ding global
solutions to optim'ization problems will also be presented.

** *

W-PM-ll-Z
I. M. ROSENBERG, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester

__—__§£L_—Solving
the Data Base Aeation Problem
Present information system designs are derived from a "needs"
basis.

Decision maker requests for information are taken as "givens"

and only the storage and report generation costs are optimi'zed.
The contribution of the work reported in this paper is that for

the fir'st time the information needs of many decision makers with1n°
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an organl‘zatl‘on are cons1’dered sm‘ultaneously and J’Ol'ntw W1'th the
costs and benefl'ts to the orynl'zatl'on data system as a whole.

Gl'ven

a set of dec1'sion mkers and the organl'zatl'on goals, one can deteml'ne
who should recel‘ve what m'fomatl'on, wMt form the 1'nfomat1‘on should
take, and what Mta the central data bas_e shwld contal'n.

ﬁe anah31's

also mm’ts out. the rehtl've 1’mwrtance of spec1’f1'c 1'ﬁormt1'on mm
elments by dmonstratm'g the sens1‘t1‘v1‘ty of the organl'zatl‘on's myoff
to how accuateh and who hws that 1'nformt‘1'on.
M agorl'tm is develomd as an exten51‘on of the tem dec1‘sion
theory of Marschak and Radner using mathematical programming under
mcerml'nty.

The theoretl‘cal ba31's, as well as procedmal detal'ls,

of we agorl'tm are h‘scussed.

Appll'catl'on to a smel'fl'c emmple 1's

used to 1‘nustrate the sub-optm'll'ty of presentw cons1'dered "standard"
1'nformt1'on stmctues, and prov1'des smtl'stl'cs on the effl'c1'ency of
the memod.

***

w-m—z -X
D. RWN, A.. MPER, G.

T. R$S, Un1'vers1'w of Tens, Austl'n

bA
Cmmtl'ml Qotu
of the Effects of Hoblw Dl‘mensions on Solutl'on
Tms fa hmsmrtation hoblems
ﬂl's mmr mesents an 1'ndepth stuw of the 1'nfluenCe of problem
stmcme on the cwwutioml effl’c1°ency of the mm°l sm’plex transmrmtion emeritm.

Me inmt for the stuw m‘cluded over 1m randmh

generated noblems am 185 ﬁﬁerent embl’mtl'ons of the nmber of
smces, the anr of destimtions and the nmber of wriables.

Mew

moblem was solved mm thee m‘ﬂerent startl'm procedwes, and the
follwim mta were collected for each problm.l)

tme required to chain an optiml solution

2)

tm'e requn'ed to obml‘n an 1'nitial basic solution

3)

umber of artificial mrl'ables 1‘n we in1‘t1‘al ba51‘c solutl'on

h)

umber of bas1’s chames

5)

average tm‘e to wrform a cMnge of basis

6)

average umber of ba31'c variables 1'n the "steppm‘g stone mt "

in each cmme of bas1’s
7)

average umber of varl'ables considered before selectl‘ng one
to enter the basis
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These measmes of performance prov1'de nmerous 1'ns1'ghts 1'nto the cmmtatioml effects of the nmber of constral'nts, the degree of "rectamhr1‘ty" and the nmber of varl'ables.

In mrtl'cuhr the stuw demonstrates

that no s1‘ngle startl'm procedme doml'nates the others,~ rather the
eff1'c1'ency of the startl'ng procedmes vary w1'th problw structwe.

***

F-m-2-W
U. G. MTHEUM, smnford Unl'ver51'ty,

Stanford

Trees 1'n a Graph
the Mber of Complwenta
(On

Con51'der the mdl'rected network
a:

{81,

on.

,

an,

repeated arcs.
the form of

G.

G —— (N,a)

Let

n(n)

W1‘th the propeﬁy tMt

G

n+1,

denote the class of an neWorks tmt MVe

A cmplwenum tree T of «G e n(n)

1'5 a smmm‘g uee of

INI

and there are no loops or

, a—n}, n _> 5,

8.

where

for sme

a1. 6 T

1'ff

n _> 3)
a-l. £ T.

It ms proved by Mnt21‘g tmt 1'f there ex1'sts one cmplwenmm
tree 1'n

G (G e n(n)),

then there ex1’sts at least mo.

Hl‘s woof

1’s by means of an aworl'tm whl'ch fl'nﬂ a M'fferent complmenmw
tree frw a gl'ven one.

Adler extended th1°s resﬂt and shomd by an

enended fom of Mnt21’g's algoritm tmt.plmenmm tree 1'n

G (G e n(n)),

1'f there ex1'sts one com-

then there ex1‘sts at least few.

Moreover, Aﬂer gl'ves lwer bomds on we nmber of cmplwenmy
trees 1'n a neWork
are 8 1'f

n _> 5,

G (G e n(n))

6 1'f

n

h

wm‘ch Ms at least one.

and h if

n _— 3.

mese bmﬁ

It is show m this

mmr tmt u81'w a m‘ﬁerent agorl'tm we get the stromer resut
tmt.-

1'f there ex1'sts one complementary tree 1'n

then there exist at least 6 complemenmry trees.

G (G e n(n), n _> h),
It 1‘s also proved

tMt 6 1's the geatest lwer bomd for the nmber of complmenmm
trees 1'n a neWork
plemenmy tree.

G (G e n(n), n _> h)

chh has at least one cw-

llO
F-m—j—X
R. S. %mm, Stanford Unl’verssl‘ty, Stanford
On the Solutl’on of mrge, thructured L1'near Complementarl'ty Hoblems

me ll'near complementarl'ty' problem

(q,M)

Mean)“, find w, 2 5R“ such that w

1's.'

Gl'ven

q 6 Rn,

Mz+q,wz_—O,w>0 and

Hev1‘ous reseearch on thl's‘ oﬁrobl‘em has yl‘elded a large bow of

L" => 0.

theory on thre ex1‘stence and nmber of solutl‘ons under corldl'tl‘ons placed
on

M

and

q.

Lemke, Cottle and others have proposed algorl'tMS us1‘ng

varl'ous pl‘voml schemes whl'ch were based on such attrl'butes of

M

as

m51't1've defl'nl'teness, ms1't1've pr1'nc1'ml ml'nors, nonws1‘t1've offdl‘abrona.‘ entl'res, etc.

Sl‘nce these solutl‘on tecM1'ques must store

a.ll‘ nonzero enU1‘es of the mtrm',
o‘roh1'b1't1've for large moblems,
example,

1'f

M

storage requl'rements usmlh become

even 1'f

M

1's a sm_rse mtrm‘.

1's a trl'dl‘agonal 1M1'nkowsk1' mtrl‘x of order

n,

For
1't 1's

p0551'ble for pl‘votm‘ to cause the nmber of nonzero entrl'es to mcome
as hrge as

n2.

we form of hrge, stmctured, s_mrse mtrl'ces (e.g., trl'dl'agoml)
is exp101'ted to m‘tl’yte thl's storage problem.

Effl'c1'ent algorl‘tms

are dex'elowd whl'ch wsth reduce the groﬂh of nonzero entrl'es.
hobl‘ms of tm's tm arl'se 1'n eml'neerl'ng.

Mcouragl‘m compumtl'oml

emerl'ence and cwmrl'sons w1'th other solution tecM1‘ques are also
remrted.

***

m-m—7-Y'
R. $I"&, D. SOLW, L. WOLSH, Bell Telephone Laboratorl'es, Honel
*

of No A‘orl'tMS tmt Commte Fm‘ed P01'nts 1‘n
MA
Cmmmtl've Stu
AUrxbounded
Reions
We Hl'll report on an attempt to commre, empiricalw and meoretl’e‘am, the aMorl'tm of Merrl'll and hves-Saigal for the commtatl'on
of fu‘ed ml'nts 1‘n unbmnded regions.

Suffl'c1'ent nwber of noblems

1‘n mrl'ous. f1’el® have been solved by the former agorl’tm.

We w1ll

remrrt results on the same as solved by ﬁves-Sal‘ﬂl agorl’tm.
w lookl'm at‘ the structme of the two algorl'tMS, we w1'll p01'nt
out th.e meoretl'cal ﬁfferences between them.

We also fl‘nd trl'aw-

htl'ons whl'ch improve the effl'cl'ency of these algorl‘tMS, and shw that
the Eves-S.a1'gal agorl'tm requl‘res 1'n the order of

n2

pl'vots to m'prove

the accuracy of the solutl'on (decrease the grl‘d) at each step, where
is the M'en81'on of me problem.
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[a
"Hf-1N sung, .‘. MR, Case Uestem Reserve lhiversity, Cleveland
in Int
er
w“
3: sition of arou Theo
The main objective of this paper is to provide an understandable
and introductory presentation of the relationships and uses of group
theory in integer prom-ins.

Though introductory, the discussion

1: self-cmtained While definitions are usually illustrated by maples.
following the derivation of the group problem fun the rented
integer program, several solution techniques

(e.g., dynamic props-ins,

network fomlations) are presented and era-ples ere solved.

further

discussion leads to the introducticn of an isomer-mic group.

The

polyhedra associated with the feasible regions of the two isomorphic
groups are studied and it

is shovn hour their faces can yield useful,

valid inequalities for the integer program.
A brief and concise presentation of recent results as well as
capitation-l experience are also included.

lb}!

F-PN-ﬁ-X
C. L. SAKDECN, The University of Birmingham, Birmingham, England
Prorties and Mnerical Tests of an Efficient Nonlinear
_____E____—_____—___'lheoretical
ition
oritlua
___E__Al§__necom
A new nonlinear decomposition algorithm is presented, based on
the nonlinear generalization of Bendera' algorithm by 'i‘. C. H. nonsJB.
At each iteration, our algoritm produces upper and lower bounds to
the true optimum.

The sequence of lower bounds produced by the iter-

ations of our method is increasing, and simila‘rly the sequence of upper
bounds is decreasim.

Merical tests show that our nethod performs

on the average 50$ better than Kronsja's method as found by x. P. Hong,
who in his turn demonstrated that the Kronsja decomposition algorithm
greatly reduced the solution time for a nonlinear decomposable problem
as compared to the direct solution.

Further attention is devoted to

the question of the optimal degree of decomposition on the lines of
the approach made by the author.
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w-m-S-V
R. W. H. SARGENI‘, Imperial College, London
__L—g—E—___On
the Converence of Seuential Minim'ization Aorithms
This note discusses the conditions for convergence of algorithms
for finding the minimum of a function of several variables which are
based on solving a sequence of one-variable minimization problems.
Theorems are given which contrast the weakest conditions for convergence
of gradient-related algorithms with those for more general algorithms,
including those which minimize in turn along a sequence of uniformly
linearly independent search directions.

***

M-PM-B-V
H. sum, Y. MAMA, B. NAKAYAMA, Y. SAWARAGI, Univ. of Okayama, Japan
Th_____—§_____________Lge
ue"neralized Legraian Functions for Mathematical Proammin
Problems

For the mathemtical programming problem
, m, x e En} ,

min [f(x)lgi(x) _> o, 1 -_ 1,

a new type of the generalized Lagrangian function is given by

tsizbt) - 16138142!) ,
L(x:°k:t) = £00 +

where
Suppose

t > 0
xk

and

2m

i=1

01; 0,

.f
, 1

-(i<f‘)2gi(x)
97——
i + tsi(x)
i = l,

minim"zes L(x,ok,t),

if gi(x) __< 0

the Lagrange multipliers.

, m,
then

( ) > o
. x
81
"

011‘

is altered by the sm‘ple

rule,

,

k
314x ) __< 0

T—T—g
— ,
[01+tsi(x)]

k
s (x ) > o
i
-'

1:
GK
1 - 2tsi(x )
k+l
oi
—.

oi"?

It is proved that a sequence of minima of

L(x,0k,t)

converges to the

local min'imum value of the original problem as proceeding in this fashion.
The features of this function are that it is a class of the generalized
Lagrangian and is twice continuously differentiable at the boundary of
the feasible region.
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me method deals w1‘th the non-convex program1’ng problems and
determ’nes we Mgange mdtl'pll'ers as wen as the solutl'on of the
orl'gl'nal problw.

The nmerl'cal dl'ffl'cultl‘es encomtered w1'th ex1‘st1’ng

pemlty methoﬁ are avol'ded.

We nmerl'cal examples are presented to

1'llustrate the Wpl‘cal convergence characterl'stl’cs of the method.

***

F-m—S-V
S. SWIM, Unl'versl'w of Col%ne, Cologne, West-Germw
Am
Nonh‘near Hactl‘onal Homl'.Trmsformtl'on mll'ty and
Algorl'tMS
The fractl‘onal progrml’m problem

(Q)
1's con51‘dered where

fo'. C » R

1‘5 convex and ms1‘t1‘ve,

1'5 concave and ms1't1've,

1' _— l(l)m, a1. > O

a nonmpty convex set 1’n

Rn.

1' -_ O(l)m

f1.'. C + R
and

C

is

Recenth problem of thl's km‘d were related to wrametrl'c concave
prmmm' problems.

In a f1'rst mrt some sm‘ple transfomtl‘ons are

1'ntroduced mt reduce hrge chsses of problm
convex proym‘% problem.

(Q) to mameter-ﬁee

The results remm‘ mlid for ﬁactl'onal

proylm'w problems 1‘n 1'nf1'n1'te M'ens1'onal real ll‘near smces.
mu‘hermore a dml problem of
tl'abl'll'ty of

f1.

Q

1's defl‘ned assmig M'fferen-

such tm‘t a weak duality theorem as wen as two

other dmh'ty theorws can be obml'ned.
It 1's shwn that some swcial cases of
dml method.

(Q)

can be solved by a

For the solutl'on of more general problems 1'terat1've

procedmes are moposed tmt use also some duality propertl'es.

from convergence the rate of convergence is 1‘nvest1‘gated.

Amrt

llh
F-m—2-W
S. scam, Teclml'sche Uni'x'er31'u‘at. Mrll'n, Erll’n
Schedu'li'w Schemm
Re problem of smedull'@

N

tasks-~the omrati'oml precedence

structme of whi'ch 1'is represented as a fi'nl‘te, acycli'c, d1‘rected, wel'ghted
graph

&-or‘ a mu‘lti'processor system con51'stim of

cessors 1's studl'ed.

me wei‘ght

WI

of nMe

1'dent1'cal pro-

M

I,

l _< I _< N,

as the process1‘ng ti'me 0“ the task represented by node
mnt an
ti'me

N

I,

we regard
and we

tasks to be processed cmpleteh w1‘th1‘n total mocess1'm

We assme tMt pree.mpt1'ons of all asks are allowed.

m.

ﬁe mmr cmtal'ns the mthemti'cal represenmti‘on of the uMqueh
defi'ned‘ schedull'rg smemta

S(G,M,CT)

(1'ntu1‘t1'vem used aheaw m'

the au'thor's prev1‘ous mmrs) that belong to arbi‘trarl'h gi'ven mrmeters
G, N;

H.

and

mm 1'nterpretat1'on (there are 1'nf1'm‘teu mm, con-

sti'tutiw me set

I_(G,1h,ﬂ))

1‘s a schedule for tvhe

such Wt the proce531‘m of an usks of
ﬂ

G

M

mocessors

is cmpleted wi‘thm tm‘e

and each smedule w1'th these properti'es is an 1'nterpretat1‘on of

s(G,M,cr).
m deri've

S(G,M,ﬂ)

an agorl‘m for solv1‘m a systw of h‘near

1'nequalit1‘es (the stmcme of whl'ch dewnds on the twe of precedence
rehti'on of

G)

1's needed whi‘ch Ms to be vem effective 1'n order to

jmtl‘ﬁ we mvesuti’gti'ons by mctl'cal adnnmges, too.
tmt

G

is a forest or an ant1‘-forest and

and the use Wt
S(G,M,ﬂ)

G

and

w

M

and

are arbl'tram and

CT

M —- 2

For the cases
are arbi'tmw
the smemm

ue gi‘ven and 1‘t 1's shwn tMt an mevioush ﬂown re.-

sdts are elwents of me corresmnm’ng

_I(G,M,ﬂ).

me complex1‘t1'es

of the agorl'tMS used and the schedules derl'ved are ﬁscussed.

me

cmectness of all agori'tMS descri'bed 1's proven.

***

.
m-m&x
M. D. CHOH, G. F. 5mm, The Univer51ty of Briti'sh Colmbia,
Vancouver, B.C., Camﬂ
Optm'ized Rehti've Step Si'ze Random Searches
M°s mmr continues studies of m'ga, Rastrigi'n, mtseniyeks,
Schmer, and Steiglitz concernz’ng randm search methods for optm'izhg
Motions of several varl'ables.
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We propose an algorithm called the Optimized Relative Step Size
Random Search with Reversals which is an im'provement of the Optimum‘
Step Size Random Search.

First we derive recursion formulas for the

probability of success and the expected improvement per function evaluation for the two searches referred to above.
parameter called the relative step size
role in the theory of these searches.
values of

I]

n

Next we investigate a

which plays an important

It can be shown that optimum'

exist which depend on the dim'ension

N

only.

With a

suitable strategy, the value of an initial relative step size can be
held constant during the search, on the average.
an initial estima'te of

n

Furthermore, provided

is available, the optim'um relative step

size can be held constant, thus providing a maxm'um decrease of the
function.

However, such an initial estimate is usually not available

a priori to a search, and hence must be estima‘ted.
estima‘tion procedure.

We derive a suitable

Numerical results are given.

Fina'lly, we present for both searches and for a number of selected
dim'ensions

N

numerical results for the probability of success and

the expected improvement per function evaluation in the form of graphs,
tables of the optimum' relative step sizes, and a table for an updating‘
parameter for our search.

The numerical results depicting‘ the behaviour

of an im‘plementation of the Optimized Relative Step Size Random Search
with Reversals on a number of standard test functions will be given.
The algorithm becomes more stable as the dim'ension

N

increases; the

number of function evaluations to reduce the objective function by a
fix'ed amount in‘creases only linearly as the dim'ension increases.

***

W-AM-S-V
H. SCHULTZ, University of Wisconsan’, Oshkosh
Newton Projection
This work consists of an extension of the idea of projecting the
gradient direction into a set to that of projecting the Newton direction
(the vector obtained via the classical Newton's methods) into a set
for the problem of minimzing a nonlinear function subject to linear
constraints. Convergence is proved using general sufficiency conditions
for algorithmic convergence and finite convergence is proven for the
special case of a quadratic objective function.
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M-m-m-Y
L. E. 3mm, Uni’ver51'ty of Utah, Salt Mke Ci‘ty
AW
Fl'xed Pei'nt Alori"um for Di‘stri'buted Control Systems of Retarded mpe
A fued WMt algori‘tm 1's develomd that solves, mder certai'n
conﬂ'ti‘ons, a class of di'strl‘buted parmeter optm‘l control problems.
moluti'on of we model 1‘s governed by system of Mctional nonli'near
mrti'al di'fferenti'al-m‘ﬁerence equati‘ons. w1‘th retarded arments.
It 1's assmed tMt the li'near operators of the model are not selfam'oi'nt so mt no stanwrd mxm mi'nc1'ple is appli'mble to the
ask of deducm' optm‘l solutl'ons.

Aﬁer appromi'ate di'screti'zation,

an apprum'ti'm set of ordinam differential eqmti'ons 1's rephced
by a fi'ni‘te-Men51‘oml convex moyam.
then cast as a m'ed p01'nt me.

The progm'm problem 1's

An algori'tm s1‘m‘hr to those develomd

by Hansen and Scarf, Kmn, ﬁves, and mrcia, Lewe, and Luemi' 1's thus
apph'mble, and one for mi‘s Noblem 1's develomd.

Fi‘mlh, appli'cati'ons

of the amori'tm are ﬁscussed 1'n several econom'c contexts.

***

FMIS-V
J. smm, Uni'versiade Federal do Ri'o de Janeuo, mazil

We n'u be concerned Wi'th a one-good econom.

me good cm be used

at am wri'w of tme for prMucti'on or consmption.

If

are mt 1'nm pMucti'on 1'n wrl'od

mts becme

awihble as outwts in wri'od
wi'm hm distri'mti‘on.
Wences

ut(c)

tmt wriod.

If

_t

then

t + l,
_c

ft(xw-t)

where

mt

_x

wi‘ts

1‘s 3 randm variable

mits are consmed i'n mﬁod

_t

tm's

wits of sati‘sfaction or utili‘w to the soc1‘ety 1‘n

W m1‘n 1'nterest is the stu@ of quanmtive properties

of optm'l soluti’ons for a moblem 1'n which we mum'ze the total
expected uti'lity accmhted in

_t

wri‘ods.

In determ'ni'scti'c cases, 1'.e., the outmt 1's Mom w1’th cerMinty,
the Ms1‘c tools are mices and competi‘ti've mli'cies.

D. wle Ms

suggested the introduction of similar concepts for the stochastic
cases, and it tmns out mt aﬁer thi's 1‘s mne, we get a better mdersunﬁm of the moblm and a mwerml tool m the proof of meorems.
W m1‘n mmse here is to 1'ntroduce the appropriate mi'ce concept
and then uploit 1't m' several di'recti'ons to obmi‘n new 1'nfomati'on

on various stochastic problems.
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The concepts of price and competitive policy are introduced, and
it is shown that a competitive policy is optima'l.

For

f(x;cu)

and

increasmg', differentiable and strictly concave, optima'lity

u(c)

conditions are obtained and it is shown that every optima'l policy is
competitive.

For the case in which

f(x,-a>) = g(x) + u), f'(x,‘u>)

and

are convex functions we obtain a result that permits us to

u'(c)

compare optima'l consumption policies with the corresponding policies
of a deterministic case in which
Fin'ally the case

f(x,-a)) = x + a)

f(x,-w) = g(x) + <3,

where

u)- = R0.

is studied in more details and it

is shown that the limi"tin‘g policy satisfies the following inequalities

o<c(y)<w' for

O<y<+°°,

andthat

1m
C(y)_—w‘.
y-o+oo

* **

T-PM-Q -X
H. D. SCOLNIK, Fundacion Bariloche, 'Rio Negro, Argentina
A New Approach to Linear Programming
Given a standard LP problem
x _> 0,

where

A

is a

m x n

MIN < C,x >

subject to

Ax = b,

matrix', a completely new algorithm is

described in this paper which is able to give the solution in a fixed
number of arithmetic operations which is a polynomial ﬁmction of
and

m

n.
The procedure is numerically stable and it is able to deal very

efficiencly with sparse matrices.

Numerical experiences are presented

showmg' that this algorithm is much faster than the Sim'plex method.
This result also follows using Wolfe's approximate formula for the
number of iterations.

The method is based upon new results on convexity.

***

M-PM— 12-Y
s_______,.
P. SETHI G. B. DANTZIG, R. E. DAVIS, University of Toronto, Toronto,
Canada
Generalized Programing and the Bounded-State Linear Control Problem
In this paper, an attempt is made to extend the work of Dantzig,
which solves the linear control problems by Wolfe's generalized program,
to apply to the bounded-state linear control problems.

The difficulty

arises on account of the fact that in solving the subproblem, which is
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a param9tric linear program whose cost function is supplied by the
master problem, we may now encounter one or more states hittin'g or leaving
the constraint boundary,
t,

say, at tim'e

t.

We, then, introduce at the

a out which will have a price associated with it.

It will be shown

that this price is a finite jump at the point of entry to and exit
ﬁrm the boundary and an infinitesimal along the boundary.

The main

idea of the paper is to accumulate and propagate these prices along
time' to modify the cost function of the subproblem as we go along, and
hope_i\illy solve the problem.

It is noted that this mechanism is con-

sistent with the Pontyagin"s maxmum‘ principle formulation of the
problem where the adjoint variables encounter a jump at the junction
of the in‘terior and the boundary.

Several questions remain open before

a computational a..go"rithm can be developed along these lines.

However,

short of developing a complete algorithm, the paper explores several
ideas leadin'g to it.

It is certain‘ that some sort of nesting is requir‘ed.

The paper concludes with an m'portant contribution in terms of in'dicating
a number of problems for future research.

m-AH-B-X _
D. F. SHANNO, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada
Quasi-Newton Methods and Brown's Method
Brown's method for solving systems of nonlinear equations uses
a Gauss-Seidel type technique to provide an interesting' variant on
mussian elimination in' solving the lln'earized system.

This paper

applies the method to unconstrained function min‘imizations, but uses
Quasi-Newton methods and a new technique based on the elim'ination to
approximate the Hessian matrix'.

N-step convergence to the minim'um

of a quadratic form is shown for both methods.

Experim‘ental results

show that used properly, the method definitely improves on standard
methods for sane classes of standard test functions.
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T-AM-l-V

M. L. FISHER, W. D. NORTHUP, J. F. SHAPIRO, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge
Computational Experience with Duality in Discrete Optim'ization
Aig‘orithmically useful dual problems have recently been derived
for a number of discrete optim'ization problems.

Computational experience

is discussed using these dual problems in conjunction with enumerative
algorithms.

The dual problems provide strong bounds and candiua‘te solu-

tions for the enumerative algorithms and they also provide information
about the relative cost of variables for dir'ecting the enumeration.
Two algorithms which have been developed for solving these dual
problems are emphasized.

The first is an ascent type algorithm which

uses a synthesis of prima'l-dual Sim'plex method with constraint generation
procedures.

The other is based on the relaxation method for solving

systems of lin'ear inequalities.

Specific problems to be considered

will in'clude the general in'teger programming problem, the resource
constrained network scheduling problem, and the traveling salesman
problem.

We assess the strength of the bounds obtained from the duals

for these problems and the efficiency of the resultin‘g enumerative
algorithms.

***

TH- PM— 8-X
R. SHAPIRO, D. J. WILDE, Stanford University, Stanford
Sequential Minimax‘ Search with Unequal Block Sizes
Consider the optm1"zation of a unim'odal, univariate function by
a sequence of sm‘ultaneous function evaluations.

This article removes

previous restrictions on the number of Simu'ltaneous function evaluations
in each sequential block.

Recursive equations are derived for the

optim'al search strategy, determining the length of the max1ma’l initia‘l
interval.

These equations, which subsume previous results for Fibonacci,

as well as even and odd block search, give the optim'al plan for the
possibly unequal distribution of a fixed total number of function evaluations among a given number of blocks.
an optima'l corporate test program.

An example is given concerning

‘z—l,

.._7 -.

_

J20
W-PM-lO-Y
L. S. SHAPIEY, The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica
*

A Noncooperative Game Model of Economic Equilibrium
We consider an exchange economy. formulated as a noncooperative
game, in such a way that each trader will take into account the effect
of his trading decisions on the prices.
n + l

There are

N

traders and

goods, the last good playing a special monetary role.

trader

i

has a concave, nondecreasing utility function

in'itial bundle

ai _> O;

we assume

a] > O

bar denotes summation over all traders.)

Each

ui

for each good

and an

3'.

(The

All goods, except "money,"

must pass through the market before being consumed.

consists of an
i
<a
1'

n+1

.

m-vector

b1 _> O

A strategy for
m i
of "bids", satisfying 2
l bj

The final distribution of goods is given by

i
— /— i
xJ.= (aJ.b.b.
J) J

(or

0

—
if b.=
J
O)

f or

j_<m,

and

xm1+l " ami+l ' 2>1m bjl + Elm(b_j/_aj)ajl '
The payoff function of the game is then given by
-- ui(xi).

U!

, bN)

Under suitable conditions, a noncooperative equilibrium in

pure strategies exists.
are

Ill-(bl, ...

If the economy is "replicated", so that there

traders grouped into

only on the type of

i,

N

types, with

al.

and

ui

depending

then if there is sufficient "money" the non-

cooperative solution approaches the competitive solution when

k

is

large.

TH-AM-h-V ,
S. N. T. SEEN, Vir'ginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
Blacksburg
_2§!u_____—§__g___—Lcter
Solution of Linear Pramin Problems Stated in‘ Enish
With the technology of computer time sharing and remote terminals,
more and more people are able to use computers to solve problems while
sitting in their offices or homes.

Recent developnents in computer

hardware and communication facilities have been used by researchers
to predict a reasonably priced computer information utility to cane
into being in the near future.

Considering such a utility, one can

understand that it would be very convenient, if not necessary, to have

a computer that can take problems stated in English and solve them.

El

A systw has been develomd to process certal'n types of ll’near
prgrm‘ng problems stated 1'n a mescrl'bed gramar, m‘th lm‘l‘ted
vocabuhry and subJ'ect to certal'n conventl'ons.

me system 1's des1‘gned

1'n a moduhr form am'ng at a "geneml-wpose" mtural lanmge 1'nformtl‘on system.
system.

Input sentences are mrsed and 1'nterpreted by the

Int.ermed1'ate 1'nformat1’on structmes are then bu1'lt.

It fwther

recog.n1'zes the varl'ables, bul‘lds the obJ‘ectl‘ve mnctl'on, and fomlates
the comtral'nts.

me outmt of the systw 1's the inmt problem 1'n

formula form, whl'ch can be eas1’h converted 1'nto am spec1’f1‘c fomt
for 1'nwt to a mrtl’cmr ll'near progrm'ng solutl‘on progam aml‘lable
at a computer 1'nstmt1'on.
prmm'ng .mmage.

we systw 1‘s m’plmented m‘ the SNOML h

mm moblem MVe been mn mder th1‘s system

wl’th satl'sfactory results.

***

TH-PM-2 -W
R. L. SEL‘EN, ﬂ., Tems A&M Un1‘vers1‘ty, Couege smtl'on
A ¢”ranspormtion Hoblem Involv1'm Smxrce-Tnocatl'on Optm‘l‘zatl‘on
A reall'stl'c generall‘zatl’on of the amel'mted plant-lowtl'on
problem 1‘s formlated and a sm'ple, conc1’se, 1'terat1‘ve solutl'on algorl'tm
promsed.

me amorl'tm's perfomance chracterl‘stl'cs sl'n s.°vera;‘ smpsTe

‘oroblems as wen as 1'ts t;1‘eoret1‘w.1 and o.ract1'cal momrtl'es 1'nd1'cate
the amorl'tm’s attmctl'veness as a method for determ‘m’ng near optm’l
solutl'ons to sowce~locat1‘on problms.

We cwpumtl‘on of statl‘stl'cal

coﬂl'dence ll‘m‘ts between whl'm me mlue of the optm‘l solutl‘on 1's
wranteed uto 11'e Vl'm a smc1°f'1'ed statl'stl'cal confl'dence 1's also
dl‘scwsed.

‘X-

»(-‘*

T-PM-v.'-Z
u". SEWM, IBM Los Mge‘1es s"c1°erxt1'f1'c Center, Tms Angeles
Wu“‘qwu',rment
Lowtl‘on 1'n Remotew P.l'loted V.eh1‘cles by ‘Tnteer Hobo;*arm'ng
Remotew pl'loted vehl’cle (RW) 1_'s a term deb-crl'bsl'ng a smll mmed
al'rcraft used for target, recomal’s°sance and other uses when a pl'lot
1's not requl'red.

As the m1‘n J'ustl'fl'cat'l'on for RW'S 1‘s thel’r smn

Sl'ze am cost the layout of controls, propﬂ31'on and mylmd equl'ment
1's a partl'cmrm m‘portant mt ovf the de51'gn process.

R2
me problem 1's formlated as a three-dm‘en51'oml mckagi'ng problem
to m1‘m“ze wasted semce and cmplex1'ty of electri'cal 1'ntercomect1‘ons.
we eqm'ment‘ geometm and i‘ntercomecti'ons are gi'ven as 1's the geometm
of the vehi'cle.

we constrai‘nts 1‘nclude fi'tti'ng all the equi‘me.nt 1'n

the smce ami'mble as wen as such env1'romental constrai'nts as access1'b1'11'w, v1'brat1'on, heat, accelerati'on, center of grav1‘ty movement, and
mwent of 1'nert1'a.
A.A" 1'nteger prmm'm problem 1's derl'ved w1'th sipe01'al empMs1‘s
on reali‘stic RN de51‘@.

An exmple 1's gi'ven of a real RW des1'gn

moblem solved by a branch-and-bomd schme de31'gned to mke advantage
of the moblm strucmre.

Helm"nary commuti'onal resuts are given.

** *

m.m-8-x
E. SMImm, CISE, Seyate (m‘hno)
Aori’m for Unconstmi'ned Mi'nm'i'zati'on Rsed on the Homgeneous
SWme
mdel
burly efficient methods for the unconstrained minimization of
Me‘t1.'ons Vi'th mntm‘ums fu‘st deri'mti'ves have been recenth momsed
m we ntuame, m' mrticuhr memok of qms1'-Nemon W (where
an amm'tion 1‘s mde to the m’verse heSSi‘an) md of the FletcherReeves tm (where co.w'@ate vectors are m'ecth constructed).
chsses of memok are used on a (convex) quaﬂatic model.

mm

Few attmms

MVe Mn mde to commct a Mm'izati'm uncritm ﬁm a more general
Mcti'oml model,- amrt ﬁom the fine theory of geometri'c proymm,
the most musim apmmch seem to be the hmogeneous mmel used by
Jacobson-omn and Fried.

Jacobson and Oksm constructed m'recth

the WM mrmeters of the mdel, while Fri'ed m'troduced an eff1‘c1'ent
conecti'on to me Fletcher-Reeves schme.
Here we mnsider the umtl‘m of the inverse hessian smrtim
ﬁw the femim hwogeneom mMel

(1)
mere

F = 51 (xTKx)r
r

is me degee of hmogenei'ty and

h’

1's m51't1've defi'm'te.

Wimout hss of generality, the miMm mlue 1's

F —- O

at

x _- o.

msic to the deri'vation of umting formhs for the apmum'te mverse
hessian 1'.“ me con51'deration of me enct inverse he581'an

(g

is the

gradient of F)

(2)

c‘1 -. (x

T

ﬁﬁ
T
_1
T _

l-r -1 _ 2r-l)xY.x)2 _-31"x ‘ , _
K _1
x
——————
Kx)
1+2(r-1)(x)'rg_‘g

showing' that the homogeneous model in'troduces a scaling on the inverse
hessian

K.1

of the quadratic model plus a rank-one correction.

The

algo‘rithms proposed are
a)
9

the subclass of Huang's class pertaining to the Huang parameter

equal to

meﬁl .

This subclass arises when considering the quasi-

he'wton equation satisﬁed by the homogeneous function.

Here

r

is

iteratively evaluated using Fried's method.
b)

a scaled projection algorithm of the form

H' -- 7H + EHy'JTH
when

H,H'

are the approxm‘te inverse hessians,

in the gradients and the scalar parameters

7,;

y

is the difference

depend on

r,H,g

and

the lin'ear search parameter.
c)

the subcia‘ss of Oren's class where the scaling factor

7

is

the same as in (b) , modified by adding a rank~one term proportional to
ppT,

p

being' the dispia‘cement vector.

Conditions of min'tenance of positive definiteness for the above
updates are given and numerical comparison is made with the BroydenFletcher-Shanno-Goldfarb algorithm and the botmded-condition-number
algorithm formerly proposed by the author.
Finally a variation of the Fried algorithm is presented, which
keeps conjugacy of the last two vectors even when non-exact linear
searches are performed.

Its superiority with respect to similar methods

is experimentally shown.

***

M—PM—l-W
K. SPIELBERG, IBM Phlla'delplu'a Scientific Center, Philadelphia'
*

Ine___—J___—_—___qualities
Minim'l
Penalties and Structure in Zero-One
Preferred
Programing
At any given pom't in branch and bound or enumerative programming,
a set of minima'l preferred inequalities gives sane information about
the structure of the problem, such as the (integer) tightness of indi-

vidual constraints.

One my make predictions as to how a contemplated

12h
branch m‘ght affect the tm‘htness of ensm'ng aul'll'am problms.
Cermn'. large classes of relati'vew t1‘@t. problms are easy' m‘
the sense that mey mrmi't "dwble contract1‘ng" branches, 1’.e., ch01'ces
of mrl'ables w1'th 1‘nmeased ti'ghtness 1'n each generated subproblem.
men a problem does not MVe thi's moperty, one my at least moose
mri'ables so mt the brmch wi'th lwer mmlty is 1'n a contmcti‘ng
M'ecti‘on.
mese con51'derat1'ms add Mther~m'terest to an earlier proposed
pmfened wri'able bran& and bomd schwe, 1'n Mch mmlti'es are
assocm’ted vi'm m‘m‘l m‘equah'ti‘es am non-ba51‘c varn‘bles phy a
Si‘gifi‘cwt role.

Mnml 1'neqmlit1'es we also usem 1'n enmemti‘on

and in an all integer zero-one algorithm.

Numerical results will be

given.

***

13-34-27“
V. SRINIVASAN, G. L. THOMPSON, The University of Rochester, Rochester
____i_n_g________g>________________Moos‘
Modes of Transrtation to Minimize Total Costs and Averae
Shiment Tm’es
M's mmr mov1'des a fmwork for moosm mwes of wansmrtation (Rail', Highway, Air, etc.) by takin'g into account the conflicting
objectives of MnMZMg toml umsmrtati‘on costs and avemge shi‘ment
tms.

m eﬁl'cient amrim wig me mmtor meow of hmetri'c

Rom 1's mesented for determ'mm me hreto—optml or eff1'c1‘ent
me demtm the mm atui'nable mine for me second obJ'ective
for ﬁﬂerim mlues of me fu‘st obJ'ective.

me agori‘tm also prm‘des

the optm‘l routes, macs of ﬁanspmmtion, and the correspondm
sMpping mmts for aweffi'cient mint.

ﬁe memodolm is also apph‘-

able m‘ (l) assiw'm men to Jobs mere alternate selecti'on ul’teri'a
my M emplwed, ad (2) m desim'm the strucme and content of a
job am into accomt me conflicti'm objectives of prMuctiv1'ty wd
job satishai'on.
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m-m—S-X
J. QTTEIN, University of Toledo, Toledo
Th___________gug§______________—___e
Gram-Schmidt Con'te Direction Method and the Method of Parallel
Planes
These methods are iterative techniques for minimizing functions
of

n-variahles without constraints.

M. R. Hestenes and E.

Stiefel

developed the conjugate gradient method and more generallyr the conjugate
direction method for minimizing the sum of a quadratic and linear
ﬂinction of

n-variables.

R. Fletcher and C. M. Reeves extended the

conjugate gradient method to minimization of any function of

n-variables.

Recently, Hestenes has formulated a variety of conjugate dir‘ection
methods based upon a Gram-Schmidt process.

They minim'ize a quadratic

function in a finite number of steps and can be extended in a variety
of ways to minimization of any function of

n-varia'bles.

and E. Mookini have investigated such extensions.

R. Dennemeyer

Some of these methods

requir'e neither gradient evaluations nor line searches.

Furthermore,

they appear to be much more efficient than the Fletcher-Reeves method
for small values of

n.

This class of methods is related to the one

discussed by R. Fletcher and developed by G. S. Smith in Great Britain.

***

T-PM-é-Y
G. W. STEMART, IBM Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York
—____—_—_______1.2§_L_A
Stable Implementation of the Second Method for Solv‘
stems of
Nonlinear Equations
The secant method with successive replacements suffers from two
distin'ct instabilities.

First, the usual implementation based on rank

one modification formulas is numerically unstable.

Second, the points

produced by the iteration may tend to collapse into an affine subspace
and slow the convergence of the method.

This talk describes a stable

implementation of the method based on the QR factorization of certain
mtrices associated with the iteration.

This factorization may also

be used to detect and rectify degeneracies among the iterates.
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m-me-w
“.. KLING\1 RN, A. M.‘PFLR, J. SW, The Uni'versl‘ty of Tems, Austl'n

¢A
F.0yar.l for wrleratl'ng There Scal‘e UrA)Camc1'tated Ass1‘gment,
and Mri'ni'mlml Cost Flow Network Hoblems
l”ransﬂpormtl'on
One .nmmse of th1 s mmr 1's t\e descri'be. the deVeloment, m‘pllemenmti'on, and avai'labi'll'ty of a cm.m1ter mogm for generati'ng a
vari'ety of fe851'bl‘e neWork problems_.

In mrti'cmr the code can

generate camel'tated and uncamCi'tated transmrtat'i'o‘n and m'v.1m'
cost flw neWork' problems, and as51‘gnmer.t problems.

In adm’ti'on

to ﬁtnerati'ng structumm di'ﬂerent chsses of hemork noblems the
ewe mm‘ts the user to vm structmal cWacteristi'cs w1'th1‘n a chss.
Si'nce researchers can generate 1‘dent1’ca1 neWorks u51'ng thi'ss
ewe, a ﬂower mmse of the mmr 1's to prOVi'de problms bencmrked
on several‘ codes cmrerltm ami'lable.

m mrti'cuar, the later mm

of we mm co.nm1'ns* the soluti'on tm’e and obJ'ecti've Mcti'on value
on no assm'ent, transpormti'on, and neWork problws mwi'm in size
hm 200 nwes to 8,0m nMes and ﬁm 1,3m arcs to 35,mo arcs.

***

FM-V
5. WE‘, Hans md~' Couege, Dem,

hue

A Ml for a Rneranzed Linear and Ll‘near Hacti’onal Hgm
m the mgr "On wnerali'mti'on of Linear and h‘ecew1'se Linen
Hogm'm" Teterev Ms proposed a sm‘plex tym amori'm for solv1'g
a chss of mob‘lm mose objective Motion, me SW of li’nﬁr and
Mar ﬁacti‘oml mgets, is subJ'ected to h‘near restrictions ow.
me obJ'ect of the present work 1’s to fmmlate a dml for the sai'd
chss of mblems and to shw mat the well knwn duall'ty mi‘nc1'ple
helm.

m1 Ms been comtram‘ed as we vari'able of the Hm‘l problem.

Work concludes by ssh.wim tut the wwn dmh'w results of linear
prxrmm are mti'CMr uses of the general results ohmi‘ned here.
Foﬂwhg is the mi'r of Hm‘l and m1 Hogms.'
hml Hogm
mx1'm'ze

ex L’X
f(X)=+QX
subJ'ect to
x e S ,
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where
s={x-.Ax—_b,x_>o]
A

is

C, P
b

is

m°n
and
m

matrix'
Q

are

n

components row vectors

components column vector.

mal Program
Mnn'mi"ze

Uh
SWAIN) = Vb + Vb—

subject to
Vb-QXmA-c) + Vb(UA-P) - Ub(VA-Q)
Wb _> O,

V'b _> 0

U1:

Vb

and

cannot vanish sinmltaneously.

The constrain't set of the Dual Program is denoted by

L.

T—AM-lj-V
w. R. S. SIT‘HERIAA.ND, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada
The Target Method for the Gale-Koopnans Model of Economic Development
In this paper, Goldman's method of continual planning revision
is applied to Gale's discrete-tim‘e model of economic developnent.
The min result consists of showmg’ that the optim‘l in'finite-horizon
plan can be determin'ed by solving a two-period version of the model
1n' which an appropriate target constraint has been in'cluded.
explicit examples are presented.
optimum' argument.

Some

These are obtained by an in'verse

Next, the usual computational methods of dynamic

programmmg‘ are discussed and a new method is presented which solves
the inf'inite-horizon model by finding' the target constraint needed for
this approach.

***

W-AM-U-Y
H. TALPAZ, W. H. VINCENT, Michigan State University, East Lansmg'
A Population and Control Simula‘tion of the U.S. Hog Production
The hog-pork subsector tends to follow cyclical and oscillatory
patterns with harmful m'pacts on consumers and marginal producers.

To

gain' new insights regarding this phenomenon, a study with the followin'g

128
obJ‘ectl‘ves ms mdertaken.'

(l) to 1'dent1‘ﬁ the doml'nant feedback

forces workl'm 1'n the fomtl'on of the hog cycle and to translate 1't
1'nto an equl‘mlent distrl'butl've dehy structwe,- (2) to construct a
comm‘ter sm‘uhtx‘on mwel of the h% productl'on 1'ndustw to mrml't an
emluatl'on of wll'cy conuol alternatl'ves.
A two-smge comwter system was constmcted.

Shge I--a mrl’able-

mrmeter selector des1'gned to identify and estm’te elments of the
state and outmt vecwrs, u31'@ stepm’se recmsive econometrl'c mocedues.

In suge II, using a tm‘e~var1'ant mm‘ed dl'fference eqmtl'ons

systm the model 1'ncludes a smte hog mwhtion vector w1’th m‘fferential age youps,- a transfer mtrl'x, composed of death loss and fem
sl‘awhter rates,- bl'ologl'cal grom rates,- a J‘gged prl'ce vector remesentl‘m mrket forces m' rehtl'on to breem'ng and sales behav1'or.

A

unl‘que shwter ad‘oatl'on model to y1'eld age and wel'gt m‘strl'butl'ons
of mrket hxs as developed used on noml dl'stributl'on apmoxm‘tl'on
aﬂ'mted for seasoml skemess.
A wli'cy control smeme ms applied dmonstrating hm me hog
cycle could be mwd yielm mtential bemﬁ’ts for producers and
wnsmers.

***

r-m-2-w
R. WM', Cwneu Unl'versity, ItMm
sis of A ml'tm for Fin
mm S
Wm
ﬂees and Optm’
__J.E_Branch'
s
ﬁl's mwr em‘nes aMrl‘tMs for findl‘m m'mm smmim trees
md optm bmnchims.

We m‘plemenmtl'ons of Buonds' optm branchl'm

agorl'tm are mesented.
the and me other Ms an
gaph Ms

V

vertl'ces and

One Ms an
0(E log V)
E

eues.

0(m
Elog v—————— )

rm‘m

rMng tme, 1'f the woblw
me mplemenmtl'ons use Crane's

bl'mw uee method of unﬂim miority queues.

Apphhg the sme

tecMiques to the Macal and mm mmm’ smmim tree algorl'tMS
gives sm"m results.
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G. S. THOMS, J. C. JENNIM‘xS, Scicon Ltd., London

Problem Us'
Inteer Programm'
On-Line
_____ng_____3._ng___g_____xL__A
Blendi
A well known company in the photographic in'dustry found that the
manual construction of blends was proving wasteful and inefficient,it therefore decided to use Mathematical Programming to determine
optim’um blends.

This paper describes the resulting m‘teger progrannning‘

model and its integration into an on-line production system.
The problem arises because of the variability of batch chemical
processes.

Output from a production "make" is stored in a pot.

These

pots contain' essentially the same product with smll quality variations.
In addition the product deteriorates with age if it remains unused.
Several tim'es a day a batch of the product is requir’ed for a manufacturing
process and its qualities must lie within specified ranges.

A number

of operational factors influence the composition of the optimum' blend
and these give rise to several integer constram‘ts; these can all be
in'corporated in'to Special Ordered Sets of Type 2.

The objective function

is largely heuristic as it must balance the desirability of using old
makes, finishing' up pots and producing a blend with the specified
qualities.
A shortcomin’g of the initial model was that it was frequently
infeasible and so did not provide useful solution output.

According‘ly,

the formulation was amended so as to always produce a meaningful report.
In order to meet peak requirements the system had to be able to handle
up to 9 separate products smu‘ltaneously.

The operational requirement

was that results should be available on the shop floor within an hour
or two of mi"t1a't1'ng a run.

Consequently the entir'e application was

designed to run on a teletype operated by factory staff situated in
an office adjacent to the blending apparatus.
Statistics from a number of runs are included.

* **

W-AM-e-X
V. BALACHANDRAN, G. L. THOMPSON, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh
Rim'__L__L________—______________
Cost Bound and Weight Operators for the Generalized Transportation
Problem

We survey three papers that investigate the effect on the optimum'
solution of a capacitated generalized transportation problem when data
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of the problem are continuously varied as a linear function of a single
parameter.

Fir'st the rim' conditions, then the cost coefficients, then

the cell upper bounds, and finally the cell weights are varied parametrically.

In each case the effect on the optima'l solution, the

assoc1a'ted change in costs and the dual solution changes are determined
ﬁrst for basis preserving operators and then for arbitrary operators.
In the case of weight operators it is shown that the optima'l cost sometim'es varies in a non-linear fashion and sometimes in a linear fashion.
Relevant algorithms, m‘terpretations, and illustrations are provided.

***

F-PM-S-V
J. Tm, A. WHINSTON, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana
A
orithms
___________g______ng_lg_____A
Class of Mathemtical Pro rammi

A new theoretical approach to mathematical programing is developed
which on one hand leads to an extension of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions
and on the other hand to a class of algorithms.

In the first part we

derive optim'lity conditions for optimization problems where the constraint qualification conditions are violated.

The computational

algorithms are based on successive linearizations of the problem to
obtain improved accuracy.

The linearizations are not based on a Taylor

series expansion but on a new type of expansion which appears to be
appropriate.

Sane canpitational results are presented to illustrate

the algorithm.

***

F-AM-Q-W
R. L. TOBIN, General Motors Corporation, Warren, Michigan
_____L_______g________(_ty___mnimal
cles
Comlete Matchin's and Negative
Conditions are developed which relate the existence of negative
and non-positive simple cycles in an undir'ected network to minuna'l
complete matchings on a derived network.

These conditions are then

used to develop a test to determine whether or not an undirected netw0rk
contains non-positive sm‘ple cycles.
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T-PM-6-Y
J. A. TOMLIN, Stanford UniVersity, Stanford
l-‘————*
___‘___g______0n
Scalin Linear Programming Problems
The scaling of linear programming problems remains a rather poorly
understood subject (as indeed it does for linear equations).

Although

many scaling techniques have been proposed, the rationale behind them
is not always evident and very few numerical results are available.
This paper considers a number of these techniques and gives numerical
results for several real problems.

Particular attention is given to

two "optima'l" scaling’ methods, giving results on their' speed and effectiveness (in terms of their optima'lity criteria) as well as their
influence on the numerical behavior of the problems.

T-PM-B-V
D. M. TOPKIS, A. F. VEIIDET, J'R., Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel
Monotone Solutions of Extremal Problems on Lattices
A lattice is a partia'lly ordered set in which each pair of pom'ts
has a least upper bound, called their join, and a greatest lower bound,
called their meet.

Let

*

be an associative, connnutative, non-decreasing,

binary operation on the real line.
lattice

S

is called

f

on a

if the *-composition of its function values

sub*

at each pair of points 1n'

A real-valued function

S

is greater than or equal to the *-compo-

sition of its function values at the meet and join of the two points.
For the case where
will be given for
terization of

S

is a product of chains, Join-representations

sub*

sub*

functions on

functions when

S
*

where
is

+

*

defin'ed on a sublattice

lattices, subject to

L

of the product

s e Lt _= [s e s -.

A charac-

will also be given.

Next we consider the problem of minim'izing a
f(s,t),

is V.

(s,t) e L].

sub*

function

S X T

of two

We show that if

the *-composition of two real numbers is increased when both numbers
are increased (this is so if

*

is

+, v,

or A)

and certain

compactness and lower semicontinuity conditions are im'posed, then there
is an
s1:
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which minm1"zes

is non-decreasmg' in

f(-,t)
t.

over

LC,

and more :un‘portant,

One application of this result asserts

that one optim'l family of prices at e_1ver node in a weighted network
flow problem is nondecreasing in the demands at all nodes.

A number of

other applications to in'ventory control and to statistical decision

theory will be given.
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L. TORNHEIM, Chevron Research Company, Richmond, California.
Percentile Curves
Percentiles are considered suitable statistics to summarize certain
kinds of data.

If the data depends upon me. then percentile curves

are appropriate.

Suppose that

x = f(al,

of the desnr'ed curve, where the
A definition of a

aj

...

, an; t)

is the formula

are the parameters to be determined.

p-th percentile curve for the data pom’ts

(1 = l, ... , m)

is that choice of

(ti, x1.)

which minimizes

a1, ... , an

E
D
s - E, {(100 - p) L
[f(t1) - xi] + p
2;
[xi - f(ti)]}.
t
f > x
f < x
i
i
i
This is a generalization, for if
the answer is the
a1, ...

, an,

is constant, i.e.,

f

p-th percentile of the

xi.

If

f

f = a,

then

is linear in'

then the problem has a linear programing formulation,

which has a dual involVing'

n

equations and

m

upper-bounded variables.

***

F-AM-lE-W
E. TRO‘I'EER JR., R. M. NAUSS, Cornell University,
G. L. REMEMBER, _______,___L.
Ithaca
s_______L_____&_et
hrtitioni
and Chain' Decansition
There is given a finite set

I

and a family of subsets of

I.

We consider the problem of determin'ing a mimnmm‘ cardinality subfamily
that is a partition of

I.

A branch-and-bound algorithm is presented.

The bounds are obtained by determining chain’ decanpositions of directed
acyclic grams.

The commtation tm‘e requir'ed to determin'e a bound is

bounded by a polyncmial in the cardinality of

I.

Some computational

experience is reported and relationships with other methods are discussed.

H-PM-a-X
K. TRUWER, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland
A____L________________
Min-Cost Flow Alithm for a Class of Networks with Gain
A tum-cost flow algorithm is presented that solves a large class
of networks with gain.

This class is characterized by positive gain

factors and a condition on arcs that form a dir‘ected cycle ,'
includes all acyclic networks with positive gains.

hence it

It is shown that
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sane networks outside of this class can also be solved by sm'ple transformations.
The algorithm is of the prima'l-dual type.

The restricted subproblem

is a max-flow problem which is solved by an extension of an existing’
algorithm.

***

T-AM-D -V
T______,____.
TSUKARARA JR., and H. BRULM, JR., Panona College, Claremont, California

An Analysis of the Work Incentive Effects of a Negative Income Tax:
Approach
____%__A
Nonlinear Progr'
This paper investigates the labor supply adjustments of both
primary and secondary workers, who are members of low m‘come families,
which arise in' response to the enactment of a negative income tax program
of income maintenance.

The key assumption made is that the family is

the relevant decision makin'g unit.

The analysis is conducted within'

the framework of a nonlin'ear programing model of the

The

basic conclusion derived is that on a priori grounds alone, one cannot
predict whether a negative income tax subsidy would dim"ni'sh or increase
work incentives.

***

M-AM-lh-U: KEYNOTE SPEAKER
A. W. TUCKER, 91‘.1n'ceton University, Princeton
P

*i—Sm'plex
Aorithm and Duality
We examin‘e these fundamentals in historical perspective and note
implications they have for constructive mthanatical advance.

F-PM—l-Y ‘
U. UEIM}, J. P. BARE-ES, Stanford University, Stanford
Aﬂ______________________lication
of Branch and Bound Methods to Solve Continuous Non-Convex
Optiml"zation Problems
Non-convex optmi‘zation is a nearly unstructured domain in the
field of operations research.

Yet research on well-defined non-convex

problems showed that the global solution cannot be determin'ed without
avoiding combinatorics.

In this paper it is demonstrated how certain‘

1%
optmi"zation problems with multiple stationary pom‘ts can be solved
globally by applying Branch-and-Bound methods.

The continuous problem

is transformed in'to an equivalent optimization problem which has only
a finite number of feasible solutions, and whose structure is represented by a tree.

in' the tree.

Criteria are provided to cut down the number of nodes

Saddlepoints are excluded automticaljy.

***

M-PM-8-V
P. S. um, Bell Telephone laboratories, Holmdel, New Jersey
The Dual of the Dual as a Linear Approxim'tion of the Prmn'l
The (Lagrangian) dual of the dual of a twice differentiable nonlinear programming problem is formulated and in’vestigated.
that the dml of the dual of an

n

It is shown

variable prima'l is a problem in

an

variables where the objective function and each of the constraint functions of the priml are replaced by their first-order Taylor series
approximations.

If the Lagrangian dual is convex, the dual of the dual

is found to provide at least as good a bound on the optimal value of
the objective function as the dual does.

The dual of the dual of a

polynomial program is shown to be equivalent to the condensed version
of that program.
are presented.

Relationships with existing computational algorithms
New conditions for the absence of a duality gap are also

obtained.

***

W-AM-lh-U
S. VAIDA, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, England
P

and Necessit
Theorems in mmmatical Pro
S__L_____y______wufficienc

Survey of such theorems in linear and in non-linear programing,
and of the conditions (constraint qualifications and others) which make
them valid.
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m—AM-S-Y
J. VAN REMORTEL, D. J. WILDE; Stanford University, Stanford

Minimization with a Convex Fourth Deee Approxma‘tion
J______________E______Asmetric
A basic technique in' unconstrained minimi'zation is the NewtonRephson method, which exactly minimi"zes a quadratic approxma‘tion to
an objective function.

This appronma'ting function is symnetric, its

contours being limi"ted to
of symmetry.

n-dim‘ensional ellipsoids hav1ng'

Functions with

n

axes

asymmetric contours can be optimized more

efficiently‘ by exact minim1"2ation of asymmetric approxma‘tions.
In wis paper, a special separable convex asymmetric fourth degree function
is proposed.

Despite the high degree of the approxma‘tion, special

properties of cubic equations lead to drastic sm'plifications and simple,
non-iterative computations.

The method may be regarded as adding a

few operations to quasi-Newton methods in order to measure and correct

for asymmetry.

***

F-AM—Q-W
R. VAN SLYKE, H. FRANK, A. KERSHENBAUM, Network Analysis Corporation
Glen Cove, New York
——_£L__—_—__L_—_1Network
Reliabili: A Case Study in Applied Comtational Complexit
As part of the topological des1gn‘ of the ARPA computer network
it was necessary to analyze the reliability of proposed configurations;
that is, to relate the reliability of the network as a whole to the
relia'bility of the communication lines and computerswhich constitute
the network.

A class of very flexible smu‘lation techniques were

developed which involve the calculation of a minimum spanning tree
(MST) for each sample.
Since thousands of MST's are calculated for each analysis it was
desera'ble to examine in detail the method of calculatin'g MST's.

Con-

ventional wisdom is that the Prm'-Dijkstra algorithm is the best method
for MST calculations; this is commonly based on the "look at" argument
of computational complexity.

We found no less than three other algorithms

which are preferable in various situations.

mr usmg‘ one of these

methods, computation time was reduced by a factor of

Nﬂ—LN

for relia-

bility problems.
First we formulate the reliability models, where we fin'd the
necessity of computing a large number of mT's on a sparse graph of
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moderate size.

Next we discuss in detail the computational complexity

of MST calculations.

Then the characteristics of the required calcu-

lations are used to choose the best algorithm for the application in
mind.

Experim'ental evidence is given to support theoretical predictions.

Finally, we make some comments on the application of computational
complexity results in general and 1n‘ particular to the situation for
algorithms to fin'd the component structure of graphs and to find MST's.

***

F-PM-e-W
D. M. 'I‘OPKIS, A___,__.
F. VEINO‘I'I‘ Jr., Stanford University, Stanford
*

Meet-Representation of Suhsemilattices and Sublattices of Product Spaces
'me class

.13

of all join-(resp., meet-)

given join-(resp., meet-) semilattice
intersections, so J
all subsets of

S

S

subsemilattices of a.

is, of course, closed under

is a meet-subsemilattice of the lattice

ordered by set m‘clusion.

a product of

n

chains and

then

1th

(1 _< i _< n)

fixed value of the

S
S

n

elements of

28,

1th

coordinate.
S

is a lattice to obtain‘ meet-

representations for the elements of the meet-subsemilattice J

S
if

consisting of all sublattices of
is a product of
L

n

chains and

of two sets.

The

13th

S.

of

For example, we show that if

L e 28,

is the intersection (meet) of

following form.

L

of which is isotone (resp., antitone) for every

Next we apply these results where

as

is

L e a? if and only if

can be expressed as the intersection (meet) of
the

where

The simplest result is that if
L e ZS,

of

We explore the possibility

of obtainin'g meet-representations for the elements of
is a product of semilattices.

2S

n2

then

L e

elements of

(1 __< i, j _< n)

if and only
2S

of the

of these sets is a product

The first set is the product of all chains defining

except the

1th

and

chain when

1 -. 3,

3th.

The second set is a subset of the

and a subset of the product of the

1th

S

ith

and

j

th

chains that is isotone and antitone respectively for each fix’ed value
of the

1th

and

,jth

coordinates respectively when

When specialized to the case where

L

i )4 3'.

is a polyhedral set in

Rn,

these results give characterizations of duals of pre-Leontief substi-

tution and weighted network flow problems.
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F-PM—l-Y
A. S. VINCENTELLI, M. SOMALVICO, Politecnico di Milano, Italy
and Properties of State Space Approach to Problem Solvi
________________—___—_ngFormalization
The purpose of this paper is to propose the utility of a deep
investigation on the notion of problem solution, and on the relationship
between the search algorithms and the structure of problem representation.
In the paper we restrict our investigation only to the statespace approach to problem solving, which is apted to furnish results
which substantiate our claim‘.

***

W-AM-li-X
D. A. WALKER, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Washington
Com titive Loan and Securit Markets on Bank
E__E__LL—L—ffects
of Im rfect
Asset Management
"

In this paper a quadratic recursive programing model is presented

and optimized.

The purpose is to examine the effects of allowing a

bank to be optimizing profits in im'perfect loan and securities markets
and to compare these results with the case where perfectly competitive
markets are assumed.
It is Vir'tually essentially that bank asset management models be
considered in a non-static framework.

Recursive programing provides

such a capability sm'ce the model to be optimized in period

t

is

conditional upon the parameters and allocations of the previous period
in a recursive programming model.

Changes in the environment in which

’

a commercial bank operates can be included in a recursive bank asset
management model.
In a recently published paper, a linear recursive programming model
has been presented and optimized.

In that paper decision rules have

been presented for maximi"zing profits as a linear function of loans
and securities.

A comparison of the alternatiVe decision rules for

a quadratic versus a linear recursive model will provide some interesting
results that are presented in this paper.
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F-PM-Q-W
D. B. WEINBERGER, Cornell University, Ithaca
the Blocki
Pohedron of the Intersection of Two Matrices
—L___—_On
Consider two matroids on the same set and let
matrix" of all

k-sets which are independent in both.

A

be the incidence
In his initial

paper on the subject of blocking and anti-blocking pairs of polyhedra,
mlkerson conjectured as to the form of the blocking mtrix of

A.

Here, this conjecture is discussed and some special cases are proved.
In particular, the special case where both matroids are generalized
partition matroids is discussed in detail.

M-PM-D-X
L. E. WESTHIAL, Northwestern University, Evanston
MEP Model for Pla'
Mechanical Enneerin:
Scification and
_—__xw____2__g_g____m
Solution
This paper sets out the structure of a static, one region, mixed
integer programming (PEP) model for appraising prospective investment
projects in the mechanical engineering sector.

Economies of scale and

Joint production, major sources of interdependence among production
activities in the sector, are specified in the model, which is formulated
to minimize the annual cost of meeting a fixed bill of final demands
for specific products.

The focal choice is between imports and domestic

production; extension to choices among alternative techniques is easily
accomplished.

Components and sub-assemblies are costed at the lower

of import price or endogenously determined production cost.

The costs

of capital equipnent and plant are specified using a fixed charge type
cost function.
A solution procedure is devised to exploit the particular structure
of the model; the calculation of marginal costs places boundaries on
the space in which the global optimum is contained.

In its application

to evaluate possible investments during the Republic of Korea's Third
Five Year Plan, the model contains more than 500 zero-one variables.
It was nontheless possible to solve it using less than one minute CPU
time on an :34 560/91, for the computed boundaries were sufficiently
"tight" that the globally optimal solution could be obtained quickly
by elementary hand calculations.

The bounding process is generalizable

over a number of MI? model structures and can be used in "pre-analysis"
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to save on formal canputation using available algorithms.

The paper

emoludes with a discussion of the relation between the efﬁcacy of
the botmding process and the degree of interdependence withm' the
system modeled.

***

H-Pﬁ-ll-S
R. mi‘, Universiw of Kentucky, Lexington
*

Relations for Stochastic m
Mali
We consider (linear two-stage) stochastic programs with resource
which can be formulated as
Minini‘ze=cx+E{qy|Hy—-p-Tx,y_>0]
Ax = b
x _> 0
q, p

and

function on

S.

integrable.

hen

where

'1‘

are random mtrices which known distribution

We also assume that the random elements are square

the following“ problem.-

lhnni‘ze {ab + E(wp)lo.a + ehrl'] _< C, W _< q}
0 e Rn, 11’ e L2(_"-)
is sham to be "dual" to the origi"nal problem.

(This result is at

variance with previous results obtained by A. mdansky 1n‘ "D181 Variables
in bio-Stage Linear Programing under Uncertainty. ")

These results can

be extended in various dire‘ctions, but in“ particular to the

n-stage

problem (with linear or nonlinear objectives) in which case we obtain
sue new results for the general class of dynamic (or sequential)
optini"zation problems.

***

w-mn-w
J. RUBBER, A. HEIIBTON, mrdue University, LafaVette, Indiana
*

____L______Priml
Inteer Optimization
In this paper we present a new all integer algorithm to solve the

linear integer programing problem.

I1'he procedure has the followuxg‘

characteristics:
1.

me method either starts with an initial feasible integer point

or it canbe used to find one.

11m
2.

Once a feasible integer solution is obtained integer feasibility

is maintained throughout the course of the algorithm.
3.

Finite convergence is guaranteed.

The method is comparable to ones developed by Young and Glover.
Computational results are developed and comparisons with their algorithms
as well as with other methods which are not prima'l and all integer are
presented.

***

m—m—h-v
~»
W. W. WHITE, IBM Corporation, Philadelphia Scientific Center, Philadelphia
*

—g______u_SLInteractive
Use of a Lare Mathematical Proammi
stem
Recent developnents in computer technology have created new ways
of attacking problems in mthematical programing.
is via mn-mchine interaction.

One of these ways

To explore this interaction, an experi-

mental system has been constructed, consisting of a large mathematical
programing system coupled with and controlled by the highly flexible
interactive APL shared variable system with supporting programs.

This

paper will present the structure of the experimental system, and, based
upon experience obtained in its use, will discuss some advantages and
disadvantages of interactive compating for some mathematical programming
problems, especially with regard to the followmg‘ three areas.1.

Developing and experimenting with new algorithms ,-

2.

Model building and analysis;

3.

Interactive problem solving.

TH-PM-Z-W
G. A. VICKLUND, The University of Iowa, Iowa City
Wiser
ience in Generatin Transrtation Problems with the

"More fbr Less" Paradox
The classical transportation model is to minimize total transportation costs

(cm. _> 0)

for the amount available
(‘03.)

at the destina'tions.

this problem.

subject to a set of equality constraints
(ai)

at the origins and the amount demanded

Several algorithms are avilable for solving

lhl
In some cases it is possible to increase the amount available at
any origin

(a1! > ai)

and the amount demanded at any destination such

that the transportation cost found in the orig'inal solution would be
less.

This result is the paradox of shipping more units and reducing

transportation costs.
This paper investigates the structure of transportation problems
which have the "more for less" condition.

Several transportation problems

were randomly generated on the ccmputer in an attempt to discover what
special structure exists in a transportation problem which has the "more
for less" condition.

In this paper the characteristics of the generated

transportation problems are discussed.

***

M-PM-l-W
J. P. BARNES, D. J. WILDE, Stanford Universi‘yt, Stanford
_—______1£g_—______A
Formalism for Branch' 5 Methods of Combinatorial Optimi"zation
This article proposes a theoretical framework for describing,
defining, and comparin'g the man;r algorithms conceived in recent years
for solving combinatorial optim'ization problems.

This formalism

encanpasses such known techniques as branch and bound, branch and prune,
1m'plicit enumeration, branch and exclude, bound and scan,
additive algorithms,

and heuristic search.

branch search,

It seeks to distingui"sh

between the specific characteristics of each and to identify those
fundamental properties common to them allupartitioning, search tree
construction, bounding, and feasibility testing.

Also it introduces

objective criteria for comparing the performances of various algorithms
on specific classes of problems.
node analysis,

By makin'g precise such concepts as

node generation, and termina'tion,

and by introducing

such partial ordering relations as algebraic lattices,

the formalism

generates new algorithms givm'g im'proved performance on loading problems
(linear integer programming with one inequality constraint) and for
problems in pseudoboolean programming'.

lh2
TH-PM-k-V
C. H. JOHNSON, E. L. JONES, E______,.
P. WILLARD Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas
__LTIMPS
ASC - An MPS Implementation on a Pipeline Computer
Implementation of a complete mathematical programming system TIMPS - on Texas Instruments' Advanced Scientific Computer (ASC) is
described.

The ASC is a general purpose, fourth generation multipro-

cessor of exceptional power and capacity designed for the processing
of complex technical problems.

The high speed of this machine is,

in part, achieved by using a pipeline architecture for instruction
processing and by special vector/matrix instructions built into the
hardware logic.
In 1970, Texas Instruments purchased a major mathematical programing system - FMPS - to serve as the initial skeleton for TIMPS.
FMPS was particularly selected because of its code richness.

Since

then, extensive redesigning and coding has been performed to structure
the TIMPS computational routines to be particularly suited to the ASC
hardware features and the vector instruction repertoire.

Various

facets of the design logic for algorithms contained in TIMPS (LP, SEP,
MIP, CUB) as well as computational findings are discussed.

***

‘1‘-PM-l‘-W
A. C. WILLIAMS, Mobil Oil Corporation, Pnn'ceton
____i_ng___L_—Some
Model
Princiles for MIP's
The value of a mixed integer linear program is,

in general, a

discontinuous function of the data, i.e., of the cost and matrix coefficients and of the right-hand side vector.

Unlike the corresponding'

situation in linear or convex programming, small errors in the data
can lead to programs which fall far short of optimal.

As an example,

a budget constraint (the value of which is generally highly arbitrary)
my be such that a very good investment opportunity has to be passed
up in favor of inferior ones, because we are a few dollars short.

Or,

to meet a certain small extra demand (which was only guessed at anyway)
an entire new plant is forced open.
Many real world problems which are not discontinuous are thereby
represented by models which do have discontinuities.

The modeling

techniques of linear programing, which deals with convex economics,

cannot be transferred in toto to mix'ed integer programming, which

1h}
deals with non-convex economics.
We will present several theorems which carve out classes of mixed
integer programs for which the value is a continuous mnction of the
data (and for which the optima‘l solution set is upper semi-continuous).
These theorems have straightforward economic interpretations.

Moreover,

they lead to quite general rules for good modeling techniques in mixed
integer programing.

***

M-PM-l-W
H. P. WHLIAMS, University of Sussex, England
Exper_____—_______£__g—g___iments
in the Formulation of Inteer Prorammin Problems
Five practical problems are each formulated in two different ways
as 0 - l in'teger programming models.

All the models have been solved

by the Ranch and Bound method using a commercial package program.
Full details are given of the manner of the different formulations
and the computational ease of solving them.

The purpose of this paper

is to investig‘ate the computational effects of different FORMUIATIONS
on such problems.

The problems considered are a mrket allocation

problem, a combinatorial problem, two mining problems and a problem
of logical design.

'IH-PM-‘l-Y
R. J. WILMUTH, IBM Corporation, San Jose
__________—_LA
Comparison of Fixed Point Aorithms
There exist four classes of algorithms for computing fixed points
on fini"te dimensional spaces based on pivoting along adjacent simplexes
in a complex.

Each class is deﬁned by the type of complex upon which

the algorithms operate.
Algorithms for computing fix'ed points of functions on the standard
n-sm'plex,

Sn,

using complexes triangulating

arrive and constitute the first class.

Sn

were the fir‘st to

IThe unique element in the second

class is an algorithm which operates on a complex for triangulating
Sn X [0,00)

and also computes fixed points on

fourth classes compute fix'ed pom'ts on
gulating

R” x [0,1],

and

R“ x [0,w).

Rn

Sn.

The third and

and use complexes trian-

lhh

me results of a stum‘ commrl'm the rehtive perfomnce of
represenmti‘ve aworl'tMS ﬁom each clas.s are presented.

ﬁe stuw

con51'sts of executing these amori‘tmes on several emples ﬁom econmics
and nonlinear program'm.
A bri‘ef des.cr1‘ption of an agorl‘tm for comwting fu'ed mi‘nts
of mm on the ‘set of continuws mnctl'ons on a closed inteml is
given.

mi's awri'tm 1's an uten51'on of mves' and Saigal's agoritm

ﬁom the fwth chss menti'oned above.

The 1'mpormnt appli'cati'on of

ml‘s algori‘tm to the soluti'on of ordimw differential eqmti'ons 1's
also described.

w-m-5-v
M. m, P. WOW, H. cmm, Im Watson Reseuch Center,
Yorktwn Heiats
*

+Vanﬁti‘m
of Sum‘ent Optm‘ization
new problems of mathematical programming can be cast in the form
of fmﬁm a real

n-vector solv1'm me problem

maximize
where

%

is a scahr am

w(1r), 7r 6 S

w(w) _- Mn [ck + w o vk] ,
kJ

v

is an

a closed conva subsetkof

En.

n-vector for an

k e K,

and

S

is

Vari'ous authors in we U.S. and the

U.S.S.R. MVe womsed mder wrious mes a sm'ple iterative schwe
mrticmrh suited to problems Wi'm vew hrge
of mose requl‘rmg colm genemtion).

K

(fa emple, most

The prmedm 1's musml m

not usistm on mnotonic imprwemnt of the obg‘ective Mction ud
NMttm as "urection of step" w subgadient of the obJ'ective
Motion.

We none the tem Wsubadient
othation for such a

wocemre.
We mesent me memm as we MVe been usm' i't.

We ﬁve meeti'cable

foMtions and cummtional remts for me thee tms of problws
we MVe trl'ed extens1'veu-.

me 3551'gment pmblem, we (nonm‘teger)

travem-ulesmn problem, and a mﬂticmodi'ty neWork flw problem.
W wrience mumtes Mt submdient optm‘ization 1's swmi'smm
effective fa cermm problem, and desewes to be more w1‘dew Mm.

th
m-PM-S-Z,
I. J. ﬁlmmm, O. S. m, Stanford Research Instl'tute, Menlo hrk
Solutl’on Hocedme for a Concave MXl'ml'zatl'on Problem w1'th a Semrable
chtl'on Havm'
Interrelated Cmponents
%Obg‘ectl've
ﬂl's mper presents an eﬁl‘Cl‘ent solutl'on procedwe for the followm'
concaxre mxm'l'zatl‘on problem.-

.
Max1mize

Z
E
v
ijfij(jakz>cijkx1jk,
x131, x132,

m J‘ect to

IE‘Eal.J.kxl.J.k _<bk,

for

, xijN)

k

1,2,

...

, N,

l J
xijk _> O,
where

fl.j

for an

1', 3', k,

1's nondecrea51'ng 1'n the f1'rst arment and concave m'crea31'm

1'n the rml’nm' arments.

me dl'ffl'culty of the problm arl'ses MM“

ﬁm the coupll'm mom the

f1.J. '5.

The method used in tm‘s mmr

repmsents an 1'nterest1‘m exten51'on of Werett's generah‘zed Layame
mﬂtl‘pll'er mewod and mnt21‘g-W0He's decomp031't1'on prl‘nc1'ple.

Var1'-

atl'ms of the moblm and eﬁ1‘c1‘ency con51‘demtions and practl'cal
experl’ence 1'n me cmmter m‘plemenmtl'on of the solutl‘on procedue
m'u aho be m'scussed.

*-)(-*

T—m-B-V
H. M. MSW,

S. mm, McGl'u Unl'ver31'w, Montreal

dﬁe
Varl'ous Deﬁ'nitions of the Derl'vatl've 1'n mthmtical Ho
ONm'll’ty conﬂtl'ons of the Km-Tucker tm are stated 1'n me
ll‘teratwe for Me/chet ﬁfferentiable Mctl'ons.

Thl's remrt shows

tmt there ex1‘st at least seven different chsses of Mctl'ons, h‘fferentl'able m’ a weaker sense tun Fre/met, for whl'ch the KW-hcker
optm'liw condl'tl‘ons hold.
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